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THE MISSOURI FARMER — Wayne Cryts briefly thanks people
for their support after a fried catfish dinner at Dennis Chester's
home,Lynn Grove. Seated by Cryts are his wife Sandy (left) and his
brother Bill's wife Sandra.
Staff photos by Duane Spurlock

Carroll claims Fifth
to refuse testifying
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Claiming a Fifth Amendment
right to avoid self-incrimination,
former Gov. Julian Carroll has
refused to testify „in the perjurycontempt trial of Frankfort
engineer David W. Clark.
Carroll, who took the witness
stand Wednesday with the jury out
of the courtroom, was excused by
U.S. District Judge Bernard T.
Moynahan Jr. Citing numerous
prosecution references to Carroll
in previous sessions, Moynahan
ruled that Carroll had a
"reasonable belief" that he could
be incriminated.
"There's not a court in this land
that would say this man has to
testify in this case after what's
been said," Moynahan said during
a heated debate with prosecutor
John Fitzgibbons.
An Internal Revenue Service
agent testified Tuesday that Carroll and former state Democratic
chairman Howard P. "Sonny"
Hunt Jr. had been targets of a

By DUANE SPURLOCK
language of the ruling.
Staff Writer
never claimed to be a hero,
but because of this I am more
"I don't plan on paying," Wayne
Cryts said, referring to the
determined than ever to continue
$287,000 judgment fine ordered by
the fight."
a federal bankruptcy judge MonThe Missburi farmer said if all
day.
means are exhausted through the
Cryts, the Missouri farmer who legal system with no change from
defied government orders by the present ruling, his family
would have to sell their farm to
removing his grain from a
bankrupt grain elevator last year, pay the fine, which escalates by
was guest of honor at a fish-fry in $1,500 each day it remains unpaid.
Lynn Grove Wednesday night at
Cryts said he is optimistic about
Dennis Chester's home.
similar situations for other
Cryts said his attorneys are farmers. "I think they
working on papers for his appeal (legislators) are going to make
of Judge Charles Baker's order. some changes."
State Rep. Donald Blandford,
"There's nothing they can do to
make us give up," he said. "It's Philpot, said he will appoint in Jubeen a long battle — but when you ly a subcommittee of the House
believe what you're doing is right, Agriculture Committee to discuss
and others believe in what you're means of protectng farmers from
doing, it is a lot easier to carry financially failing grain elevators.
Blandford, chairman of the
on."
Asked what his reaction was to committee, said the group will
Baker's comments about him — look "specifically at the problems
according to an Associated Press of grain elevators unable to fulfill
wire story, Baker called Cryts a their obligations." He said the
thief who "ought to be punished subcommittee will work to prefor his criminal acts" and "envi- sent legislation to the the 1984 sessions himself to be some sort of sion of the General Assembly.
Blandford suggested one solufolk hero" — Cryts said he was
disappointed to know a judge tion might be to increase the
bondedness required for elevators
would say such things.
He added he felt Baker had turn- to acquire a license for operation.
Cryts later said this plan would
ed the situation into a personal
vendetta, evidenced by his com- not be sufficient to completely
ments, the ruling and the proteck)the farmer or the
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Wayne Cryts
elevators — it could not cover the
grain operation 100 percent.
"But it would be better than the
law we have now, and I would support any move for improvement."
Blandford said due to the wide
ramifications of the bankruptcy
problem, the matter should
perhaps be handled on the federal
level. "But I feel the legislators
here will do their best to improve
(Continued On Page 2)

special grand jury investigation
since its inception three years
'
ago.
The grand jury indicted Hunt in
connection with an alleged insurance kickback scheme. He
The Defense Ministry claimed
casualties among the troops being
By The Associated Press
pleaded guilty to conspiracy and
fighter pilots and naval
British
aboard
or
ships
two
the
by
landed
Argentine planes inflicted
income-tax charges and is
shot down seven of the
gunners
a
had
ship
Each
heavy casualties on British forces the Sir Tristram.
awaiting sentencing.
Skyhawk and Mirage
Argentine
carry
could
each
the
said
crstry
southwest of Stanley, raising
raiders.
The grand jury questioned speculation that the assault on the 500 troops.
Clark about his business dealings Falklands capital might be
The Defense Ministry said there
with Hunt and indicted Clark for delayed further, and Argentina were only five wounded aboard
allegedly withholding information claimed its troops also repelled a the Plymouth, but a corresponabout an Oklahoma oil venture frontal attack on their main dent with the task force said a
that included Hunt, Carroll and defense line.
number of troops were feared killFrankfort lawyer William P.
ed aboard the small landing craft
setsome
"This is obviously
Curlin Jr.
A taste of the popular country
back. But until we have assessed that was damaged.
television series "Hee
music
how
Carroll's refusal to testify could the situation, we do not know
Haw" will be coming to Murray
again be an issue when Clark's much this will change our plans,"
and the Kentucky Special Olymside of the case is presented, since the commander of the 5th Infantry
pics meet Friday and Saturday.
the former governor also was sub- Brigade, Brig. Tony Wilson, told a
Grady Nutt, humorist, Baptist
poenaed as a defense witness. reporter after Argentine air
and series regular, will
minister
E.
ships
William
landing
big
attorney,
two
Clark's
strikes set
Starting today, a lower street help initiate the games in the forScent, said earlier this week that crowded with troops afire and
Carroll's testimony was vital to damaged the frigate Plymouth lighting investment charge to the mal opening ceremony Friday.
Singers Jim and Jon Hagar will
city of Murray becomes effective,
the defense. His motion to compel and a small landing craft.
at the games all day Saturday,
be
Underwood,
some
according to Ron
The Times of London said
Carroll's testimony is pending.
British sources believed the final Murray Electric System talking with athletes and helping
with individual events.
assault on Stanley, anticipated superintendent.
The games will host special
Over the period of one year, this
since last weekend, might have to
be delayed "such is the extent of measure is expected to save the athletes, winners of regional competitions,from all over the state.
city in excess of $5,000.
the disaster."
The public is urged to support
Currently, the city pays a 10The Argentine planes set the
special athletes by attending
the
on
the
Galahad
charge
Sir
ships
investment
percent
412-foot landing
.•
games.
and
with
the
afire
equipment
Tristram
Sir
lighting
and
street
has
Syria
44.
to
four
days
MiGs in
admitted 16 MiGs downed and bombs, rockets and cannon fire as related apparatuses plus the cost
they were putting 5th Brigade of the energy consumed. The MES
claims 19 Israeli jets downed.
Despite the bombing runs on troops ashore Tuesday in a nar- plant board's decision will reduce
Beirut and near its airport, there row estuary at Fitzroy Sound, 15 the equipment investment charge
to six percent.
Today a 20 percent chance of
was no sign the Syrians were leav- miles southwest of Stanley.
British defense officials said
The board unanimously approvearly morning thunderstorms,
ing Beirut, and the official radio of
then clearing with highs in the
Yasser Arafat's Palestine Libera- casualties were "substantial," but ed a reduction in the charge of the
lower 80s. Winds northwest 5 to
tion Organization declared: "We no official figures were available city's street lighting system on
15 mph. Tonight clear and cool
shall fight from house to house, yet. A correspondent with the task Nov. 24, 1981.
force reported in a dispatch passThe board's determination was
with lows around 60. Light to
from room to room."
Sir
the
of
n"
39
that
"break-eve
censorship
yearly
a
on
by
ed
based
winds. Friday sunny and
calm
our
"The enemy is bombing
warm. High in the low 80s.
camps, our women, our children. Galahad's crewmen were missing study provided by Tennessee
Light north to northwest winds.
But we shall fight, fight, fight," — the heaviest British loss Valley Authority. The purpose of
Saturday through Monday:
screamed the newscaster of the reported in the war so far — and the study is to provide electric
Little precipitation expected.
Palestine Liberation Organiza- many others were burned or utilities with information so that
wounded.
charges can be established to inHighs in the low to mid 80s and
tion's Voice of Palestine radio.
There was no estimate of sure that electric systems remain
lows in the upper 50s to low 60s.
(Continued On Page 2)
"non-profit" in the operation of
street lighting programs.

Argentines inflict casualties

Grady Nutt, Hagars
to show at Olympics

Lower street light
charge effective

Israel blasts Beirut PLO targets
while warning of big assault
By The Associated Press
Israel blasted PLO targets in
Beirut from the sea and air today
and dropped leaflets warning that
Israeli forces were about to storm
the Lebanese capital and that
Syrian troops should leave
"within a few hours." President
Reagan urged Israel to cease fire
and withdraw from Lebanon.
The Tel Aviv command announced it shot down eight more
Syrian MiGs and an assault
helicopter in eastern Lebanon,
and upped the number of MiGs it
claimed it shot down Wednesday
from 22 to 29. By Israeli count this
brought the number of downed

clear afternoon

Representatives face budgetary chaos
By CLIFF HAAS
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
House of Representatives faced
what one Republican leader warned would be "chaos" if its budgetweary members fail to agree on
one of three 1983 spending propouts.
Only one of the plans, that offered by the Republicans, was
given much chance of approval
going into today's showdown. But
even that was a dozen votes shy of
a needed majority late Wednesday,GOP leaders acknowledged.
Having rejected eight budget
outlines two weeks ago, the full
House was voting on rival plans
drafted by Democratic and
Republican leaders. If both failed,
the House would vote on President
Reagan's unpopular original
budget, which even the president
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By MARK R. CHELLGREN
Associated Press Writer
Although rain was forecast to
move out of Kentucky today,
lingering thunderstorms led to
flood advisories in the east while
storm damage cleanup began in
the west.
Storms'produced heavy rains
overnight and early today in Central and Eastern Kentucky.
The National Weather Service
issued a flash flood watch effective through the morning of the
southeast quarter of the state,
east of a line from Williamsburg
to London, Campton and Ashland.
By 8 a.m. some small streams
had spilled from their banks in
Floyd and Magoffin Counties. A
flash flood warning was in effect
until late morning for these counties and Owsley, Breathitt and
Knott counties.
Meanwhile, a small contingent
of Kentucky National Guardsmen
helped start the clean up in
Henderson County.
Nine guard members, with
three large trucks for equipment,
are part of the minimal state aid
that Henderson County can expect
following Tuesday's brief, but
violent, encounter with nature.
Major Gen. Billy Wellman, head
of the state Division of Disaster
and Emergency Services, announced the guard's help during a
morning visit to Henderson
Wednesday. He also said the state
was declaring the county a
disaster area, though that
wouldn't mean much unless the
federal Small Business Administration determined that
nearby Evansville was in the
same predictament.
Wellman explained that if the
federal agency made the determination, Henderson would be
eligible for low-interest loans to
homeowners and businessmen
who suffered damage from the 70
mph winds, heavy rains and hail.
According to Mayor William
Newman, most of the people who
suffered damage to their property
were insured.
The major task remaining is the
cleanup of hundreds of trees slammed to the ground during the
noon-time storm.
The task will be made easier
because Henderson Municipal
Power & Light had restored electric service to almost all of its
customers by late Wednesday.
Nearly 50 percent of, the 10,000
residential and business
customers were blacked out after
the storm.
In Kentucky, Henderson suffered the brunt of the damage
from the storm, though it snaked
its way up the Ohio River to above
Louisville before turning inland.
One death was attributed to the
storm when a 15-year-old boy in
Clark County was struck by
lightning.
Some 20 people were injured in
the storm, but only three were
hospitalized, none in serious condition.
The storm twisted trees, threw
power lines to the ground, tossed
house trailers around like toys,
ripped roofs off of some homes
and businesses and generally
wreaked havoc.
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has virtually abandoned.
The Republican outline contains
substantial cuts in various social
programs — including Medicaid,
welfare,food stamps and nutrition
— while the Democratic plan
made bigger cuts in defense and
trims deficits with higher taxes.
The Democratic plan, being introduced by House Budget Committee Chairman James R. Jones,
D-Okla., called for outlays of
$784.1 billion, revenues of $676.7
billion and a deficit of $107.4
billion.
The Republican plan, being introduced by Rep. Delbert L. Latta
of Ohio, the ranking Republican
on the Budget Committee, proposed outlays $765.2 billion, revenues
of $665.9 billion and a deficit of
$99.3 billion.
Reagan's original budget, submitted to Capitol Hill in February,

has a deficit estimated at $122.2
billion.
The budget plans before the
House set specific spending
limitations for committees as well
as overall spending targets.
Under the ground rules adopted
for the debate, the Democratic
plan was to be voted on first
followed by the GOP plan. If
neither were to get a majority,
there would be the perfunctory
vote on Reagan's plan. Any of the
three that did receive a majority
then would be subject to a final
ratifying vote.
"Last yeat, the Republicans
wrote a budget that sacrificed the
needs of the unemployed and the
disadvantaged," said House
Speaker Thomas P. O'Neill Jr.
"This year, they are doing it
again." But O'Neill, D-Mass.,
would not predict victory for the

today's index

Theatre to hold
musical auditions

Democrats'plan.
Meanwhile, Republican leaders
said late Wednesday they were
The Murray-Calloway County
"within a dozen votes" of
Community Theatre will hold
assembling a majority.
In West Germany, deputy White auditions for the musical producHouse press secretary Larry tion, "Damn Yankees" today and
Speakes said Wednesday that Friday at two locations.
The Calloway County Public
Reagan had been briefed on the
Library will be the site of two
GOP budget proposal and decided
on Air Force One flying from Lon- audition sessions at 3 p.m. and 6
don to Bonn to support it "as the p.m. today. Friday's audition will
be held at the Playhouse in the
best available alternative."
For outnumbered Republicans Park at 3 p.m.
"Damn Yankees," the tale of a
to repeat their winning budget
coalition of last year, they must baseball fan who makes a deal
remain almost unanimous and at- with the devil to see his team win
tract dozens of conservative .the World Series, will be the final
main stage production of the sumDemocrats.
However, moderate mer season. The play is scheduled
Republicans are uncomfortable for July 29-31 and Aug.5-7.
Roles are available for men and
with the domestic spending reductions in the GOP plan while con- women. Further information can
be provided by the Playhouse at
servative Republicans say its
759-1752.
deficit is too high.
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Leaders attempt to halt Israeli drive
•

BONN, West Germany (
—
White House spokesman Larry
Administration sources in
As tens of thousands of protesters Speakes, accompanying Reagan, Washington said there was a
took to the streets, President
refused to reveal details of the possibility that Secretary of State
Reagan and NATO leaders mixed
message. "I won't go into the con- Alexander M. Haig Jr. might fly to
alliance summitry with Middle
tent, except that it is consistent the Middle East following the
East peacemaking efforts today in
with our previous position. We summit. David R. Gergen,
an attempt to halt Israel's drive
want a cease-fire. We want an another White House spokesman
into Lebanon and prevent a widenIsraeli withdrawal," said in Bonn, said there were "no firm
ing war in the Middle East.
Speakes.
plans"for such a trip.
In an unexpected development,
Saudi Arabia's foreign minister,
Prince Saud al-Faisal, flew here
for hastily arranged talks with
(Continued From Page 1)
Reagan, British Prime Minister
Margaret Thatcher and officials
Palestinian
The
newscaster also ander M. Haig Jr. would travel to
of France and West Germany who announced that Arafat had just the Middle East Friday and shutmet with other leaders for the one- received an "important message" tle between Jerusalem and
day meeting of North Atlantic from Soviet President Leonid I. Damascus seeking a cease-fire.
Treaty Organization countries.
Brezhnev. He did not elaborate,
Since the Israelis opened the atReagan sent a message to Israel but Arafat appealed to Brezhnev tack Sunday, Syrian forces were
Prime Minister Menachem Begin
Monday to intervene and curb the drawn into the fighting as Israeli
demanding an immediate cease- Israeli invasion that was launched forces neared Beirut and the
fire in Lebanon,according to State Sunday to push Palestinian forces Bekaa Vally to the east, a
Department spokesman back from the Israeli border.
stronghold of Syrian forces that
Christopher Ross in Washington.
PLO communiques said several went onto Lebanon in a
He also said Reagan had been in residential neighborhhods in
touch with Soviet President southern Beirut were hammered
peacekeeping role after the 1975Leonid Brezhnev before sending by the unabating air assaults that 76 Lebanese civil war.
the message.
also hit areas around the airport
Israeli Cabinet Secretary Dan
The summit was expected to and its highway. The PLO said its Meridor in Jerusalem said
produce a statement on Lebanon, forces turned back Israeli at- Reagan sent Begin a letter written
according to a member of the U.S. tempts to land troops at Beirut -in a friendly spirit" and replied
delegation, Richard Burt, assis- airport.
to it.
tant secretary of state-designate
Israel Radio said Reagan sent
White House spokesman Larry
for European affairs. "It's a
Prime Minister Menachem Begin Speakes, traveling with Reagan
logical suggestion" that was made an urgent demand for a cease-fire on his summit trip in Europe, said
by Mrs. Thatcher, Burt said.
and that Secretary of State Alex- RZagartsent a message to Begin.
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(Continued From Page I)

things for Kentucky farmers."
Rep. Ward ( Butch) Burnette,
Fulton, said many farmers in
Kentucky support Cryts because
they have encountered similar
situations, such as a Henderson
grain elevator which has run into
financial troubles.
Burnette said he is helping plan
a fund-raising rally 4in either
Mayfield or Paducah to aid paying
Cryts' lawyer fees. The rally will
probably be in August, and Hee-

Council to consider
severalitems tonight
The Murray City Council will
meet at 7:30 p.m. tonight in the
Council Chambers of Murray City
Hall.
Items on the agenda include
consideration of sealed bids for
culvert pipe and rock,' first
reading of amendments to the el.,
ty's personnel ordinance, report of
surplus equipment sale, condemnation of property and personnel.

Haw cast member Cotton Ivy has
"Word got around and it turned
expressed a desire to serve as into this," Chester gestured at the
master of ceremonies.
people "eating and talking" in the
"The response of western Ken- yard behind his house.
tucky is overwhelming," Cryts
Chester, who described himself
said. "The support of everyone as "mainly a tobacco farmer" and
has really helped. I'm proud there said he raises about 250 acres of
has been no violence throughout row crops like wheat and soythis situation, and we would never beans, wore a jersey-style shirt
do anything to cause people to during the evening which said,
regret their support."
"WAYNE CRYTS A man with
Along with the officials such as courage."
Agriculture Commissioner Alben
Sandy Cryts said she was glad to
Barkley, a number - of farmers have her husband out of jail. "We
showed up to meet with Cryts and can fight better from outside."
express their suppport of him. The
She said they would both like to
gathering was informal and see the situation over, but "we're
friendly, giving the appearance of not going to drop it.
a community picnic rather than a
"We're pretty well worn out at
meeting concerned with such a times, but we gain strength from
serious matter.
the support of all the people."
Chester, the farmer who hosted
Even with all the work and
the event, said, "It all happened publicity surrounding the jailing
so fast we didn't have time for the of her husband, work for Sandy
grease to get hot." He traveled to Cryts goes on outside the
Cryts' home Saturday to deliver bankruptcy situation. "I planted a
some money gathered in his garden the day before Wayne left
behalf, and invited Cryts and his for jail in Little Rock. Soon as we
wife Sandy to Lynn Grove "to eat get home tomorrow, I'm going to
and talk."
have to weed it out."

Sin(Invitation
To: You And Your Family
From Happy Holiday Travel And
The Central Shopping Center
Friday June 11 and Saturday June 12
HARRIS

,1411-A1471

40""""1110.

SHARING A BUMBERSHOOT — Milena Starikov,age 8,(right)shares an umbrella with Leroy Fineberg,
age 8, as they wait for the rain to stop in Flamingo Park, Miami Beach,Florida. Forecasters predicted more
rain for most of the state, but especially South Florida, which was already saturated from 9 previous days of
rain.
(AP Laserphoto)

Hinckley'movie'not over yet
WASHINGTON (AP) — Locked
said Wednesday at Hinckley's
in a military stockade after
trial.
shooting the president, John W.
The Harvard Medical School
Hinckley Jr. compared his life
professor, who is testifying for the
story to a script and proclaimed, goveEnment,
was returning today
"The movie ain't over yet, folks," for his fifth
day on the witness
a psychiatrist says.
stand.
But the doctor who spoke with
Dietz said Hinckley suffered
President Reagan's assailant
from only minor personality
testified that Hinckley may have
disorders and testified the defenpicked up the movie analogy from
flarit:lulu have faked much of the
another psychiatrist — just as he
information he gave to defense
copied many of his poems and
.........:_paaelastrists, who concluded he
short-storitaffrorn others:
"I don't know where the fabrica- had a severe mental illness.
Hinckley has acknowledged
tion begins and where the truth
begins," Dr. Park Elliott Dietz shooting Reagan and three other

nr

men outside the Washington
Hilton Hotel on March 30, 1981, but
his defense contends he is innocent by reason of insanity.
In cross-examination Wednesday, chief defense lawyer Vincent
J. Fuller implied through his questions that Dietz and other government doctors had come up with a
faulty diagnosis.
He repeatedly asked Dietz why
the government expertvho conducted 33 hours of interviews with
Hinckley, had ignored Hinckley's
strange poems and statements.
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July 2nd 3rd - 4th
LAKEWAY VILLAGE
SHOPPING CENTER
Hwy.79 E. — Paris.

1

Help Us Make It West Tenn.
Largest Flea Market! Come
One, Come All To Buy or Sell!
HAPPY HOLIDAY TRAVEL, ONE OF THE WORLD'S LARGEST
PONTOON BOAT DEALERS CORDIALLY INVITES YOU AND OUR
FAMILY TO THE CENTRAL SHOPPING CENTER 641 N. THIS FRIDAY AND SATURDAY TO SEE A SPECIAL DISPLAY OF HARRIS
FLOTE-BOTE PONTOON AND OTHER INTERESTING PRESENTATIONS. SEE FOR YOURSELF WHY HARRIS FLOTE-BOTE IS AND
HAS BEEN NUMBER ONE FOR 25 YEARS. SEE THE NEW AND EXCITING SILVER ANNIVERSARY EDITION OF HARRIS FLOTEBOTE PONTOON. WE WILL ALSO HAVE A FEW LOW PRICE
SELECTED TRADE-INS, SKI BOAT AND EVEN A BASS BOAT OR
TWO, DON'T MISS IT! A CHANCE FOR YOU TO SEE FOR
YOURSELF WHY HAPPY HOLIDAY TRAVEL AT PANARANIA
SHORES AND HARRIS FLOTE-BOTE ARE A SOLID NO. 1.

This Friday And Saturday
Central Shopping Center
Bring The Family
U.S.641 N.
V

Acres of space available for those interested in setting up tables for sales.
You must furnish your own table.
Those interested in space please mail
coupon below to:
UNCLE LEE'S
Lakeway Village Shopping Center
Hwy.79 E.,Pods,Tenn. 311242
Name
h
Address
Phone
Space Needed

4
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garrotes galley

Survival?
What's that?
Plans being hatched by federal bureaucrats in
Washington to prepare the nation for a nuclear attack would be outrageously funny if the matter
were not so deadly serious. There's no humor in the
realities of nuclear war.
Any civil defense plan to be implemented when
hydrogen warheads start falling is fatally flawed in
basic concept. It assumes that it would be possible
to live through a nuclear war. It assumes not only
that there would be survivors but that they would
carry on some semblance of civilization after the
holocaust.
Consider plans under consideration by the U.S.
Postal Service. Two forms, similar to postcards
now used for change of address, would be
distributed to everyone in the country with a mailing address. The cards would be kept in a readily
accessible place for use in case of nuclear attack.
One card, labeled "Emergency Change of Address," would be dropped in the nearest mailbox
before evacuation—to let postal authorities know
where you can be reached. The other card would be
labeled, believe it or not, "Notification of Safe Arrival," and would be mailed back to home post office to confirm that it's OK to start forwarding mail
to the new address.
Does anyone with an ounce of understanding
about the totality of nuclear annihilation really
believe that mail would be picked up from
mailboxes after the warheads had arrived, that
post offices would still exist and function, that there
would be survivors who would arrive at safe
destination, and that there would be somebody sending them a letter or check or maybe even a
telephone or electric bill? The absurdity of it would
make Franz Kafka go pale.
The worst of such planning is not just the wasted
time and Money. It is the implication that nuclear
war somehow is thinkable and survivable and
might even be winnable. To foster such notions is
madness.

Graham's
excessive
good will

by m.c. garrott

Special weekend for special athletes
seems at the ready at Murray State
The stage is set. Everything is
ing, Johnson, since Monday, helping
about ready. More than 500
to tie the final loose ends together.
volunteers are standing by to
•••
welcome to Murray more than 2,000
The athletes, who will be represenathletes who will be competing
ting more than 10,000 others who also
tomorrow, Saturday and Sunday in
competed in regional elimination
the 1982 Kentucky Special Olympics
events across the state in March and
Chapter Games at Murray State's
April, have been training strenuously
Roy Stewart Stadium.
since last September.
There is bound to be a special place
Their ages range from 8 to 50, and
in heaven for people like Allan
coming with them, to the delight of
Beane, Gayle Wadlington, Dave Ker- local motel and restaurant owners,
chner, Mark Johnson and scads of
will be an additional 2,500 visitors in
others who have worked long and
parents,coaches and supporters.
hard to make this weekend one of the
They are being housed in Murray
greatest in the lives of these special
State dormitories, and will be fed
athletes, all of whom are mentally
their meals in university dining
handicapped to some degree.
facilities. Meals for the volunteer
Late last night, their Hart Hall
workers are being prepared by many
headquarters was strewn with 20of the area's local churches.
foot-long, last-minute signs being
There is no charge for any of the
painted, piles of competitors' and ofevents, and the public not only is inficials' uniforms and boxes of the
vited but is urged to attend and cheer
gold, silver and bronze medals and
the athletes on.
ribbons which will be awarded win•••
ners.
Grady Nutt, the yarn-spinning
More than 25 different committees, preacher who appears regularly on
involving people from across both the
the popular "Hee Haw" television
campus and the community have
programs, will be the master of
been helping get ready for the state- . ceremonies at the big opening
wide games under Allan and Gayle's
ceremonies at 7 p.m. Friday. They
supervision. They have been working
call him "Kentucky's Prime Minister
on them for a year.
of Humor."
Allan is an assistant professor in
Leading the "Parade of Athletes"
the Department of Special Education
opening the G4nes will be the 1983
at Murray State, while Gayle is a
Tournament of Roses-bound Marregional representative with the Ken- shall County High School band, and
tucky Special Olympics. Dave is the
with the lighting of the symbolic
executive director of the state-wide
torch, the Games officially will be
organization.
under way.
He has been here from Frankfort,
Hundreds of volunteer runners
along with his director of programhave been bringing the flame with

•

It may have been merely an excess of good will on
the Rev. Billy Graham's part that caused him to
speak so warmly of the overflowing churches he
saw during his recent visit to Moscow, and to say
there is "a lot more freedom here than has been
given the impression in the United States..." but his
remarks however well-intended, can scarcely give
much encouragement to the many Russian Christians who experience the difficulties they do in
practicing their faith in a country that keeps such a
tight lid on religious activities and an estimated 150
practitioners in prison camps.
Even allowing for the requirements of being a
good guest, was it really necessary for Graham to
say,"Here the church is not a state church, it is a
free church, in the sense that it is not headed officially as the Church of England is headed by the
queen"? Was he aware that in the Soviet Union
religion is controlled by a state ministry,that it is illegal to give religious instruction to anyone under
the age of 18 outside the home, that atheist education is mandatory, and that the two Moscow churches where he spoke were both heavily guarded and
sealed off by police? And if he truly believes that,.
religion is relatively free in the Soviet Union, why
did he admonish one congregation to "obey the
authorities" while saying nothing of religious
freedom?
To say,as Graham did,that he saw no evidence of
religious persecution in the Soviet Union is about as
meaningful as saying, after a tour of Beverly Hills,
that one saw no evidence of poverty in Los Angeles.
It suggests that Graham was totally unaware of the
inunence significance, among Soviet Christians, of
the visit of such a prominent churchman from the
most important free country in the world.
Graham's remarks may be shrugged off in the
Western world, where religious freedom is taken
for granted. But in a society where religious expression is regarded by oficialdom as both dangerous
and unpatriotic, Graham might better have served
his faith, and the Soviet faithful, by making
statements less likely to be twisted by the Soviet
propaganda machine to its own purposes.
(Reprinted by permission of The Sacramento
Bee)
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Ten years ago
Kathy Jo Stubblefield of Murray
appeared as Kentucky Dairy
Princess in the Owensboro Governor's Cup Regatta Parade at
Owensboro.
Murray brothers, Del and Mel
Purcell, became the first nonLouisville team since 1951 to win the
Kentucky State High School Doubles
Tennis Tournament at Louisville.
Gary Marquardt, Jerry McConnell, Paul Maggard, John Belt,
Bill Price, Jerry Allen, Don A. Jones,
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other destinations
To reach all departments of the
newspaper phone 753-1916.
The Murray Ledger & Times is a member
of Associated Press. Kentucky Press
Association and Southern Newspaper
Publishers Association.

The Associated Press is exclusively entitled to news originated by The Murray Ledger
is Times.
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equally proud of their accomplishment. Just a simple hug means so
much to these athletes.
•••

Another big plus Saturday will be
the presence all day of two more
"Hee Haw" stars, the Hagar
Brothers. They'll be around to present awards, sign autographs and to
pose for pictures with the athletes
and their families and friends.
•••
When the athletes aren't competing, they'll be kept entertained in
"Tent Town" — a forest of tents and
entertainment platforms on a nearby
hillside.
Gary Hooker, the former Racer
now with the Harlem Globetrotters,
will be there to demonstrate some of
his antics in a 10:30 a.m. show Friday
on a nearby outside basketball court.
Also performing will be a schedule
of puppets, musical groups, gymnastic dancers, clowns, barbershop
harmony groups, dancers and youname-it, all of whom have
volunteered their time and talents.
Ave Watkins and Jimmy Carter
are the "Special Shows" cochairmen, and they have done a fantastic job.
•••
Like I said earlier, everything
seems ready for the big weekend. To
be completely successful, though, it
needs only the support of us all — just
to be there in the stands and to cheer
these special athletes as they give it
all they have.
That's all they ask. That's the least
we can do.

The American dream now

The Murray Ledger & Times( USPS 308-700)
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which the Games'torch will be lit all
the way from Covington to Murray —
just as the ancient Greeks did to open
the historic Olympics in Athens.
This flame was burning brightly in
Princeton last night, and is scheduled
to arrive at the staduim shortly after
noon tomorrow. A brief ceremony
will be held to officially accept it.
Also taking leading parts in the colorful opening ceremonies will be
Murray State President Constantine
W. Curris, head football coach Frank
Beamer and many other leaders
from the campus and community.
•••
Saturday is thg big day of competition Ivith the athletes going after
medals and ribbons in track and field
events, swimming and diving, bowling, volleyball, frisbie throwing,
wheelchair races and the like.
There's also an art contest planned
with works selected from entries submitted in regional contests. These
will be on display for final judging in
the ground level gallery in the
University Center.
Bill Drew, a professor at the
university, and Terry Stratton, a student, deserve the plaudits for pulling
this phase of the Games together.
The athletes competing in the
physical events have been carefully
grouped according to each one's
abilities so all who have trained and
worked hard to compete will have as
good a chance as any at a gold medal.
Everyone will receive something.
Each one who crosses a finish line,
jumps,throws a ball or does anything
will be warmly greeted by someone
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Ken Dean, Aaron McConnell and
Gene Maddox won top 10 places in annual Murray Bass Club Fishing Tournament.
Twenty years ago
An electric rate reduction for all of
its consumers has been announced by
Murray Electric System. To become
effective with meter readings after
June, the rate reduction coincided
with signing of a new 20-year TVA
power contract for the city's electric
distribution system.
Deaths reported include Grover
Wade,75, and Mrs. E.E. Youngblood,
70.
Nelson Key, Joseph Phillips and B.
Reed Falwell of Murray College High
School Chapter of Future Farmers of
America received Kentucky Farmer
Degrees at state FFA convention at
Louisville.
Thirty years ago
Jeanette Paschall of Hazel was
awarded first place in state-wide
speech contest at Kentucky 4-H Week
at the University of Kentucky, Lexington.
Deaths reported include Randolph
Braswell, 79, Emma Kimbro,79, and
Jake J. Mayer,77.
Births reported include a girl to Di.
and Mrs. C.H. Jones,June3, a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. William McCuiston,
June 3, and a boy to Dr. and Mrs.
Charles Clark,June 4.
William Foy, ktudent at University
of Kentucky, Lexington, is the guest
of his parents, Mr. and Mrs. S.V.
Foy.
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ment to get it and making the monAlthough the actual term was prothly payments, the owner was most
bably unknown at the time, there uslikely to make the house a home.
ed to be a day when deferred
The lawn and bushes were trimmgratification was much- more comed, and if some repair was needed,
mon than it is now. At.t.he same time,
the tool box was dragged out of the
people's wants were not met instangarage and the proud owner did the
taneously and were tapered to fit acwork.
tual needs and pocketbooks. Most
But things progressed to a point
abided by some type of work ethic.
where just about anyone could obtain
People used to start their adult
credit to purchase just about
lives on a shoestring with hope and a
anything.
promise of better things to come
Along came instant credit and
spent
some
time
learning
after they
common use of checks.
about themselves and life.
Instead of employees being paid in
Most got married with the idea of a
cash,
most were paid with checks.
"dream house" or of the better
Likewise., most employees opened _
'things in life...in the future.
checking accounts.
The idea of buying anything other
They took their checks to the bank
than a house or a car on credit was
for
deposit and rarely saw any actual
foolish in those days, not the necessimoney.
ty it's often seen to be now.
Transactions were carried out by
Those were the days when, if sowriting out a check. People no longer
meone wanted to purchase a televiactually saw the money they were
sion set, an appliance or clothing, paid. That's not too bad because they
they did so with cash.
were also able to purchase items they
"Cash on the barrel head" was a
could look at and use.
common phrase in advertising and
The credit card stampede began.
everyday trading.
People found they could purchase
People went to the grocery store
items without having money on hand.
and paid for food with tangible curJust plunk down a plastic card and
rency. They did not write a check.
wait for the clerk to make sure it's
Now you can even go into some
not "hot." Unlike writing a check for
grocery stores and pay with credit
something, you could take your time
cards.
in paying.
Payments of bills were usually
Deferred gratification became
made in person. If you needed to mail
obscure.
a payment, you went to the Post OfYou no longer had to wait. Just like
fice and got a money order.
fast food chains, you could walk into
a store and walk out with just about
It was a good feeling for a person to
anything that struck your fancy and
walk in theirhouse on payday with a
not have to pay for it in one lump
pocket crammed with dollar bills.
Although it probably wouldn't last sum.
People became used to being able
long, there was the gratification of at
to walk right in and back out with
least holding it for awhile.
whatever they wanted. "Don't have
You'd sit down at the kitchen table
credit? We'll take care of you." the
and put so much in one envelope for
advertisements said.
the electricity bill, so much in
Production lines started churning
another for groceries and so much in
out everything from toys to pre'others for remaining bills.
fabricated houses. Along the line, in
You could look at the money,touch
some instances, quality was thrown
it and then send it on to whomever.
out in favor of mass production.
One of the greatest enjoyments of
The feeling of many businesses
having a birthday was to receive a
was,
"If we don't give it to them right
new,
brand
a
dollar
or
real silver
when they want it, they might not
crisp five dollar bill in a special
come back."
envelope banks handed out.
The rush was on.
If something special was desired,
Things went well for quite awhile.
such as a television set, you'd put
But now things are tight. People who
aside so much money each week or so
used to work in places where prountil you had enough. Kids used to
save portions of their 25-cent ducts were mass produced find
themselves outof work.
allowances in order to go to the
A new chain reaction was set in
neighborhood hardware store and
motion. People are finding they have
buy their own model planes, a red
to adapt their lifestyles according to
wagon or even a bicycle.
their pocketbooks — again.
Whatever they bought, they took
Many complain about high interest
pride in it.
When a person went to a bank to rates on credit cards. But what
get a loan on a car, thg car became a should you expect; something for.
ahothIng?
symbol. It was
Many call it a depression. Some
pampered at least once a week. Even
call
it living within your means.
serthe
checked
at
was
oil
though the
This is not to say people shouldn't
vice station, the proud and concerned
attempt to better themselves, only.
owner double checked.
A house was something special. that a close examination should be
Besides placing a sizable down pay- made of how it is done.
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Poetry writing class to be at Paducah Art Guild
A poetry writing class,
to be taught by Max
Garland, is being sponsored by the Paduch Art
Guild. The class will meet
from 6:301:30 p.m. on

Tuesdays in the Guild
Gallery, 200 Broadway,
beginning June 15
through July 20. The
deadline to enroll is 5
p.m., June 13.

Any level of poet,
beginning through experienced writers, is
welcome to enroll in the
class. The primary activity will be reading and

Country Side Nursery's
Summer Sale
Bedding Plants
2 for $1.00
Geraniums 89`

An Brass & Silk Flowers
In The Country Store

20% Off
Pine Bark Chips

All Ball & Burlap

Trees 20% off
I "4

Mini Nuggets

Lg. Nuggets

$3.75 Bag

$3.95 Bag

Sunshine Canadian Peat Moss
6 Cu. Ft.

4 Cu. Ft.

7 Cu. Ft.

$12.50 $9.50 $2.95
COUNTRYSIDE
NURSERY
1907 Coldwater Rd. Murray
753-3188

@ENO@

*No Passes*
7:15,9:30 + 2:00 Sat., Sun.

11,11.1.011

discussing poems written
by the participants, with
some in-class writing,
and an introduction to
contemporary poetry.
The poems will be read
and criticised in class,
with the instructor, and
class members offering
suggestions, ideas, and
encouragement.
The fee for the six session class is $15 for Guild
members, and $20 for
non-members. Copies of
the poems to be read will
be provided. Space ks
limited, and advance
enrollment is required.
Sign up will be taken at
the Guild Gallery from 10
a.m. - 4 p.m. through
Saturday, and 1-5 p.m.
Sunday.
Anyone wanting to
enroll by mail may do so
by sending a check along
with their name,address,
and telephone number to:
Poetry Class, P. 0. Box
634, Paducah, KY 42001.
Checks should be ma*
payable to the Paducah
Art Guild.
.

— No Passes —

2nd Exciting Week!

HEALTH

Garland is a graduate
of Western Kentucky
University, and has given
poetry writing workshops
in area high schools and
DEAR DR. LAMB — I
colleges. His writing has
been published in would appreciate any Health
Letter you have concerning
Southern Poetry Review, foods that aid in lowering fat
Poetry Now, Louisville in the blood. I attended a
Review, Plainsong, and health fair here last spring
Crazy Horse. Garland and the only test that was
established referreceived an award for his outside
ence range was the cholespoetry from the Kentucky terol and triglyceride count.
Art Commission, and has I have had a high cholesterol
given readings of his count for 10 years to my
work at the Celebration of knowledge. I have never
been very energetic. I'm 64
Kentucky Writers in years old, female
and otherLouisville and at the wise in good hellth.
Also I would like to know
Jesse Stewart Workshop
at Murray State Universi- the food value of buttermilk.
ty. As well as writing and I like it very much and hope
it is not harmful.
teaching, Garland has atDEAR READER — Both
tended various writing diet and exercise are imporworkshops and has tant in controlling your chostudied with William - lesterol and triglyceride
levels. The big goal is to
Stafford and William eliminate any
excess body
Matthews.
fat that you might have.
For more information, That means calorie restriccall the Guild Gallery at tion by your diet and
increased calorie use by
502/442-2453.

Use low-fat foods in groups

exercise. Your

tnat you have never been
very energetic may be a factor in your problem.
Buttermilk is not a problem, except that you need to
control your total calorie
intake. It is a good food and
contains good quality
protein. A whole quart will
provide only 353 calories
and contains only one gram
of fat. It does contain 35
grams of protein and also
needed calcium. It is a good
choice for your diet.
Your diet should eliminate
total fat, particularly saturated fat and limit cholesterol intake. When you do
this right, and if you avoid
concentrated carbohydrates
such as sugar, honey and
other sweets you will usually
be able to cut your calories
down a great deal.
Your low-fat, low-cholesterol diet should include all
the four basic food groups:
dairy products, meats, fruits
and vegetables and breads
comment and cereals. You simply
choose the low-fat products
in each of the groups and
don't add fat in preparation
or cooking.

The department said
Tuesday that passport
work loads also are being
shifted throughout the
system with a special
focus on lessening the
burden in Chicago, where
the backlog is particularly acute.

STARTS TOMORROW
SOMEWHERE IN THE
DARKEST REACHES OF THE UNIVERSE,
A BATTLE IS ABOUT TO BEGIN.
A BATTLE BETWEEN GOOD AND EVIL.
BETWEEN A WARRIOR AND A MADMAN.
BETWEEN THE AWESOME POWER
OF THE STARSHIP ENTERPRISE
AND THE WRATH OF KHAN.
FOR SOME IT WILL DE THEIR FIRST MISSION,
FOR OTHERS IT WILL BE THE LAST.

Lawronce E. Lamb,M.D.

Record demand for passports
has offices working overtime
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Record demand for
passports, believed caused by the strong U.S.
dollar and favorable exchange rates overseas,
has passport offices
working overtime, the
State Department says.

7:00,9:15 + 2:00 Sat., Sun.
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I am sending you The
Health Letter number 15-4,
Diet to Prevent Heart
Attacks and Strokes. It will
give you examples of what
to use in each of the four
basic food groups. Others
who want this issue can send
75 cents with a long,
stamped. self-addressed

envelope for it to me, in care
of this newspaper, P.O. Box
1551, Radio City Station.
New York, NY 10019.
DEAR DR. LAMB —
Some time ago a man wrote
to an advice columnist.— I
can't remember which — to
discuss his wife's arms. They
had become flabby, the flesh
was hanging loose and was
very unbecoming. He asked
if she thought his wife should
have an operation to remove
the excess flesh. The columnist's opinion was the wife
should have the operation.
Now I've been ill and my
flesh on my arms has also
become flabby and unsightly. I would appreciate your
advice. Is this a dangerous
operation?
DEAR READER — Any
unnecessary operation is a
dangerous operation. I do
not know what you read
before but each case has to
be decided on the basis of
the individual circumstances. Such extra skin can
be removed. So can excess
fat, and it is not a great risk.
, BUT, if your arms are
flabby because of loss of
muscle tone because you are
not using those muscles,
what you need is an exercise
program to strengthen and
enlarge the arm muscles,
particularly the triceps at
the back of the arm. I'd like
to see you recover your muscular strength before you
rush off to surgery.

Shinners and Martin
get degrees at Purdue

GREASE IS STILL
THE WORD!

WEST LAFAYETTE,
IND. — Two local persons
were among the 4,623
students who completed
degree requirements at
Purdue University in
May.
Laura Drew Shinners
of Rt. 7, Murray, was
granted the Bachelor of
Science in Metallurgical
Engineering. She is in the
field of material
engineering.
Sidney David Martin of
Box 290, New Concord, in

Nancy Sills,
bride-elect of
Jim Myers has
made her selection of china.
The wedding
will be July 31.

FUN IN THE SUN

BUY NOW AND SAVE
For The
Summer
GARDEN
HARVEST

Recreational Facilities
Olympic Pool
Tennis Courts
Picnic Area

Recreational
Field 641
PARAMOUNT PICTURES PRESENTS
A ROBERT STIGW'OOD ALLAN CARR PRODUCTION
Starring MAXWELL CAULFIELD- MICHELLE PFEIFFER
Choreography by PATRICIA BIRCH• Executive Producer QILL OAKES
Written by KEN FINKLEMAN
Produced by ROBERTSTIGWOOD and ALLAN CARR
Directed by PATRICIA BIRCH • 00(—^"-'1 PANAVISION
pG MEM 41101142 mists :: A PARAMOUNT!IMRE

RATES AVAILABLE,
*Daily
*Weekly
*Monthly
*Seasonal

Admiral Freezers
chest and upright
8 Cu. ft. and up

Murray Aquatic Club
Hightsay 641 North
Murray. Ky.
eminquillp
753-0129

R441,
okoruaTic

the field of General Flight
Tech ( AAS) was granted
his Associate in Applied
Science.
Bachelor's degrees
were awarded to 3,616
students and 339 received
associate (two-year)
degrees.
The May graduates,
along with students, who
finished work for their
degrees last December
and August, participated
in Purdue's 130th commencement.

West Ky. Appliance
"We Stock Parts”

641 N. Murray

753-4478
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DON'T START ANOTHER DIET
AK T1LLYOU CHECK WITH
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TIP DIET CENTER!.
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Their Program WORKS And It's

"They're here."

TOTALLY NATURAL!
At 5.4- and I% pounds. I,...about ready
to throw in the towel I hod trued to lose
weight bat nothing seemed,work Then I
checked stride Dort Center In that first
introductory consuhation. I knew I had
found the anew.' The des was great and I
was never hungry or moody as I had Men
below But the real differ.,,,. was the
daily support Iron, a counselor who real!,
cares and understands
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I LOST 75POUNDS
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IN JUST 24 WEEKS!

lie k afraid.
totally alone.
million light vears From home.

Er

creven Spielberg has fascinated.
mystified and scared audiences with
JAWS. CLOSE ENCOUNTERS OF
THE THIRD KIND and RAIDERS 01
THE LOST ARK. Now, he takes you
into the territ iug odd of.

/1144/4 Saa
YOU CAN DO IT TOO!
AND WE'LL TEACH YOU HOW TO KEEP IT OFF!

TI II. EX1R4-TI:RRU.SIRIAI.

NO SHOTS• NO DRUGS
NO CONTRACTS
CALL TODAY
FOR A FREE
CONSULTATION'
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Noes I can't pees• ourror or •store vondrns
stopping to look at nossell
and I like what I see •
wheat nets me' My family and trends are so proud col
my success and my entire outlook on We Is great' I
mimed to tell my story on ad‘errowne beta,.. I know.
ishat it is like to try jolt.,. wonghi. to Inland to Manse
myself be it Now I know that on the right program
anybody can loose sermht. and Dim Center has the
right program'
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If YOU COULD
LOSE WEIGHT
BY YOURSELF
YOU
WOULD HAVE
BY NOW.

The Village
641 N. Murray;Ky.
753-0020
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Community happenings are listed

dote/300k
Bible School scheduled
Vacation Bible School will begin at Locust Grove
Baptist Church on Monday, June 14, and continue
through Friday, June 18. Classes for children, 3
through sixth grade, will be daily from 1:30 to 4
p.m. For transportation call 753-9550.

Totes Creek has graduation
Several students well known in Calloway County
received diplomas at the 16th annual commencement of Tates Creek Senior High School, Lexington,
on May 27. Mark Austin gave the invocation and
received the Pilot Club Speech and Drama Award
and Robert Litton Male Vocalist Award. Hunter
Maddox Hancock, Jr., received the American
Legion Award and Computer Club Science Award.
Among the graduates who graduated with high

distinction were Paul Farmer Austin and Tommie
Dee Hill, II. Speakers Included Poitier Delaney,
Susan Allen, Sadhna Govindarajulu and John
Roberts.

Smith earns honors
Harold Smith of Dexter has earned scholastic
honors at Mid-Continent Baptist Bible College,
Mayfield. He was recognized academically and
placed on the dean's list for last semester.

Thursday,June 10
Coldwalei Baptist
Church Women will meet
at 7 p.m. at church with
Valerie Henderson and
Donna Fulcher as
hostesses.
Welcome Wagon Club
will meet at 7 p.m. at
First Christian Church.
All newcomers are
welcome.

Thursday,June 10
dinner scheduled at home
of Nancy Schempp.
Murray Women of
Moose will serve a
chicken dinner at a cost
of $1.50 per person starting at 6 p.m. at lodge
hall. This is for members
and guests.

Junior golf will be
Murray Chapter No. 92 played at 9 a.m. and
Royal Arch Masons will Couples Tennis at 6 p.m.
Jackson Purchase Audubon Society will meet
meet at 7:30 p.m. at lodge at Murray Country Club.
Monday, June 14, at 7 p.m. at Broadway United
hall.
Methodist Church,Paducah.
Friday,June 11
Dr. Harold Eversmeyer, a member of the faculty
• Senior Citizens Centers
Hazel and Douglas
of Department of Biological Science of Murray
will be open as follows: Centers will be open from
State University, will discuss "Rocky Mountain
Hazel and Douglas from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for acWildlife." Visitors are welcome.
10 a.m. to 2 p.m.; Ellis tivities by senior citizens.
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.
Hazel Lodge No. 831
Mother's Day Out will Free and Accepted
be at Good Shepherd Masons is scheduled to
Hazel Masonic Lodge No. 831 Free and Accepted
United Methodist Church meet at 7:30 p.m. at lodge
Masons will meet Friday, June 17, at 7:30 p.m. at
at 9 a.m.
the lodge hall. Work will be in the first degree, achall.
cording to Pat Hutson, master of the lodge, who inWomen of St. John's
vites all Masons to attend.
Episcopal Church has a
"The Gourmet
Cabaret" will be
presented by MurrayCalloway Community
Theatre at 8 p.m. in
in the Park.
Playhouse
Mr. McLaughlin is an
Calloway County
For information call 759Chapter of Full Gospel elder in his church and is
1752.
Business Men's president of the Marshall
Fellowship International Co. Chapter of FGBMFI.
Twilight golf will be at
will meet Saturday, June He will give his testimony
p.m. at Murray
5:30
12,at the Triangle Inn.
at the Saturday meeting.
Country Club.
Guest speaker will be
A buffet dinner will be
Leonard McLaughlin, a
native of Jonesboro, Ark. served at 6:30 p.m. No
He has worked for past 26 reservations are needed
years for Pennwalt and this is •• open to all
Coproration, Calvert Ci- members of family, acty.
cording to Tim Scruggs.

Eversmeyer will speak

Hazel lodge will meet

Men's fellowship will meet

Mike Ward
Commonwealth Attorney

Ward speaks for Lions

I.

Murray Lions Club
heard Mike Ward speak
about "Crime In
Calloway and Marshall
Counties" at meeting
Tuesday, June 8, at Murray Woman's Club House.
Mr. Ward, Commonwealth Attorney for
Calloway and Marshall
Counties, said he was
stressing punishment for
persistent felony offenders. Most cases involve stealing, vandalism
and cold checking.
The attorney said he
also was stressing the
repayment by persons
when arrested for stealing or cold checking.
"About three-fourths of

the caseload of my office
is from Calloway County
and the other one-fourth
from Marshall County,"
Attorney Ward said.
The speaker is the son
of Mr. and Mrs. Jack
Ward of Murray.
Paul Mansfield is club
president. The club voted
to donate $180 to the Summer Enrichment ProRuby Burchett
gram,a special education presented lessons about
program.
"Poise and Confidence"
The next meeting of the and "Getting Along With
club will be Tuesday, Other Family Members"
June 22, at South Plea- at meeting of Wadesboro
sant Grove United Homemakers Club at the
Methodist Church. New Burchett home on May
officers will be installed. 19.
For information call 753Pawnee Bedwell, presi4406.
dent, presided. Lessons
for 1982-83 were selected.
All officers were

Ruby Burchett gives lessons
at Wodesboro Club meeting

Woman receives honor
SENECA FALLS, N.Y.
(AP) — A woman who
championed labor and
became the first female
Cabinet member will be
inducted into the National
Women's Hall of Fame
next month.
The late Frances
Perkins, who was
secretary of labor under
Franklin D. Roosevelt,
will be inducted with
another woman, as yet

unchosen, in a ceremony
at Eisenhower College
here July 17, said Marilyn
Bero, president of the
Hall of Fame.

president.
Purposes of the
FGBMFI are to provide a
basis of fellowship among
all full gospel men
everywhere; to reach
men everywhere for
Jesus Christ; to bring
about a greater measure
of unity in the body of
Refreshments were Jesus Christ-the church,
served by Mrs. Burchett. Mr.Scruggs said.
The club will meet June
16 at 1 p.m. at the Bedwell
home
reelected for 1982-83 club
year.
Also present were Betty Palmer, Paula
Palmer, Gusta Conner,
Gladys Mitchell, Helen
Curd and Jewel Lawson.

'Laughing Place'featured

PADUCAH

MURRA,

SWIMSATIONAL

THE MOVIE STORE
Swimming,Sunning, Skiing, Boating or whatever you do in
your swimsuits. Bright's has the right style for yqu With our
unmatched selection of name brands, choosing the right suit
will be a pleosure at Bright's. Let's all hove a great summer,
and there is no better way to begin than with a new swimsuit

— Videocassette Rentals —
324-C Tyson Ave., Paris, TN

Guy's if you've been wanting easy to care for curls
this summer now's the
time!
only $20
Men's Perms

901-644-1003

We are pleased
to announce that
Dianne Darby,
bride-elect of
David Buckingham, has
selected her china,
flatware, crystal
and accessories
from our complete
bridal registry.
Dianne and David
will be married July 10.

Call Margie For An Appointment
At

HAIR HUT

Corner of 4th & Sycamore
Owner/Manager Margie Garland(Waldrup)

753-5695

Brighit's is pleased to otter the area's most complete
selection of Vanity Fair's legendary lingerie and
loungeweor And it is time for our Semi-Annual
'Sole, so there is really something to get excited
about Come in and see the superb dayweor,
sleepwear, robes and scuffs reduced up to 40%

Homemade desserts
Breakfast served anytime
Homemade biscuits and gravy
Good Country Ham and omlettes
Largo Ore0 behind restagrant available free for flea
markets,arts and crafts shows, yardsaies,etc.

Regoldr 2 to 50' aloes

-s

-

Events in Land BetSecond night of "The
ween the Lakes will in- Gourmet Cabaret" will
clude Night Visual at 7:30 be presented by Comp.m. at Woodlands munity Theatre at 8 p.m.
Nature- Center and in Playhouse in the Park.
Cosmos: The Voyage to For information call 759the Stars at 8 p.m. at 1752.
Golden Pond Visitors
Center.
Events in Land BetSaturday,June 12
ween the Lakes will inMurray Squa-A-Naders clude Wildlife of the
are scheduled to dance Forest at 2 p.m. at
from 8 to 10:30 p.m. at Woodlands Nature
Woodmen of World Hall.
Center; Muzzle Load and
Shoot at 2 p.m. at The
Alcoholics Anonymous Homeplace-1850 Interand Alanon will meet at 8 pretive Center; Family
p.m. at western portion of Adventure Weekend at
Livestock and Exposition Youth Station camp.
Center.
Sunday,June 13
Third night of "the
Calloway County
Chapter of Full Gospel Gourmet Cabaret" will
Business Men's be presented by ComFellowship will meet at munity Theatre at 8 p.m.
6:30 p.m. at Triangle Inn. in Playhouse in the Park.
No reservations are need- For information call 759ed and all family 1752.
members are invited.
Events in Land BetMurray Tennis ween the Lakes will inAssociation has clude Wildlife of the Open
rescheduled its Men's Lands at 2 p.m. at
and Women's Doubles Woodlands Nature Center
Tournament for today and Gospel Sing at 2 p.m.
and Sunday. Persons The Homeplace-1850.

YOUR FRIDAY NIGHT
FASHION STORE
OPEN 'TIL 8:30

DECATUR, Ga. (AP) with comedy records and
— Laughter may not be a video tape player
the best medicine for all featuring old Laurel and
ills, but doctors at Hardy films and clips
DeKalb General Hospital from the old "Candid
The hall of fame, are willing to give it a Camera" television
located in Seneca Falls shot.
show.
because the First
The hospital has openIt's all designed to help
Women's Rights Conven- ed a "laughing place," a patients laugh, said Dr.
tion was held here in 1848, blue-walled room filled John Harrel, medical
began in 1968 and 10 years with plants, a player director at DeKalb
late inducted its first piano, a stereo equipped General.
members.
Sil=111Sit

SPECIAL OF
THE MONTH

THE

Leonard McLaughlin

Saturday,June 12
Friday,June 11
Oaks Country Club will may signup at Dennisonhave twilight golf at 5:30 Hunt Sporting Goods or
call Chery Whitaker at
p.m.
753-0783.

se C C"
.
•

,
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Summer Sale
starting now!

Print Flouce
Skirts

11.99

Reg. 21.99

Ruffle-Look
Blouses
Reg. 18.99

Calloway 4-H members will attend West Kentucky comp
Making new friends, even computers will be
4-H'er! from Calloway
swimming and boating, available to Calloway County are planning
to atsports and games, crafts County youngsters at 4-H tend the Monday-F
riday
and nature study and camp this summer.
camp at West Kentucky
4-H Camp, Dawson Springs, this summer from
July 5-9, according to
Jane Steely, county Extension agent for 4-H.
With great pleasure we _
West Kentucky is one of
five 4-H camps in the
announce that Gail 11
Commonwealth which ofSmotherman, bride-elect of I.,
fer a wide variety,of sumBobby Futrell has selected '
mer activities for
youngsters ages 9-19.
her kitchen and decorating
"Fun and learning, along
accessories.
with a chance to enjoy the
Gail and Bobby will be
outdoors, are the main ingredients in the 4-H camp
married June 18, 1982.
experience," said Mrs.
Steely.
Swimming, volleyball
Dixieland
and basketball are
favorites of most
campers. Archers and
hunters can improve
their aim on camp target

s00 IF.
4cIt'11A M
SA k DEN,7"7.1.KY'it

10.99
Cabal-look blouses in
new jewel tone
solids, stripes, plaids,
calico prints, and
gingham plaids. Over
500 to choose from
Triple-flounce skirts
in crisp polyester and
cotton blends. New
prints added! Over
300 to choose from!

ranges, and those who
like to fish will be able to
work on casting skills.
"Young nature lovers
can learn more about
their environment and its
resources, collect
specimens and hike the
many trails," said the
agent.
Besides the usual outdoor fare, 4-H camp will
feature an indoor activity
most youngsters find
fascinating — computers.
Microcomputers and
printers will be available,
and after short how-to
sessions, the campers
will be able to try any of
70 mini-programs —
quizzes, games and
puzzles about such topics
as energy, nutrition, Kentucky's resources,
bicycles and cars,
money, and even the con-

Sale ends June 19

"SUPER"CASE SALE!
The Best
Paint We've
Ever Made SuperPaIntTu

OFF GAL
UNDER CASE
PURCHASE

Interior Latex
Flat Wail Paint
Reg. 49.9e gal.

121.19w/12T

interior Latex Semi-Gloss
Enamel Reg '2099 gal

13.49t?"v/13.99.Exterior Latex Flat
House Paint Reg '2099 gal

134..9Ett11399
Exterior Latex Gloss
House Paint Reg '21 99 gal

14.49,c:"°114.99,-

SUPERSA

WALLGOVERING

Weather Perfect'
Fiat Latex House Paint

Sundresses

10r

only 9.99
Reg. to 14.99

Reg '14 99 gai

style Perfect('
Flat Latex Wall Paint

Assorted sundresses
to make you pretty
for the summer.
Choose prints,
stripes, solids, in
woven cotton and
polyester blends.
Junior and Misses
sizes.

lospi

Reg '13 99 gal

Flat Latex
Calling Paint
Rag t9 99 ga,

Save 25%

Reg '22 99gal

s„.0.
30% ---9-ce

On Our Selected Wallpaper Books

All Paints Shown Offer One Coat Coverage. Appiied As Directed
Guarantee or Limited Warranty on all Sherwin-Williams Coatings See label for details

• Over Eight Hundred Fashionable Patterns
(Wallpaper packaged in double a Inplerolle
In Stock not evadable al all MOMS)

ALUES

WINDOWS
3
0% &5 %0f I
Reg Price
Perfect Touch"'
Custom
Woven Woods
• Over 100 Elegant

Complete with 25
Hose and unique

Colors and Patterns

SINVV/In-Williams

Phaserna Spray Gun
with non-clogging
and adjustable
spray fan features
Brings big robs
Pro-Val Paint
down to the and
Brushes
helps even the
unhandy man paint • Saes 2'to 41
like a pro
Reg 16 49toSi2•9

Knit Shorts
Reg. 8.99

Knit Nautical Tops
Reg. 12.99

M 96

5.99
6.99

Clamdiggers

Each

emu The

Coeekanv,

3P-7P

Fast, New Way To Paint!
Thirsty Cora holds More Paint.

The "Big Dipper" Brush!
• Reg Price
$12.99 ea
• Sala Pries
• Mail-in Rebate
NOW! YOUR PRICE
(AFTER REBATE)

So. 12th Street

11.99
Breeze into summer
with knit nautical
tops or shorts in red,
white, or navy. Add a
special flair with
clamdiggers in red,
white, royal or navy.

Summer Dress Sale!

.40% to 60% Off
Mix and Match Coordinate Sale!
40% to 60% Off
All famous name, nationally advertised brands!
Misses and Junior groups in fabulous summer
colors.

Central Shopping Center
Hwy.641 Murray 753-7991

Levolor'
One inch Metal

Blinds

• Choose from over
200 Stylish Colors'

enndow InSlallatoOn e.tiai

Southside
Shopping Center

Reg. 21.99

• Junior • Misses • Halfsizes

7.49 ea
1.00 ea
649e,

Save
30
%of
Reg Price

Here'sthe'Diamond Sale
you've been waiting for! Choosefrom over
300Blazing Gents'or Ladies'Clusters and
Save30to 5Cf/o. Buy now with easytermi or
Layawayfor Christmas.

Mon.-Fri.
10-6
Sat. 10-5
Bel Air Center

753-3321

stellations
In craft classes, the 4H'trs will have a chance
to be creative with wood
and nature crafts, latchhook rug squares, quick
point and other projects.
Trained instructors will
help with the sports,
crafts and games to teach
beginners and help skilled campers observe safety rules. Special training
in nutrition and first-aid
are also part of the program.
Extension agents and
adult and teen leaders
will be on hand to supervise the young campers.
Camp managers, whose
salaries are paid by the
Kentucky Association of
Electric Cooperatives,
coordinate the total camping program.
For many campers,
staying in cabins with
other young people and
adults is their first experience in group living.
"They learn a lot about
getting along with
others," Mrs. Steely said.
"Getting to know other
people, sharing fun, and
learning with them offer
valuable lessons in interpersonal relations for
the campers."
Informal training in
citizenship and leadership is an added benefit of
4-H camping.
Kentucky 4-H camps
will be participating in
the federally-funded
Summer Food Service
Program for Children,
which operates under
guidelines similar to
those of public school
food service programs.
The program enables the
camp staff to hold down
costs so that most
families can afford to
send their children to
camp, according to Mrs.
Steely.
Like all 4-H programs
of the University of Kentucky College of
Agriculture's
Cooperative Extension
Service, the 4-H camping
program is open to any
youngster between the
ages of 9 and 19
regardless of race, color,
sex, handicap or national

For information on the
camping program, contact Jane Steely at the
Calloway County Extension Office, 209 Maple
Street, Murray, KY 7531452.

Wells drilled
BARTLESVILLE,
Okla. (AP) — In 1981's
record-setting year for
oil-and gas-well drilling,
Texas and Oklahoma led
the nation in the total
number of wells drilled.
Texas was first with
25,002 and Oklahoma had
11,699.
Another record was set
for wells drilled below
15,000 feet deep.
"Drillers will go deeper
and deeper to find oil and
gas," said Gary Schooler,
of Drilling Specialties.
"That makes proper use
of drilling-fluid additives
more and more important so that wells maybe
drilled more efficiently."

.
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Teen-agers give
self-control way

(Mau
6.6:y
1

DEAR ABBY: RegarI'm sure my gift would
ding the 19-year-old cost considerably
less
Texas "boy" who "tested than the usual $40 or $50.
his manhood" by getting
DORIS IN DODGE
two girls pregnant,let me CITY
tell you about another 19DEAR DORIS: And
By Abigail Von Buren
tear-old boy's test of don't forget a "lucky
"
PASSIONATE PRO4'manhood":
penny for good luck!
TESTANTS IN FLA.
•••
He has been my special
DEAR PROfriend for almost two
DEAR ABBY: About TESTANTS: Yes. And a
tears. Six months ago, he that woman who was convacation,too.
asked me to marry him. stantly using a breath••
He talked to my father, freshener spray publicly
"The Best of Dear Abexplaining that because and in mid-sentence: I
by," featuring Abby's
of our ages (I'm 18), worked with two women
best answers and favorite
LISA LEWELLYN was third place
finances and college who did that. I later
individual
responses during the past
winner in the English division of the Purchas
ahead of us, it will be learned that both were
e Area
25 years, is now
4-H
Horse
Judging Contest.
some time before we can pantry drinkers.
available. You can obtain
Marry. We are normal
GRETTA IN ILLINOIS a copy of this new bestteen-agers with the same
DEAR GRETTA: If selling book by sending
desires as other kids and they were, they deserve $9.95
plus $1 for postage
very much in love.
more compassion that and handling to "The
Many miles separate criticism. Stay tuned for
Best of Dear Abby,"
us, and we see each other some informative input
featuring Abby's best
only once every six from a dentist:
answers and favorite
weeks, but we have
DEAR ABBY: Concer- responses during the past
stayed with our commit- ning the woman who uses 25
years, is now
ment to keep our relation- a breath-freshener spray
Members of the Colts Horse Judge Contest to be
available. You can obtain
ship pure and holy.
constantly: As a result of a copy of this new best- and Fillies 4-H Club at University of
KenHis test of "manhood'? disease, medication, selling
-book by sending recently participated in tucky, Lexington, in
When he is tempted to go radiation therapy or $9.95
plus $1 for postage the Purchase Area 4-H June.
beyond a kiss, he has me simply aging, there are a and
handling to "The Horse Judging Contest at
place my hand beside his number of people who Best
of Dear Abby," in West Kentucky Livestock
Calloway Countians
on his Bible, and he asks suf fer from care
competing in Lexington
of this newspaper, and Exposition Center.
God to give him the "xerostomia" (dry 4400
The 9-H'ers competed will be Lisa Lewellyn,
Johnson Dr., Fairstrength to be the man he mouth). This can result in way,
against other county con- Rhoda Jones, Lisa OverKan.
66205.
Make
needs to be.
testants for the right to cast, Lori Overcast, Russ
acute discomfort, tooth checks
Abby, our love is decay, inability to eat, Univers payable to represent the Purchase
Workman, Steve Burton,
al Press Synstrong, but our faith in swallow or talk, as well
Area at the Kentucky Lisa Workman and Tony
dicate.
the Lord is stronger, and as difficulty in wearing
we have resolved that dentures.
when we take our sacred
Mouthwashes containmarriage vows, we will ing various saliva
do so with a clear cons- substitutes are being uscience.
ed by increasing numbers
WALKING WITH GOD of these people. While this
IN BAY, ARK.
should be done in private,
DEAR WALKING: God it is obviously not always
bless you both. And he possible.
will.
A little understanding
•.•
and a private talk may be
DEAR ABBY: I just more instructive than the
about cracked up when I anonymous mailing of
a
read the letter in the newspaper column.
Dodge City Daily Globe
LAWRENCE WEISS,
from the person who D.D.S. BELLEROSE,
received the wedding in- N.Y.
vitation with the note:
DEAR DOCTOR:
"Because the bride and Thanks for your profesgroom have everything, sional and "weiss" comthe ideal gift would be ments.
sotnttlititg that can be put
•••
inid a OVetiet or purse:".
15EAR',ABiiY
I can't wait to get a and I have three sons and
wedding invitation with a one daughter. Their birsimilar message. I will thdays are: Nov. 11, 1960;
simply put together a col- Oct. 1, 1961; Oct. 9, 1962;
lection of the following Sept. 17, 1963.
items that "can be put inThat is four children in
to a pocket or purse": a two years, 10 months and
small comb, mirror, six days. This may not
be
toothpick, dental floss, a record, but I think my
handkerchief, money wife deserves at least
a
clip, key ring, etc.
B-plus, don't you?

FIRST PLACE Junior Western Team at the Purchas
e Area 4-H Horse Judging
Contest was composed of,from left, Rhoda Jones, Lori
Overcast, Lisa Overcast,
and in back, Russ Workman.

Colts and Fillies 4-H Club
participate in area contest
Sheppard.
Others who participated in the area contest were Leslie Banks,
Jennifer Garland,
Charles Palmer, Kriesta
Gaines, Kim Twigg, Greg
Workman, Mandi
Outland, David
Shepherd, Robert
Garland, Lydia Cathey
and Amanda Cathey.

FIRST PLACE Senior English Team at Purchase
Area 4-H Horse Judging Contest was composed of
Steve Burton,left, and Lisa Workman. Also not pictured was Tony Sheppard.
le sir ilia

Beach Ball for
Summer Fun!

ache thaelt

2
Extras 69c

WITH THIS

COUPON ONLY

New larger
size— inflates
Of extra
to 40"
-heavy vinyl,
around. made
and in
and blue l
cheerful red,
Hurryi
white
#68-1054
Offer Good at
Participating Stores
and Dealers

rd-Working Color Computer
TRS-80g 4K Color Computer by Radio Shack

Save
$100

399.00

• Enjoy Exciting Video Games • Organize Finances
• Help Your Youngster Learn Math, Computer Basics, More
• Vivid Eight-Color Graphics, Plus Sound Effects
• Easy Installation—Attaches to Any Television

Tole & Decorative
Paintings
Beginners & Advanced Lessons
Beginners lessons start June 15
morning and evenings. A complete
line of supplies.
109 N. 12th St. 502-753-4895
Janice Center & Paula Grimes

Radio Shack's TRS-80—The Most Colorful Idea in Computing
Anywhere!

and 19 Priority
Mobile CB Radio With Channel 9 RealistiC
TRC-422A By
Switch

Save$50
95

Get started in computing at tremendous savings! Just
pop in a handy, instant-loading Program Pak'" to
enjoy games, teach your children or set up a budget
— it's great for the whole family! Or learn to write your
own programs in plain-English BASIC language—
our step-by-step instruction manual shows you how.
Expandable, too—you can add more memory. a
printer, Joysticks for added fun from games, or a
modem for telephone communications with other
computers. Hurry in today for a test run! #26-3001

Our Popular AM/FM
Headphone —
$10 Off! By Tandy!

Reg.

119.95

#21-1503
Travelers—Priority
Ideal for
Access
Switch Gives You Instant
l 9 and
To Emergency Channe
Highway Information Channel 19

LCD "Mini" Calculator
With 3-Key Memory

Cut
31'
1095
Reg. 19.95
Square root and percent keys.
Auto-shutott saves batteries. Includes carry pouch, long-life
batteries. #65-679

.•
.tA411114,.
•

;

savings! Features
Buy now for 42%
channel disLED
-read
easy-to
big,
switched
meter,
S/RF
play. lighted
signal
ANL, hysteresis squelch to cut
"chopping:' LED modulation indispeakers—
cator. Add optional PA
PA mode.
in
monitor
CB
you can
again.
"alone"
You'll never drive

Sav
e
$40
99"
Reg.139.95

Now 29% off! Great-sounding
music system has Stereo-Wide"'
image. Autofor enhanced stereo
operati
on.
AC/batt
ery
Level.
Batteries extra
#14-805

#12-186

Battery extra

Listen to Your Favorite Stations On-the-Go!
Save on a pair for jogging, working—even take 'em to
the ball park for the play-by-play! Padded earcushions
seal out noise, seal in rich, dual-speaker sound. Light
and comfortable for hours of listening pleasure.

Half
Price

2

60 Minutes

Special-formula
oxide for high output, wide frequency
response. Stock up
now no limit!
!
.44-602/603

199 Reg.
1.99
Each
on
90 Minutes

2

for

Check Your Phone Book for the Radio/bac*Store or Dealer Nearest You

A DIVISION OF TA •Y CORPORATION

IOntall MAY YARN' AT INOPIIOUAL

00 000..

upmas Ars0 DEALERS
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Five injured in mine accident

WAL•MART I
3si
fetxts
clu-

super
discount
specials

uum.E COUPONmul
Playtex
Living Gloves
Small. Medium or Large

VALtaBLE COUPON,
Sundown
Sunscreen I
SUPISCIIIEEN

Mnideguide helecelow

Moderate Protection
Stays On Even In Water
4 Ounce
With This Coupon

I

II

1.24

:;i=;UN

I um .0 ,

WAI:MART
BLE ODUPON'amill
temmoss
Pvnst'' 1Johnson's
I
baby
Baby Powder I
powder 14ounce
0110 wtr, This coupon
111
1RAI' 1
WALTMART
E COUPONl
Lady's Choice

•••••••

-

1
2
1.
miII
1
1-8

•

tsimemet+Lnwr.
SUNDOWN
dUNSCIIEN

I•Na Neirdeon

Extra Protection
Stays On Even In Water
4 Ounce
With This Coupon

Limit 1

E COUPON=1
Sundown
Sunscreen
Maximum Protection
Stays On Even Ir. Water
4 Ounce
With This Coupon

VALUABLE COUPON="11

crew,4,
I Crest
Toothpaste

With This Coupon

With Fluoristan
Mint, Regular or Gel
8 2 Ounce

T

2"

xplres 6 13 81

Scope

Mouthwash and Gargle
Family Size
18 Ounce
Vifith This Coupon

1

11

SOUTH
461074
•A Q872
*73
•J65

Model 108 - $1879 Value
2

North
1+
2NT
311
Pass

East
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass

South
34
4,

When prospects'look Idim,
one should look that much
harder to see the light.

Now Only $14950°
Does Not Wade Mower Attachments

1

Bid with The Aces
South holds:

6-10-B

4863
•K6
* Q10862
•A92

I

North
1NT

South
?

ANSWER:Three no trump.
Only nine points in high
cards instead of 10, but the
five card suit may make up
the difference.
Send bridge questions to The Aces,
P0 Box 12343, Dallas. Texas 75223,
with sell-addressed, stamped envelope
for reply.

I
Sea & Ski
Suntan Lotion I
8 Ounce
Wah INS COUPOn

1
2.87
WAI:MART

WAL:MART
VALUABLE COUPON, VAWP

ExPij miimma6-1382

•

COUPONml
11
I
Sea & Ski
Golden Tan I

Bata leather
Turf Shoe

Bata Leather
Tennis Shoes

$27

$25

on
0
ut
n e
—0
Wth This Coupon

NN•miii
E 61382
VALV-'7131.E COUPON"mill

TAN 1.97 1
WAI:MART
GOLDEN

Limit 1

":"'"1"'
I

06

cou
EI Sure
Super
Dr
Long sating An uy.Perspirant and Deodorant

I
I
I

6 Ounce - 50e Off
All Scents
With This Coupon

11.87.

.23

Limit 1

Expires 6-13-82

LirntS1

Expires6 13-82'

641 N. Central Center
Sun. 12-6

Dress And
Casual Shoes

Expires 6-13-82

W

PreSun 4
Sunscresn Lotion
4 Ounce
With This Coupon

New Shipment
Of men's

With This Coupon

I

Reach Plus Adult or
Reach Soft or Medium

Mon.-Sot. 9-9

1

Opening lead: Diamond six

COUPON=11

I

t

I Reach
Toothbrush

Lawn Tractors

I
3.87
WAL:MART L'rm:
1"::••"res661.111

"'ME COUPONI"1

1

0-10-A
NORTH
•AKQ
•J105
•K J
•K Q1083
WEST
EAST
0863
•J952
WK6°
W943
0Q10862
*A954
474
•A92

West
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass

•

VALAIIBLE COUPONmil
Sundown
SUNDOWN
Sunscreen
Ultra Protection
Stays On Even In Water
4 Ounce
With This Coupon

1

Vulnerable: Both. Dealer:
West. The bidding:

S.

I
3.67
WAI:MART 1.6

Expires 6-13-82

Lim!!

I

1,
3

•
"Time is what we want at dummy's strength leaves the diamond ace. He needs
most, but what alas! We use little hope of earning a plus three more tricks to defeat
the game and these can
worst." — William Penn.
score.
What happens if East come only from the trump
refuses to use his time and suit and clubs. If West holds
imagination to best advan- two trump tricks and the
East has the time to beat tage? East returns a "safe" ace of clubs, it matters not
today's solid game. But to diamond and the game is what East leads. However,
do so, he must use his imagi- cinched. Dummy wins, a if West has only one quick
nation, do a little counting trump finesse loses and the trump winner and the ace of
defenders get only two aces clubs (or the A-Q of trumps
and a lot of praying.
East wins dummy's dia- and one trump trick; on to and no ace of clubs), then
it's vital that East try for a
mond jack with his ace and the next rubber.
must think of something East must think along setting trick via a club ruff.
brilliant to do. A hard look positive lines after he wins At trick two, East leads
the club seven to West's ace
and a club comes back. West
gets in in time to lead a
third club and the vital club
ruff beats the game.

Tell him so with a gift
from John Deere

Expires.6-13-82

the accident and will be
re-opened following an investigation, Ms. Cole
said.
The department wants
the company to agree to
install safety ropes in addition to regular restraining equipment now used
for moveable equipment
on slopes, install warning
lights to alert miners
when equipment is moving on the slope and provide a secure area for
miners to use while
waiting for transportation to the surface.
Pyro Mining officials
could not be reached for
comment after the accident.

BOBBY WOLFF

1

1882.

Super Dry Solid
Anti-Perspirant
2 Ounce
All Scents
With This Coupon

•

.13

WM:MART
COUPON",
,
VALILBLE
Sundown
Sunscreen
Ti

and skull fracture in the
accident while Pollard
had several compound
fractures to his right leg
and a crushed left arm,
Ms. Cole said.
The three other injured
miners were not identified and were apparently treated at the mine.
ACcording to Ms. Cole,
the men were injured
Wednesday when a mantrip, a vehicle used to
transport miners
underground, broke loose
from a restraining chain,
rolled down a slope and
struck the men.
The mine, located near
Sturgis, was closed after

THE ACES®

SUNDOWN

Your Choice
won This Coupon

•

STURGIS, Ky.(AP) —
Five miners were injured, including two
seriously, in an accident
at Pyro Mining Co.'s No.6
underground operation in
Union County.
Faith Miller Cole,
spokeswoman for the
state Department of
Mines and Minerals,
identified the most
seriously injured miners
as David Parker, 29, and
Earl Pollard, 35, both of
Wheatcroft in Webster
County.
Both were being
treated at Welborn Baptist Hospital in
Evansville, Ind. Parker
suffered a broken left leg

759-9995

$14-$16-$18
•

New
Shipment
Men's

Pony
Leather
Tennis
Shoes

$25

New
Shipment
Nome
Brand

Ladies
Shoes

Men's

Boots
Acme,Dingo,
Levi, Texas,
Durango
/
2 to 13
Sizes 61
New Shipment
Ladies Leather

Pro-Keds

A

*
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Supervisor of indicted state police trooper considers retirement
FRANKFORT, Ky.
(AP) — The supervisor of
a Kentucky State Police
trooper indicted this
week on 28 counts of illegal wiretapping has
said he may retire from
the force.
Lt. Col. Donald Powers,
head of the state police
special investigations
unit, has been directing
the probe involving
Henry S. Vance Jr.,
former aide to House
Speaker Bobby Richardson.
An officer under
Powers' direct supervi-

Mon, KSP Sgt. Ralph
Ross, has been charged
with listening to Vance's
home' telephone conversations when he was
given authority only to
record the frequency of
the calls.
•
Ross, a 26-year police
veteran, was freed Tuesday on a $ 5 ,000
recognizance bond.
Vance apparently is being investigated because
he
, is a possible alibi
witness for Bonnie Kelly
of Lexington, who has
been charged with killing

a Florida prosecutor.
State Justice Secretary
Neil Welch said Tuesday
that Gov. John Y. Brown
Jr. wanted those involved
in the Vance investigation to take lie-detector
tests.
Welch and State Police
Commissioner Marion
Campbell have both done
so, but Powers has so far
declined.
"I have no plans to take
one at this time," Powers
said. "I have not made a
decision."
Powers said Tuesday
night he was giving

"serious consideration" case and that Powers had ths.
Monday before a Fayette He has denied knowledge
to retiring. He said he had been thinking about leavPowers was among 14 County grand jury in- of any illegal eavesdroppdiscussed the subject ing for the past six mon- witnesses who appeared vestigating the wiretap. ing.
with Campbell on May 28
and would make a decision by July 1.
"My decision to retire,
if that's what I do, would
be because I have my 25
years in, and I want to do
something else," said
Powell, who is 46.
Ross was arrested on
May 25 and charged with
illegal eavesdropping on
Vance's conversations.
Campbell said Powers'
possible retirement was
4C
=
1
)
111,P
not related to the Ross

Murray Home & Auto

Chestnut Street
Murray, Ky.
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Woman awarded money in case
LOUISVILLE, Ky. presented the results of
(AP) — A jury has ruled medical studies that
that a woman who showed women with IUDs
developed medical pro- are more likely to
blems should receive develop pelvic inflam$10,000 from the firm that matory disease.
The studies disagreed
manufactured her intrauterine contraceptive on how much an IUD increases the likelihood of a
device.
Patricia Ford, 36, of pelvic disease. Ortho's atLouisville, filed suit in torneys contended that
Jefferson Circuit Court the disease has several
against Ortho Phar- causes and can occur in
maceutical Corp. of New women who do not use
Jersey in May 1978, seven IUDs.
A deposition from a
months after she was
forced to undergo a medical professor at the
hysterectomy because of University of Louisville
said such infections can
pelvic disease.
Mrs. Ford claimed she be caused by sexual interdeveloped a pelvic in- course, IUDs or some
flammatory disease in pelvic surgery.
Dr. Byron J. Master1977 after using an IUD
s o n , chairman of
called the Lippes loop.
In a two-week trial, a.Louisville's obstetrics
Mrs. Ford's attorney and gynecology depart-

ment, said nearly a
quarter-million people
are admitted to hospitals
each year with the
disease, which can vary
in severity.
Mrs. Ford testified that
she first noticed symptoms of the disease in
April 1977. She said she
spent most of July in the
hospital and underwent a
hysterectomy in October.
Mrs. Ford's attorney,
Kenneth Plotnik, told
jurors that she was entitled to compensation for
extreme pain she suffered as a result of the
disease and for anxiety.
Plotnik asked that she
be awarded $500,000 in
damages because she
could no longer have
children and because she
had suffered depression

James H. Cain is the
new pastor of the United
Pentecostal Church in
New Concord following
the resignation of Rev.
William L. Melton of
Camden,Tenn.
Rev. Cain, who is the
son of Mr. and Mrs. C. E.
Cain, Sr., of Almo
Heights, has previously
pastored three churches
with two of those being
home mission churches
started by he and his
family.
He is married to the
former Helen McNatt of
Memphis, Tenn., and
father of three sons, Jim

and Tim of the Cincinnati
area and Terry, a recent
graduate of Calloway
County High. Rev. and
Mrs. Cain are residents of
the Hamlin area.
The public is cordially
invited to attend any and
all of the services in the
New Concord United
Pentecostal Church.
A new program of the
church will be the
availability of Home Bible studies and the tape
ministry. The scheduled
service times are Sundays at 10 a.m. and 6 p.m.
and Fridays at 7 p.m.

TOOL VALUE

BARGAIN

OF THE MONTH

OF THE MONTH

after the hysterectomy.
In addition, Plotnik
said her husband was entitled to receive $20,000
for loss of Mrs. Ford's
companionship and her
help in his concrete
business.
The firm's attorney,
John Beidler, told jurors
that the woman's depression may have stemmed
from a long history of
emotional problems, not
her illness.

WAL-MART

now

now' 766
Wit&
Sapphas Last

The jury ruled Tuesday
that Mrs. Ford was entitled to receive $10,000 for
her medical bills, but was
due no further compensation.
Plotnik said the Fords
were disappointed with
the decision and may request a new trial.
• VL6

Cain new pastor
• of Concord church

Phone
753-2571
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Ottastities
Lisated

499

Mk
Supplies Last

12-Qt. COOLER CREST
i Y2-Oal..11111

I-Pc. Strawittsat Sal
MIR Wags Rack

Full nylon reinforcement
for strength and durability.
Easy coiling, even under
extreme temperatures. 5/8in. inside diameter.T669-5C
QUANTMES LIMITED

gig

Botlk pieces are molded of
polyethylene. The chest
holds up to 18 12-oz. cans,
and the wide-mouth jug is
irtsulated to keep beverw ages hot or cold. 036-011 a

A practical Father's Day gift!
6 forged screwdrivers, including 2 Phillips type—
a big help for Dad.Includes
TT6R
a free rack.

Nimmmin•iiir
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Mart Seks

641 N. Central Center

• less •

Mon.-Sat. 9-9 Sun. 12-6
759-9995

Fabric
super
Mini Sewing Case
'Impact plastic
'Antique gold,
chocolate, sienno,
quit
'No.SC78
'Rea. 2.46

•

ELECTROLUX
Open For Business
Hours
Friday 9:30 A.M.
Until Closing
Saturday 9:30 A.M.
Until 3:30 P.M.

Save 15%
Sinhue Prints

•

•50% Rayon,50% polyester
•45 Inches wide
.Prints coordinate with Amaretta
linen
•Machine wash & dry
.Reg. 2.57 yd.

Save 18%
Amaretta Linen
•50% Polyester, 50% rayon
•45 Inches wide
•Linen weave - pants & skirt
weight'Machine wash & dry
•Reg. 3.47 yd.

Pamlico Collar or

Cuff
'Use for collar or sleeve
cuffs
*All white and white
with stripes
*Choose from collars to
coordinate with box in
interlock
*Machine wash & dry
.Reg. 1.24

'L Hamrick Interlock Prints

Come In For FREE Service Check
We Service All Makes

•Reg 2.77 yd

Styletown Porcelain Prints
•50% polyester, 50% cotton
•45 inches wide
*Reg. 2.44

Wanted:
1 Service/Salesperson

Right Track

905 Sycamore

•45 inches wide
•64% polyester, 35% cotton, 1 0/0
lurex
•Reg. 2.77 yd.

753-0759
\

Pamlico Interlock
T-Shirt Knit

0,d1 Ponvar C.d. a ,

PURDOM

4.0t sr.ii• Ma n

•
a

Pastel Dress Print

Preowned Value
Rated Cars

*By Peter Pon
•Polyester/cotton
'Machine wash & dry
•415 inches wide
"Reg. 2.57 yd

1980 Chevrolet Chevette, 2 dr. coupe,
local car,30.000 actual miles,"sharp."
1982 Cadillac Sedan D'vffie, loaded, 4,700
act. miles, new car for a used car price,
new car warranty.

Yellow
Needles
'size 11-14-16
*Color coded
'Reg 1.21

•

VAWABLE COUPORImil VAWABLE COUPON°911 VAWABLE COUPOrimil

1982 Chevrolet Celebrity, 4 dr. sedan,
3,300 act. miles, one owner local, new car
warranty.

•

Save 1 .59

Pattern Boxes
'Reg.73'
I

I

I

I

Expires 6-13-82

1978 Olds 98 Regency,4 dr.Sedan,loaded,
locally owned,clean as new.

iv,,rcs 6 3 ai

WALMART

1978 Honda Civic, 2 dr., air, 5 speed,
Tenn.owned,economy getter.

ADVERTISING POLICY —
most merchandise el over
It e our insarelon to two all merchandise on Ina ad in stock during Ihe sok+ dales However, since
ram chicks tor'ha NOP “ YOU
stocks and seasonal *flowers, and because meny Mims we in Smiled soPPly *ke kn5 nal
selischons we best
early
whie
refund
Shop
W•disaiestrad with any merchandise we will gladly exchange it or gem you a

•
.•e

.iehie

Aunt Lydices
'Rug Yarn
'Reg. 56

Fiskars
8 inch scisscrs

1980 Olds Omega, 4 dr. sedan, air and
power.

1977 Crrand Prix, well eg."It's a Honey"

•

.
1
*.
4
• sr "",

*50% polyester, 50% cotton
*60 inches wide
'Machine Wash & Dry
*Reg. 3.97 yd.

153 53V.,

•

•

WAL-MART
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Free Mounting

State Child Abuse Prevention Week proclaimed

Vacation Special Fr"1.1611Cing

Move You Checked Your Tires Today?

•ECONOMY PRICED RADIAL PERFORMANCE
• WIDE TREAD PROVIDES EXTRA TRACTION
SILKY SMOOTH RIDE

_

-

You,
•
Cool

S.t•

I

39.95
P185/75R13"
,3. 43.95.
P185/75R14°,7 47.97
P195/75R14 FR"
48.95
14
P205/75R14 ",478 49.95
—
P215/75R14" 51.95
,
P205/75R15 FM"
is 49.95
P215/75R15 GI;
R 11
DEALER
51.95
ENQUIRIES P225/75R15
"78
54.95
nyvirED
P235/75R15 " 58.95
*TWO POLYESTER CORD RADIAL PLIES
P165/80R13"
13

*TWO FIBERGLAS CORD BELTS
*WHITE SIDEWALL

*Plus F.E.T. 1.67 to 2.911 sick
tire plot trodo-hi.

BARRETT'S SERVICE CENTER
639 S. 4th St., Murray, Ky.

753-9868

Prestonburg's police officers decide to call in sick
w a s t h e on 1 y one
after the force elected to available at that time.
call in sick.
According to .WPRT, reprimanded. During the
The Kentucky State the so-called "blue flu" chase, the three cars
Police post at Pikeville action was apparently crossed the city boundary
said that no calls had prompted by the one-day with Floyd County, an acbeen made asking for ad- suspension without pay of tion which prompted the
ditional KSP patrols in an officer following a reprimand,
According to WPRT,
the Prestonsburg area.
police chase Tuesday.
A fire department
The officer, identified the police force was upset
dispatcher answering as Randy Farrell, was with that suspension,
emergency calls said that one of three officers in- arguing that reprimands
no police officers were volved in th( chase, but should have been given to

PRESTONSBURG, Ky.
( AP) — The city of
Prestonsburg was virtually without police protection today after the
town's 11 officers decided
to call in sick.
A c c o r d i n g t0
Prestonsburg radio station WPRT, Chief James
Curtis was the only officer on duty overnight

--Choice of 1 With /414(
c15.00 Order , (80 It

New Store Hrs.
Mon-Thurs
8-1
Fri & Sat

BUY ONE GET ONE FREE
Werce,ac s^

DIP

BUY ONE GET ONE FREE
Sea lei, gale Cheese

'
Blue Bonnet

...
tb.29

BUY ONE GET ONE FREE
Sea 'ec;:.37

79c

isaa. 1111Y

BEANS
Green Giant french Style

BUY ONE GET ONE FREE

GREEN BEANS

Seallesi Cucumber S ,.1 71e71

Green Giant Sweet

DIP

PEAS

BUY ONE GET ONE FREE

11 az

Green Giant Billet W.K.

Sea/test Cottage

11 oz

CORN
24 oz $1
"

BUY ONE GET ONE FREE
t ,e

15 oz.

limit 3

011'
i IIIII
iliii111.1
With 515.00 Additional
111111'
Purchase Excluding
robocco & Dairy Products

Green Cant Creel;

DIP

CHEESE

all officers involved in the
chase, or to none, since
all crossed the line during
the chase.
Curtis, informed of the
action early today when
two officers scheduled to
go on duty at 4 a.m. called
in sick, said no officer
would be allowed to
return to work unless he
has a doctor's statement.

or Parkay

DIP

Sea ',es(

Mary Lou Northern and House resolution declar- abuse prevention chapter
the child abuse preven- ing June 6-12 National operates a clearinghouse
tion chapter, portrays Child Abuse Prevention to make them available.
elements common to Week.
The group also said it is
many physical and emoThe program will working with the state
tional abuse situations feature
material on effec- Department for Human
and points out ways tive
nonviolent Resources on setting up a
children and parents can
discipline; identification statewide toll-free
get help.
and prevention of telephone "hot line" for
physical, emotional and reporting child abuse.
Sen. Walter Hudsexual abuse, and other
dleston, D-Ky., will speak
And it said state Attopics.
Friday at the — Hyatt
torney General Steve
Regency-Lexington at a
The materials are for Beshear has agreed to
review of available firms, use by service clubs, have 30,000 copies of his
The drama, developed videotapes and slides speakers bureaus, chur- "Educators Manual on
by Stage One: The relating to child abuse. ches, protective service Reporting Child Abuse"
Louisville Children's The Kentucky Democrat workers and concerned printed and distributed to
Theater, playwright was a co-sponsor of a U.S. parents. The state child teachers.
elude a Kentucky Educetional Television drama
on child abuse and a
display of available
films, videotapes and
slides on the subject.
The 23 -minute
children's drama, "Andy
and the Puppets," was
scheduled for broadcast
at 5:30 p.m. today. The
chapter encouraged
parents to watch it with
their children.

e Honestly Have The Best Meats In Town.
PP
Bonus Special ; _

BUY ONE GET ONE FREE

5e.2 tes'

FRANK FORT, Ky.
(AP) — Gov. John Y.
Brown Jr. had declared
Child Abuse Prevention
Week in Kentucky, and a
state group plans a
number of activities to
highlight the problem.
There were reports of
abuse involving 42,000
children imKentucky last
year, according to Benjamin S. Feltes, executive director of the
Kentucky chapter of the
National Committee for
Prevention of Child
Abuse.
This week's events in-

Addiroonoi
With $1.5.00
Purchase Excluding
Products
bac a & Dair

2/89c
2/89c
2/89c
Limit
With $1500 Additional
Purchase Excluding
& Dairy Products

Lays All flavors Potato
„z ggc

CHIPS

•$IOr.

52C .
NMI Sol Dishwashing
"
50 oz $1

POWDER

Buyers '1 Cal.
Hew

$799

VINEGAR

ICE CREAM

gal
llyae Park

Heinz White Distil/et
VINEGAR

gal

$219

PIMENTOS

!feebler Butter Knott
PRETZELS

3 4 Lb. Pkg

34 Lb. Pk9.

PRODUCE
U.S. Ma keieltss rip

• Own's lest kweltss Pit hid

ROAST
ROAST
STEAK
U.S.
ROUND

US Choice lawless Rolled hip

Go/den Delicious

...

$259
.11.11,

APPLES
New Cry Calif. Seedless White

GRAPES

lb 49c
ih $139

11.S Nice IN SOW.

Mice Extra Ins Crean

. Owen s Best Deli Roast

REEF.

ON Peer

$969
L

CARROTS
PIO 5 II lag

IWO III

GRAPEFRUIT

fiell's Sang

fresh

SAUSAGE

LIMES

I thy Swiss

STEAK
CHEESE

Calif, fuse

„75

btai MILK

Both with
$30.00 Order
All Three
With $45.00
Order

4

--.alraes

:41110Affr...cler Art

.

k(4- 11

.

.

• • e • •. .
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Holmes'training tandem wary;
don't want to underrate Cooney
LAS VEGAS, Nev.
(AP) — Eddie Futch and
Ray Arcel, the two elder
statesmen who are
preparing Larry Holmes
for Friday night's
defense of his World Boxing Council heavyweight
championship, don't expect challenger Gerry
Cooney to be any
pushover.
"Gerry Cooney is
young, strong and ambitious," said Futch, who,
at 70, is the junior
member of this training
tandem. "He's got power

in his left and he's learned how to use his right."
Arcel, who is 82 years
old and has been in the
business of boxing for
most of that time, echoed
Futch.
"We're in with a
strong, young bull who
wants to be champ," he
said. "We're not underrating him."
Victor Valle, responsible for preparing Cooney
for this richest bout in
boxing history, thinks
Holmes' bra intrust is approaching this thing sensibly.

"Gerry changes from a
Valle has the proper
human being to a beast in respect for Holmes'
the ring," he said. "You abilities, evidenced by 10
can see it in his eyes. I knockouts in 11 defenses
can tell when I give him since he won the chamhis last instructions."
pionship from Ken NorFriday's fight comes ton four years ago.
almost two months after
"He moves well. He's
it was originally scheduled. The March 15 date got good jabs and he punwas postponed when ches good. But Gerry
Cooney hurt his left fights better against betshoulder in training. But ter fighters," the trainer
Valle says his man is 100 said.
. Holmes took Wednespercent now.
He said he thought day off while Cooney
Cooney's injury may ac- went through a final
tually have helped the workout before today's
challenger's preparation weigh-in. The challenger
for the biggest fight of his seemed relaxed afterwards.
life.
Cooney said he weighed
"It helped him develop
224
pounds after Wedneshis right hand more. Now
he can hurt you with day's training session
either hand," Valle said. and that he would come
Holmes' people are into the fight at 227-or 228.
aware that Cooney packs
As he talked with
a punch. But they're con- reporters, he toyed with a
vinced their man can hand puppet which he
handle it.
said two children had
"Larry has the tools, given to him. Occasionalthe knowledge and the ex- ly he would answer quesperience," said Futch. tions in a high-pitched
"He knows what he has to voice, gesturing with the
do. Larry is a disciplined puppet.
fighter. He will do what
Cooney was asked
he has to do to win. I'm when he would finish
looking for a good fight Holmes.
and a successsful conclu"The first chance I
sion."
get," he.said.

HUNTER
CO
RIC BREEZE.
BREEZE
IS IN
FAN -THE
COM}DRT is
IN THE PRICE.
Now there's a ceiling fan that brings
all95 years ofHuntern'experience together
with features you're looking for at a
popular price.
With reversible motor,2 fan speeds
and a price kAver than other fans built
this well,the new Hunter Com tbrt Breeze
gives you all the quality you'd expect from
a Hunter,at a price you'll hardly believe.
,
HUNTER
EveryTime You Turn It On \ Feei A Little Smarter
"I 0 OFF on any Fan in stock
with this ad. Perfect for your bedroom.

PICKENS SUPPLY INC.
901 Arcadia

Murray

753-6522

College World Series
whiftles to final four
OMAHA, Neb.(AP) — sixth-ranked Stanford.
Maine Coach John
The• Victory vaulted
Winkin said he felt his Maine into the final four
team lacked respect at of the double-elimination
the College World Series tournament and set up a
prior to a victory over rematch Friday with
third-ranked Cal-State Miami,Fla.
Fullerton.
Fifth-ranked Miami,
The Black Bear 51-18-1, meets Texas,59-4,
baseball team, a 6-0 vic- tonight.
tor over Fullerton on SunWichita State, a 13-2
day, gained more respect winner over Oklahoma
Wednesday night by State Wednesday, will
sidelining the other half meet Texas in Friday's
of the western contingent other tournament
in an 8-5 whipping of semifinal.

"GAS SAVER SPECIALS"
With gas prices going up, we decided to stock a good selection of American made gas savers and offer them to our
customers for a very special price.
Down
961.61
775.68
103.88
782.62
538.55
913.94
789.30
876.49
919.93
952.20

7

Stock No.
P203
P205
P206
P217
P221
P222
P224
P225
0238
0249

List
8,817.76
9,740.88
9,652.88
9,058.71
10,801.83
11,187.63
11,046.63
10,558.67
9,841.76
9,849.76

Pont. 12000 Sedan
Pont. 12000 Wagon
Pont. 12000 Le Sed.
Pont. 12000 Cpe.
Pont. 6000 Cpe.
Pont. 6000 Le Cpe.
Pont. 6000 Cpe.
Pont. 6000 Sed.
olds. Firenza Sed.
Olds. Firenza SX Cpe.

Sale Price
1,961.61
8,775.68
8,703.88
8,282.62
9,538.55
9,913.94
9,789.30
9,376.49
8,919.93
8,952.20

Payment
199.78
228.32
228.32
214.05
256.88
256.86
256.86
241.59
228.32
228.32

Monthly payments figured on an APR of 16.39 for 48 months.
Down payments listed can be lowered or raised to qualified
b
u yer. Pontiac J2000 LE Sedan

Murray
collects
twin wins
from Paris

'

FLY BY NIGHT — Holland Drugs first baseman Don Hargrove appears
unperturbed by the Paris(Term.) Kiwanis runner rushing by. Hargrove, who
garnished winning pitcher honors for the game, was joined by the rest of his
Senior Babe Ruth teammates in sweeping a doubleheader from Paris, 4-3, 126, Wednesday night in Murray.
Staff photo by Jim Rector

Toronto's abnormalstrategy
pays offin sure-bunt situation
By KEN RAPPOPORT
AP Sports Writer
It was decidedly
against accepted
baseball strategy — but
Toronto Manager Bobby
Cox did it anyway. . .
With the Blue Jays
trailing the California
Angels 4-3, Barry Bonnell
led off the bottom of the
ninth inning with a single.
Lloyd Moseby came to
the plate and just about
everyone in Toronto's Exhibition Stadium expected him to try to bunt
Bonnell into scoring position.
But he didn't.
Moseby instead swung
away at the first pitch
from reliever Doug Corbett, 1-6, and lashed a triple to right center that
tied the game. The Blue
Jays later won it 5-4 on Al
Woods' bases-loaded
groundout.
"I told Lloyd to go up
there and take his cuts,"
said Cox. "But I told him
to take a hard look at the
signs in case I switched
off.
"But, I don't know — I
was 99 percent sure I'd
have him swinging the
whole way. He's been swinging a pretty hot bat
lately ...."
Moseby said he knew
the Angels would be looking for the bunt.
"I'm sure he (Corbett)
thought I was in a bunt
situation for sure. He
threw me a low fastball
and that's right in my
zone. When I hit the ball!
thought triple all the way.
I wasn't going to stop at
second — I was going for
third all the way," he
said.
Before the Blue Jays

won the game for reliever
Joey McLaughlin, 3-3, the
Angels had taken a 4-3
lead in the eighth with the
help of a throwing error
by Toronto catcher Ernie
Whitt. Rod Carew doubled with one out and moved to third on Bob Boone's
single. When the relay
throw came home, Whitt
tried to get Boone, who
was racing to second, but
his throw sailed into
center field, allowing
Carew to score easily.
Earlier, Don Baylor
and Reggie Jackson hit
homers for the Angels,
Jackson's a two-run shot.
The Blue Jays got solo
homers from Whitt and
Damaso Garcia.

my John, 4-6, leading off
the Boston second inning
moved - the 40-year-old
veteran past Johnny Mize
into 29th place among
baseball's all-time home
run hitters. He trails Hall
of Famer Joe DiMaggio
by one.
Hurst, 2-1, gave way to
Stanley in the sixth.
Mariners 4, Rangers3
Richie Zisk's RBI
single in the 11th lifted
Seattle over Texas.
Manny Castillo opened
with a single, moved to
second on Bruce Bochte's
sacrifice and scored
when Zisk singled off
reliever Steve Corner,0-3,
the fourth Texas pitcher.
Ed VandeBerg, 4-1, Niched the final 12-3 innings
In other American for the victory.
League action, Boston
The Mariners sent the
edged New York 4-3, game into extra innings
Seattle nipped Texas 4-3 when they tied it in the
in 11 innings, Kansas City eighth on Bochte's RBI
whipped Minnesota 8-5, groundout.
Oakland turned back
Chicago 5-4, Baltimore
Tigers 2-3,Indians 1-3
defeated Milwaukee 8-3
Jerry Turner hit a twoand Detroit beat run homer and Jack MorCleveland 2-1 in the ris scattered seven hits to
opener of a doubleheader lead Detroit's first-game
before the nightcap was victory over Cleveland.
suspended in a 3-3 tie
The Indians had taken
after 14 innings.
a 1-0 lead in the second on
Jerry Dybzinski's RBI
Red Sox 4, Yankees3
Tony Perez belted his single. The score remain360th major-league home ed that way until the
run and Bruce Hurst and Detroit seventh as MorBob Stanley combined on ris, 8-5, and Cleveland's
an eight-hitter as Boston Len Barker, 7-3, dueled
beat New York for its masterfully. Then Kirk
Gibson led off with a
fifth straight victory.
Reid Nichols had a dou- single and came home on
ble and a single, scoring Turner's third homer of
Boston's second run and the season.
driving in the third in
The second game was
helping to send the suspended by the
Yankees to their fifth American Leagiv curfew
straight loss.
law which prohibits any
Perez's third homer of inning from starting after
the season against Tom- 1 a.m.

SUMMER CLEARANCE

Pontiac J2000 3-Door SE Hatchback

40%

[2_e!1 EPA est mpg

43

PONTIAC 6000LE SEDAN

Pontiac .12000 Wagon
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All Baseball & Softball
Gloves In Stock

puRD011111

Wilson-Rawlings-Mizuno
Over 40 Styles
Sifished Cesteisen Are Set

1411$ West Nan-7634311

al. 1141 MUM]

Reds tryout
scheduled
for youth
A tryout camp for
baseball players will be
conducted by the Cincinnati Reds on Monday,
June 14, at Evansville, Indiana. The camp is open
to boys from 16 to 22.
High school
sophomores and juniors
are also urged to attend.
Reds Scouting Supervisor, Chet Montgomery,
will oversee the tryout,
which is scheduled from
10:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m. at Indiana State University on
the Evansville Baseball
Field.
Montgomery will be
assisted by scouts Bob
Jamison, Val Smith and
Terry Perkins.
All eligible players are
requested to furnish their
own personal gear shoes, uniforms, gloves.
The Reds will provide
bats and baseballs.
In addition, players will
be responsible for traveling and living expenses,if
any, unless they are sign;,
ed to contracts with the::
Cincinnati Reds*.
organization teams.
Players must be 1i
years of age to be eligible
and all American Legion •
players must have writs
ten approval from their
Legion Coaches or Post
Commanders, if attendance at the tryout is in
direct conflict with the
American Legion activities.
Tim Raines of the Mon,
(real Expos in 1991
became the first player In
baseball history to steal
30 bases in 30 games.

•
411.,

41.

By JIM RECTOR
Sports Editor
Murray's Senior Babe
Ruth squad swept a
doubleheader from
visiting Paris (Tenn.)
Kiwanis, Wednesday at
the old city park.
The 16-year-olds fought
to a scoreless tie until the
sixth inning when Paris
picked up three runs in
the top of the frame and
Murray rallied in the bottom half with four for the
win.
Jeff 'Cat' Downey scattered seven hits;struckout six, but didn't
issue a walk against the
visitors. Downey's
counterpart for Kiwanis,
Cortez Thompson,fanned
14 of the Holland Drugs
batters, yet was tagged
with the 4-3 loss.
In the nightcap,
Holland Drugs improved
its record to 5-1 with a 126 decision over Paris.
Don Hargrove picked
up the win with six
strikeouts and Ronnie
Pace relieved in the last
inning and blew smoke
past the final three batters.
Darren Hooper's bases
loaded double with two
outs and two strikes
drove in three runs and
put the game out of reach
in the fourth inning, 9-2.
For the evening Hooper
collected four RBIs on
two doubles and a single.
Hargrove also aided his
own cause in the late innings by driving in the last
two runs with a line drive
double to right field.
Friday the Murrayans
travel to Marshall County
for a6 p.m.
doubleheader.
In Tuesday's engagement with Marshall
County the squads split a
doubleheader. Murray
collected the first win, 52, behind David Milton's
11 strikeouts and threehit pitching.
Hooper was pinned
with the 4-2 nightcap loss
although he fanned 13
visitors.
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'Here It Is"!
The Kroehler
Touch Chair

Any of these quality Kroehler
recliners can be yours.
As a rocker-recliner
or space-saving
wall-recliner
.
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It's the recliner for people who have
always hated recliners."
—Joe Namath

EVERY RECLINER
IN STOCK REDUCED
FOR 2 DAYS ONLY
THIS FRIDAY &
SATURDAY
Your Choice

,...

KRONUR
SWIVEL ROCKER
Covered in Your
Choice of
Cloth Covers
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2 POSTION
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Covered in longwear
easy cleaning vinyl
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$9 00
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Dennison-Hunt walks away with 11-10 decision over Fred's
KENTUCKY LEAGUE
A Lance Allison walk in
the bottom of an extra inning forced in the winning
run in a thrilling, 11-10,
Dennison-Hunt triumph
over Fred's Discount.
The heartstopper, pert
of Tuesday night Kentucky League action at
the old city park, kept the
crowds on the edge of
their bleacher seats.
Chris Dill, Don Easley
and Alan Rayburn combined for the winning pitcher honors while Dill's
double and a triple by
Easley added offensive
firepower to the victors.
A trio of Fred's players
collected two-sack hits Andy Rickman, Jonathan
Stubbs and Sean Kelly while Clint Hutson nailed
two singles.
The second league
game, Tuesday, was a 136 Rotary decision over
Artcraft. Bruce Thur-

mond and Joey Waller tion in the local girl's
picked up the win, shar- lower division softball
ing the pitching duties.
league Tuesday.
Thurmond's double
The Cards scored six
highlighted the Roti.ry runs in the last inning to
hitting and Kent Dobbs' tie Frogs, 13-13. Amy
double and single were Wallace, Kim Shelton and
the spotlight for Artcraft. Angela McGinnis each
In a solo contest clouted home runs for the
Wednesday, Fred's Dis- Cards while P.J. Chadcount produced a lopsid- wick drilled a homer for
ed, 21-4, victory over the Frogs. Allison Carr
Rotary. Ryan Malone and went three-for-three with
Brent Dunlap grabbed two doubles and a single
winning pitcher ac- for the Frogs also.
colades and Malone conA 9-9 tie between Nats
tributed a pair of doubles and Aces saw Angela
as well.
Woods blast a pair of
Sean Kelly tacked on a round-trippers for Aces
pair of doubles and a while teammate Kelly
single for the victors and Geurin collected a grand
tea'mmate Andy slam.
Rickman chipped in two
Dana Sykes led Nats
singles.
with a homer and-a douJason Grimes was ble and her squad mates
Rotary's big hitter with a - Dina Fazi and Melvina
pair of solo hits.
Uragquart each went
GIRL'S SOFTBALL
three-for-three.
In the only non-tie of
Two ties and a one-run
difference marked the ac- the night, Cougars clip-

ped Racers, 15-14. Ginger
Billington homered in the
winning run and three
Cougars - Jennifer
Parker, Tina Lamb and
Kelly Howell - each
went three-for-three.
Michelle Spann clobbered i grand slam
homer for Racers.
Girls' upper division
action, Wednesday, saw
the Flames blank Stars,
15-0. At the head of the
Flames' 18-hit parade
was a grand slam homer
by Ginger Stalls and
another round-trip shot
by Terri Roberts.
The Stars were limited
to only five hits.
The second upper division- game was a 15-3
triumph for Swingers
over Royals. Diana
Ridley smashed a pair of
homers, one a grand
slam, for the victors and
Donna Asbridge also notched a four-base hit.

Doubling for the Royals
were Vonnie Hayes, Kristy Elkins and Tina
Cooper.
LITTLE LEAGUE
Tuesday Little League
games at the new city
park complex produced
an 8-6 Druther's triumph
over 1890's and second
place DeVanti's edged
Pagliai's, 7-6. Monday action saw top ranked Hutson Company pound
Flav-O-Rich, 12-7, and
DeVanti's trip Fraternal
Order of Police, 5-4.
Brad Pritchett fanned
eight and scored twice
himself to pace the winning Druther's attack,
Tuesday. Teammate
Jason Winchester's double and two scores along
with David McDowell's
RBI aided the victors.
Chris Hays collected a
pair of doubles and so did
Trice Seargent for 1890's.
Jamie Shields went the
distance in Tuesday's

DeVanti's victory and he
helped his own cause going two-for-four with two
RBIs.
Bob Kemp and Mickey
Jones also went two-forfour and Frank Blaustein
scored three times. For
Pagliai's, James Payne's
three-for-three performance, including a
double and three RBIs,
paced the losers.
Hutson Company's
Cary‘ Alexander picked
up the save after relieving Pat Gupton in Monday's game against Flay0-Rich. Alexander also
added two hits, three
RBIs and three runs
scored to the effort. Cory
Wells was two-for-four
with a triple, double and
three RBIs for Hutson.
Losing pitcher Eric
Grogan allowed only six
hits and struckout seven
and his backup support
was spearheaded by
Jamie Armstrong (three-

for-five, two RBIs) and apiece) and Hal Nance
Mark Whitaker (two-for- (2B).
four,three RBIs).
Lassiter topped Clinic
Bob Kemp sacrificed Pharmacy, 13-8, in the sethe winning RBI in Mon- cond Park League game
day's DeVantis win over when both Russ Adkins
FOP and preserved his and Vijay Cahoon rapped
pitching victory as well.
round-trip shots.
Other extra-base hits
Scott Miller was the
winning run on Kemp's for the victors included
sacrifice fly, scoring in Jon Smotherman (2-2B),
the top of the sixth inning. Jason Madglin (3B), JimMonty Stalls backed my Ghan (2B), Brad
Kemp's seven-strikeout White (2B), Troy Yates
hurling with a triple, two (38), Sammy Fuson
RBIs and two runs •( 2B), and Warren
Latimer(28 ).
scored.
Clinic hitters were:
Mike Bucy led FOP
with a double and an RBI. Kevin Compton ( 2B),
Chris Garland (3B), Neal
PARK LEAGUE
Lax (3B), Robbin Dick
Carroll Tire, on the (28), and Hoppy Duffy
strength of two homers ( 2B).
by Jon Tubbs, mopped up
CORRECTION
Owen's, 9-3, Tuesday.
In Wednesday's Ledger
Rick Nute, Shelly lit Times sports section
Rudolph and Ashley the sponsor of one of the
Haak each collected T-Ball league teams was
doubles while Owen's hits incorrectly stated as Cencame from Curtis Bucy tury 21. The correct sponand Toby Latimer (3B sor is Century Auto Sales.

National League

THE"BAGS A LOT"
SNAPPER HI-VAC RIDER

Canton's arm back-talks Cubs

Lt

By BOB GREENE
AP Sports Writer
Steve Carlton let his
arm do the talking, and
that had the Chicago
Cubs talking to
themselves.
Carlton hasn't talked to
the media since the 1978
playoffs. And not even a
16-strikeout performance
Wednesday night in the
Philadelphia Phillies' 4-2
victory changed that.
"Steve Carlton comes
from a different mold,"
said Philadelphia
Manager Pat Corrales.
"They threw that mold
away.
"It's amazing that a
man that age (37) can
throw that hard. But he's
always in good physical
condition. He's just a
great athlete. He works
at it. That's why he's
stucle-aroand. being great
this long."
The 16 strikeouts were
a one-game major league
high for this season.
Gaylord Perry had whiffed 13 for Seattle against
Californina in April.
In other NL games
Wednesday, Houston
stopped San Francisco 61, Montreal defeated St.
Louis 5-1, the New York
Mets nipped Pittsburgh 3-

2, Cincinnati edged San
Diego 4-3 and Atlanta
crushed Los Angeles 11-5.
Catcher Bo Diaz and
third baseman Mike
Schmidt slammed home
runs to power the
Phillies' offense.
Diaz said Carlton, 7-6,
had command of all of his
pitches.
"Most of the time,
though, he went to his
breaking pitches. He also
had great success with
his fastball," Diaz said.
"He was so sharp that
nobody could beat him
tonight. I've caught him
12 or 13 times, and this
was the best stuff he's
had."
Carlton struck out
Ryne Sandberg four
times; Junior Kennedy
and Steve Henderson
three times each; Keith
Moreland and Jody Davis
twice each, and Ferguson
Jenkins and Larry Bowa
once each.
Carlton shares the major league record for
most strikeouts in a nineinning game with 19. He
did it when he pitched for
the St. Louis Cardinals in
1969, Tom Seaver
duplicated the feat for the
New York Mets in 1970,
and Nolan Ryan struck

out 19 with California in
1974.
Diaz gave the Phillies a
2-1 lead when he slammed his 10th homer of the
year in the second inning.
Schmidt then led off the
fourth with his fifth
homer, handing the loss
to Jenkins,3-8.
Astros6,Giants 1
Joe Niekro hurled a
three-hitter for his 150th
caeer victory as Houston
downed San Francisco.
"In the. last inning, I
threw only one
knuckleball. I threw it only about 50 percent of the
time in the whole game
and usually use it 70-80
percent of the time," said
the 37-year-old hurler.
"They should outlaw
that pitch. It's not fair,"
said Giants Manager
Frank Robinson.
The Astros had eight
hits, half of them in the
third inning when they
took a 3-0 lead.
Houston got its fourth
run in the fifth on doubles
by Niekro and Ray
Knight, and completed its
scoring in the ninth when
Craig Reynolds hit his
first home run of the
year,a two-run shot.
Expos 5, Cardinals!
Gary Carter's two-run

homer, his 11th of the
season, powered Montreal past St. Louis. Bill
Gullickson, needing lastout help from Jeff Reardon, got his fourth victory
in nine decisions.
Loser Bob Forsch, 7-2,
left the game after six innings when he was struck
in his pitching hand by a
line drive off the bat of
Andre Dawson. It was to
be examined in New York
today.
Warren Cromartie,
who went 3-for-4, tripled
home a run in the eighth
and scored on
Gullickson's single.
Braves 11, Dodgers 5
Biff Pocoroba knocked
in five runs with a double
and four singles to lead
an 18-hit Altanta attack
as the Braves crushed
Los Angeles. The victory
completed a three-game
sweep of the Dodgers as
Atlanta improved its lead
in the National League
West to 2/
1
2 games over
San Diego.
Pocoroba, who came
into the game with only
six runs batted in all
season, singled home two
runs in the fourth and
knocked in three more in
the fifth with a basesloaded double.

The SNAPPER Hi-Vac" rider and optional 30-bushel Bag-N-Wagon cut big jobs
down to size. You IIroll about five times
as far before its time to empty the clippings. And the swing-up cover makes
emptying a snap.

Only SNAPPER riders have the patented Hi-Vac cutting chamber and contoured
blade that create a powerful airflow to set
up grass for a smooth, even groom Clippings and debris are blown back to the BagN-Wagon, without a costly extra motor

SNAPPER
Discover The Difference
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Pro baseball
(

AMERICAN LEAGUE
*astern Division
W L Pct GB
34 A
Detroit
.654 Boston
35 19
442 Baltimore
28 X
.519
7
27 27
Cleveland
.510
1
1
.500
Milwaukee
27 27
25 27
New York
.421
9
26 M
.464 10
Toronto
Western Division
Kansas City
32 21
.664 .574
31 23
Chicago
1%
California
32 24
14
.571
Seattle
n 20 .500 P's
Oakland
X 22
148 - 142
17 33
.340 13%
Texas
.224 21'h
13 45
Minnesota
Weekiamday's Games
Detroit 2, Cleveland 1, let game
Cleveland 3, Detroit 3, 2nd game, 14
innings,suspended
Toronto 5,California 4
Boston 3, New York 2
Baltimore I, Milwaukee 3
Oakland 5,Chicago 4
Kansas City 1, Minnesota 5
Seattk 4,Testis 3,11 innings
Thursday's Games
Baltimore(Stewart 5-4) at Milwaukee
(McClure 3-2)
New York ( Righetti 3-41 st Boston
(Thder 4-3), i ii)
California (K ison 4-2) at Chicago
(Burns 7-3), i n)
Kansas City (Frost 4-4 I at Minnesota
(Havens 2-4 ), Int
Only games scheduled
Frtday's Games
Oakland at Toronto,(n)
New York at Baltimore,(n I
aeveland at Beaton, i n I
Detroit at Milwarkee,In I
California at Chicago, i n I
Seattle at Kansas City,(n I
Minnesota at Texas,In)
BATTING (95 at bats): Harrah,
Cleveland,.313; Boonell. Toronto, .374;
Wilson, Kansas City, .317; Cooper,
Newark's, .344; McRae, Kansas City,
PITCHING II Decisions); Guidry,
Now Tart, 74, ANS, 3.11; Yeksivich,
Milwaukee, 7-2, IN,3.10; Cavidill,&sat
tie, 7-3, 771, 211; INyt, Chicago, 14,
MC 2.41; Zahn, Calliensia, 6-2, .790
IN; Gum Kansas City, 14, .7511, 4 n,
Bark", Cleveland. 74, 71°, 273,
Burns. Chicago, 7-3, 790, 3 31
STRIKEOUTS F Bannister. Seattle,
12, Ecteraley. HOSt011, ill. Guidry. New
York,113: Barber, Clehelar........7 ?miry,
Seattle;511

Tennis

NATIONAL LEAGUE
Eastern Division
W I. Pct. GB
St. Louis
34 13
•116 Philadelphia
Pi
30 24
.566
Montreal
211 24
.931
3%
New York
n .463
21 n
411
44
$
Pittsburgh
se
Chicago
21 36
.361 13
Healers Division
Atlanta
33 21
.611 San Diego
2%
30 n
.566
Los Angeles
27 30
.474
7%
San Francisco 26 31
Ivi
.4511
Houston
25 n
Ass skt
Cincbmati
23 32
.418 Mk
WedessdaylGamos
Houston 6,San Francisco 1
Montreal 5,St. Louis 1
New York 3, Pittsburgh 2
Philadelphia 4, Chicago I
Cintinnati 4,San Diego 3
Atlanta 11, Los Angeles3
Tharaday'sGanias
Houston (Knepper 24) at San Diego
I Curtis 4-3)
Cincinnati ISoto 9-41 at Los Angeles
( Valeinuela114 I, In)
Only games scheduled
Friday's Games
Chicago at Montreal,(n)
St.Louis at New York,In I
Pittsburgh at Philadelphia,I a I
Houston at San Diego,(n)
Cincinnati at Los Angeles,In)
Atlanta at San Francisco,(fl)

LONDON (AP)- John
McEnroe, the No.1 seed,
and second-seeded Jimmy Connors posted
straight-set victories and
advanced into the third
round of the $172,000
Stella Artois Grass
Courts Tennis Championships at the Queen's Club.
McEnroe whipped
Charlie Fancutt of
Australia 6-3, 6-2, while
Connors overwhelmed
John Fitzgerald, also of
Australia, 6-0, 6-1. In
other matches,4 John
Lloyd beat Australia's
Peter Johnston 7-6, 2-6, 64; Eddie Edwards of
South Africa upset Sandy
Mayer 6-4, 3-6, 10-8, and
Brian Gottfried, defeated
Vic Amaya 7-5, 7-6.
Tim Wilkinson slipped
BATTING (15 at bats): R.Jones, San
Diego, .341; Ramsey, St. Louis, .337; on the grass Court and
"kr
'New.330;
York* *333; 3114411
"
46' was carried off with an
Pittsburgh,
Driessen, Cincinnati,
.n2.
ankle injury. He was
PITCHING (II Declaims); Panel
'
, leading Peter Johnstone,
St.Louis, 7-2,.TX,3.77; Suttee,Houston,
7-2, .778, 2.11; Rogers, Montreal, 7-3, a 22-year-old Australian,
.710, 116; Valunseek, Los Angeles,I-4,
5-3 in the first set when
.117
3.a•. IA: Pula. New York, 5-3. .125. the accident happened.

College basketball
Murray State women's
The afternoon clinic
basketball coach Jean was scheduled for apSmith was scheduled to
'proximately 60 girls, ages
conduct a free clinic at
9-13, and covered basic
the Kentucky Girls
Sheriff's Ranch at fundamentals of basketGilbertsville, today.
ball.
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Car leasing attractive with 'sticker shock'.

Doe/be
tgoioci
f1-

By DENISE
FITZPATRICK
Associated Press Writer
A phenomenon known
as "sticker shock" has
teamed with high interest
rates to make car leasing

At Our New 35 Item Salad Bar
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35 Item Meal
Salad Bar
In It's Self
With
'
Any Dinner
Salad Bar For
FREE
Dinner or Lunch
I Excludes 4's& 10's

$1.99
Wnh nun Coupon
Good Thou 6-1782

U.S. 641 South
Murray, Ky.
Across From
Big John's

With Tim Coupon
Good Thn.6-1782

Rural America
booming over
cities, suburbs
PHILADELPHIA AP)
— For the first time since
the early 1800s, rural
America is booming
while the cities and
suburbs lag behind in
growth, a study by the
Federal Reserve Bank of
Philadelphia says.
"It seems to be a fundamental break with a
150-year trend," said
Gerald Carlino, a senior
economist at the bank.
Carlino, whose findings
are published in the MayJune issue of the bank's
"Business Review," said
the shift has been aided
by the building of the interstate highway system
and improved communication systems. He
said that overall, population and jobs in 13
categories grew fastest in
rural counties, based on
1980 census data.

Apr%

FOR A SUMMER
TO REMEMBER
Before you plan your summer, take a quick look at the many interesting
camps-going on at Murray State University. At least one of them will interest
you.
The.camps are fun, there's no denying it. Just ask friends who have attended.
But even better, the camps teach the skills you need to do better, whatever
your field of interest.
For a summer to remember, write to us today for information. You'll be glad
you did.

a more attractive prospect than it used to be.
But just as there are
pitfalls when buying a
new car, there are things
to watch out for when
signing a lease contract
on an automobile.
One of the ways a
customer can get burned
is by getting stuck with a
large, extra fee that falls
due with the last rental
payment on the car, according to one executive
in the car-leasing
business.
R.L. Blossom, vicepresident and general
manager of BaldwinUnited Leasing Company
of Cincinnati, said the
one-time fee is based on
the difference between
the so-called "book"
value of the car when it is
returned, and its value as
estimated by the leasing
agency.
Some leasing agencies

draw up contracts in such
a fashion that a customer
can be liable for a hefty
sum, even if he has taken
good care of the car, said
Blossom.
The fee represents a
hidden cost that can
make the price of leasing
an automobile a lot more
expensive than the
customer realizes, he
said.
"I've seen this become
more of a problem as the
car-leasing business gets
more competitive," said
Blossom, whose firm
operates a leasing agency
network in 12 states, including Kentucky.
Since such a fee can be
recovered at the end of
the contract, he said,
some firms will lower the
monthly lease payments
to make it seem as if they
offer a better deal than
other leasing agencies.
While Blossom admits

this practice has not
helped the industry's
reputation, he said leasing a car can still be a
viable alternative to buying.
"Who do you know that
really owns their car?"
he asked. "Most of the
time, the bank owns it,
and most people trade
before they ever make
that last payment."
Blossom also said that
while most leasing agencies ask for a refundable
security deposit when the
car is picked up, no down
payment is required. In
addition, he said, lease
-payments on a car
generally are between 20
to 25 percent lower than
car payments.
Someone who is considering leasing a car
should become as
familiar as he can with
the agency's reputation,
and then he should look

the contract over carefully, Blossom suggested.
Long-term leasing arrangements for personal
or household property
such as automobiles are
governed by the Federal
Consumer Leasing Act.
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The law requires the
leasing company to proride a written statement
of the customer's total
costs and the amount of
monthly payments.
Customers also must be
advised of insurance
needs, any express warranty, penalty for late
payment and conditions
for lease cancellation.
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Any Kentucky resident
who feels he has been
treated unfairly by a leasing agency can complain
to the state Attorney
General's Division of
Consumer Protection, 209
St. Clair St., Frankfort
KY 40601.
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Video game players may get injuries
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Millions of quarterdropping, fast-fingered
video game players who
zap, munch and blast
regularly in the nation's
arcades may be risking
future muscle and joint
problems with vigorous
play, a researcher said
today.
Dr. Gary E. Myerson of
Atlanta's Emory University, in one of the first
studies of its kind,said he
examined 134 players
who punched control buttons or swiveled joysticks
in the games of skill.
And he found that 65
percent had at least one

physical complaint, ranging from blisters and
callouses to discomfort in
the joints, attributed to
the games.
No particular game
tas implicated as being
worse than others, and
the researcher said the
injuries were attributed
to rapid, repetitive and
aggressive activity on the
part of the players.
While none of these problems is considered
serious now, they could
be a prelude to future arthritic conditions or muscle problems, Myerson
told the Pan-American
Congress on

Rheumatology, a
meeting co-sponsored by
the Arthritis Foundation.
"Since an average
player spends upwards of
two hours per week at the
controls of a video
game," Myerson said,
"we are likely to see
chronic problems
developing in the hands,
wrists and perhaps even
shoulders."
Myerson, who plays
video games himself,
said in an interview that
he did not consider them
inherently dangerous.
But if people are of aware
of potential problems,
and if the controls on

games are redesigned to
minimize them, then
future complications can
be avoided, he added.
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"I consider arcade
games a new sport and,
as in most sports, an
acute, recurring injury
can become a chronic
problem," Myerson said.
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However, the injuries
associated with video
games aren't on the same
level as those from many
other sports or activities,
he said. And he saw no
need for parents to pull
children out of arcades
and put them onto a football or baseball field.

A Little Nike Goes
A Long Way
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NIKE makes a whole line of sport shoes for children. They're designed and built especially for
growing feet. Nike shoes offer durability and support for games kid play. They're modeled after
Nike shoes worn by mom and dad so you know you can depend on the quality. Nike. The shoes
to grow with.

Murray State's Lady Basketball Camp
is the place to be this summer. You'll
enjoy the friendship of coaches and
campers while learning new basketball
skills. Write for information today.

5°/0

SUMMER YOUTH PROGRAM
Murray State University

Murray, Kentucky 42071

The Murray State University Summer Youth Program is designed for junior high
school and senior high school students.
For information and a brochure on any of these programs, fill oui and return this
reply form or write:Summer Youth Program, Murray State University, Murray. Kentucky 42071.
CI 4 UCA Cheerleading
O Computer, V:orkshop
(June 6-9)
(June c-0‘..0, June 20-25)
O Advanced Competitive Swimming
O Art Wo.
(June 1-5)
(June
O Beginning Competitive Swimming
O Heart of Dixie Band Front Camp
(June 1-5)
(June 20-24)
,
•- Racer- Football
Casavant Cavalcade:
(June 27-July 2)
O Racer Basketball
(July 5-9)
(June 13-18)
O Field Conductor --Drum Major
O Lady Racers Basketball
O Exhibition Marching
(June 20-25)
O Baton Twirling Teams
O Tennif
O Rifle Squads
FULLl8, Junc.00.roly 2. July 4.16) 0 Flag Corps
O Soccer
(June 21-26, June 27-July 2)

Burt Bruin
(Leather)
White/Red
White/Black
White/Royal

Curt Canvas
White/Royal
White/Red
White/Lt. Blue

15%

OFF

CHILDREN'S
SPORT
SHOES
SALE
WE HAVE THE
LARGEST INVENTORY
AND...
THE LOWEST
PRICES

Firecracker
White/Red
(Canvas)

Sizes Available
Childrens 8-13
Youths 1-5

11 5 /0

Robbie Roadracer
Nylon)
White/Royalav Goid
OFF Navy/Gold

Name
Street

City

State

lip

•

Mail to: Summer Youth Program, Murray Slate Univetsity, Murray. Kentucky 42071
Office phone number: 762-4229

u. a. on

•• •
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OFF

Bandit
(Nylon Mesh)
White/Royal
White/Red
Corky Cortez
(Clarino)
White/Red

Burt Blazer H.
(Canvas)
White/Royal

/0 OFF
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Eddie Carthan first black mayor in Mississippi town of Tchula
TCHULA, Miss. (AP)
— In this impoverished
Mississippi Delta town,
former mayor Eddie Carthan stands either as an
oppressed black man who
champions racial justice
or a frustrated power
broker with only a handful of followers.
It depends on who you
ask about Carthan, the
first black mayor in a
community where 80 percent of the people are
black and nearly onethird are unemployed.

For four years, he was
embroiled in a constant
battle with his city board
and what he calls the
white power structure.
He ended up with state
and federal convictions
and jail terms totaling six
years.
Although out of office,
he's still fighting, this
time in a battle that has
involved the United
Methodist Church and
members of its local
churches in this cottonfarming area of west-

central Mississippi.
In the latest controversy, the 32-year-old Carthan stands accused of
hiring two men to kill one
of his political opponents,
Roosevelt Granderson, a
popular black alderman
and local high school
basketball coach.
Granderson was shot to
death last summer during a robbery at a convenience store where he
worked part time. One of
the gunman pleaded guil-

Hubbard honors Edwards
WASHINGTON,D.C. —
U.S. Rep. Carroll Hubbard made the following
speech honoring Ray Edwards Wednesday afternoon on the floor of the
House of Representatives.
Text of the speech was:
"Mr.Speaker,
"A long-time friend of
mine, Ray Edwards, died
last Friday in my
hometown of Mayfield,
Ky.
"Edwards, 62, was
editor and publisher of
the Mayfield Messenger
for the past 25 years. He
also was president of a
cable television news service based in Mayfield;
publisher of the
Metropolis, Ill., Planet, a
weekly newspaper; and
vice president of Murray
Newspapers Inc.,
publishing the Murray,
Ky., Ledger & Times daily newspaper.

"Among the many contributions Edwards gave
to his community, he was
past president of the
Mayfield Rotary Club, a
member of the city planning commission for 10
years, headed a United
Fund Drive, president of
the city's civic music
association and served on
the Mayfield-Graves
County Industrial Board.
"Edwards was deacon,
elder and trustee of
Mayfield's First
Presbyterian Church.
"Edwards' lifetime accomplishments were
described by his
minister, Rev. James
Nash, in an impressive
funeral service attended
by 300 of his friends.
"During my two terms
as his state senator and
four terms as his congressman, Edwards frequently was in contact
with me expressing his
views. He was a very

dedicated conscientious
American and Kentuckian who wanted the
very best for his country,
state,county and city. He
never once asked me for
anything for himself.
"Edwards was a strong
supporter of a balanced
federal budget and often
criticized excessive
federal spending.
"Among the family survivors are his lovely wife,
Laura Jane (Lolly)
McAlister Edwards, and
his two talented children
— Ray Mac, a 1982
graduate of Centre College, and Laura, a student at Vanderbilt
University.
"I join Ray Edwards'
many friends at expressing sadness and shock at
his untimely death (by
heart attack while playing tennis) and sympathy
to his wife, children, four
sisters and two
brothers."

Adams to return to Frankfort
FRANKFORT, Ky.
AP) — Former state
Rep. Buddy Adams will
retttrn to the staff of Gov.
John Y. Brown Jr. next
month, resuming his post
as executive assistant
and liaison to the General
Assembly.
Adams, 41 told a press
conkerence in Bowling
Guyon that he will return
to Frankfort on July 1.
According to a press
release issued by Brown
in Frankfort, Adams will
become a member of the

governor's cabinet and Brown said in the release.
will receive a cabinet
"He will assist me in
secretary's salary of
policy and adday-to-day
;47,500 a year.
ministration that takes
Adams first joined place in the governor's ofBrown's staff last Oc- fice."
tober, working until the
Adams also told the
end of the 1982 legislative
press conference that he
session in April.
believes a special
-Having had a chance legislative session is liketo work with Buddy
ar,
te r
Adams for six months, I especially if it J3rowitadam impressed with his ministration study on a
understanding of state new state tax structure
government as well as his results in a favorable
organizational ability," report.

ty, the second disappeared.
Out of jail pending appeals, Carthan has
traveled the country raising money for his defense
and claiming racism is at
the bottom of his problems.
-The fact is, we're
fighting today against the
same kind of trickery and
tactics that were used to
get blacks out of office
over a hundred years ago
and the same injustices
that sent us out on the
streets in the 1960s," Carthan says.
His local supporters
brought the case to the
United Methodist Church
which, through its national ministries division,
donated ;13,000 to Carthan's defense fund.
That donation has
angered local white
United Methodist churches. The Mississippi
Methodist Conference
has called for a church investigation into the gift
and has sought a halt to
any future donations.
The Rev. Dudley
Brown, a spokesman for
seven white churches in
Holmes County, said the
ministries division of the
national church had
treated them like a
"bunch of sold -out
bigots."
Carthan has been a controversial figure since he
was 'elected mayor of
Tchula — pronounced
chew'-la — in 1977.
Problems arose after a
three-member board majority composed of

Granderson, another
black and the board's one
white alderman aligned
against hiim.
The three charged
repeatedly that Carthan
tampered with town
records, made
unauthorized payments
from city funds and ignored the wishes of the
majority. At one point,
the aldermen locked Carthan out of city hall for
eight weeks.
"He was a dictator who
thought he could veto the
decisions of the majority
and then do what he
wanted," said one white
official who asked to not
be identified. "When
things didn't go to suit
him, he'd just scream
race."
Carthan and his supporters see his problems
as an effort by white landowners an4
businessmen in Holmes
County to keep blacks
dependent on white plantation owners for jobs.
They contend the "white
power structure"
discredited Carthan to
keep him from attracting
new industry in a town
where cotton and soybean
farms provide most of the
jobs.
Carthan's opponents
say he abused his office
and mismanaged programs that could have
helped the community.
Rather than bringing in
promised jobs, his administration soured the
federal government on offering help in the future,
they claim.

But Carthan says vindicated. But if it's bas- says disgusted blacks,
whites opposed him ed on politics, then I'm in despite their voting mabecause "I'm black and trouble."
jority, did not turn out at
because I refused to
Carthan resigned short- the polls to support black
become their little boy ly before his term ended candidates.
and go to them to get and didn't run for reTaylor disagrees. "The
decisions and instruc- election in 1981. He was whites are staying out of
tions."
succeeded by former it and Carthan's own peoThere were also his mayor Lester L. Lyon, ple are the ones who have
troubles with the law.
who is white. Carthan rejected him," he said.
In May 1981,'Carthan
was sentenced to three
years in prison on a
charge of assaulting a
white policeman in a
dispute over who should
become police chief.
In February, Cartitan
drew a three-yearViSon
High Octane
term and a 65,000 fine on
Pig Startenciia federal court conviction
Give your pigs the
of making false
statements on a friend's
best from the
loan application. Both
beginning with
sentences are being apPurina High octane
pealed.
Pig Startena.
In April, Carthan was
charged in connection
with Granderson's death.
He goes on trial in October.
7-1 Hog Feed
Hundred
B.T. Taylor Sr., a white
5-1 Hog Feed
who is a member of the
Hundred
governing Holmes CounShelled
Corn
ty Board of Supervisors,
Hundred
says Carthan's claims
Crocked Corn
Hundred
that he is a victim of
persecution
is
racism and
Scratch
Hundred
"the biggest lie that has
ever been told."
Since leaving office,
Carthan, a church
deacon, says he has been
forced to sell the several
PURINA
convenience stores he
CHOWS
owns to pay his legal
bills.
Industrial Rd.
Murray, Ky.
He said that if "the law
is based on what's right,
oo11=11.111mIllemiliNIV
the evidence and the t
facts, I know beyond any
shadow of a doubt I'll be Cell ell
• ele•

$7.50
$8.00
$6.00
$6.75
$7.50

Grain

Buchanan Feed
753-5378

,
Senior Citizens
Prescription Savings Plan

BEGLEY'S

,

.
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Save 10% on all
Prescriptions

• .!'

The Begley Senior Citizens Plan gives a 10% discount off
our everyday prescription prices. Any person 60 and older is
eligible for the Begley Senior Citizens Savings Plan. Stop by
Begley's fill out an application and start saving today!
•

DRUG STORES

Central Shopping tenter

753-4025

'

Sun. 12-6

Mon.-Sat. 9-9

QUANTITY RIGHTS RESERVED

Prices Good Thru June 140

Beauty AidA

Carnation

Slender
Bars

Revlon

Powder Eyeshadow
Revlon /or beautify) eyes' Now any shade of Revlon
can be yours for Om low price'
Choose from 30 ,,credible irresatible shades

Diet meal bars
for weight control
Boo of 8 bars

PON,C)4.1,Eyeshadow

Kleenex

'239

Puttertown Miniature Golf

Reg $325

Clairol

Condition
Shampoo or Conchhoner

Birthday Parties
$1 Per Child

99

coupon •RIY.,
6 1 di 62

Includes Game Putt Putt, Small Drink St Snack

Call 759-1433 For Information

Heavy Duty
Laundry Detergent
Gets you, whole wash clean,
32 oz bottle

Hwy. 641 North Old Sonic Location
'Group Rates
•Fund Raisers
Tournament Coming Soon!
'Season Passes
"Trip To Disney World"
•Sat. Special 9-1 50 Off

Ten-O-Six

$'49
16 oz bottle

"queen,a Capperrone Tan"
Suntan boon or oil
4o.. bottle

Begley s

79

Ramble plastic ice cute trays
ice cops our

Ice Tea Glass

759

=nix

2/88s-::
HYDROGEN
Pt ROKIOE
SOLUTION

Dust Pan
Readable in Copper or Harvest Gold

791

Nyht um* per relays,
Has of 30 tablets

$199
Reg $299

The foCkcal arm infechve 'pluton If for the cleansers
and sterearng of ryknot wounds end abrasions 16 CM

1! soCwE

Window Fan
20 rich electre mrxdow fan
writ, 3 *Quotable Wiled

Cftronella
Candle
Mane cantle Mot kelps insects away!

Lb

Aladdin

Stainless Steel

Quart Thermos
1 quart unbreakable steel thermos
bottle mth a 610611111116 Mel Met
5 YEAR WARRANTY

Rap *1 19

Hibachi Grill

995'

101 17 In. 14bachr Gra makes
cookIngeut•snap Perfect ter
horn• WI or easy fot camPlre

Ws isnot-NW
StouPs

"Only Federal Inspected Meat Market In Murray"

Reg $2199

arms Charge it!

$
6
99Rag $799

10

• • ••• •i*

Film Developing

44

i
Pao
rftect 110

Wholesale & Retail Meat

i•

Excedrin PM.

$
2
2
9
Nag $2459
9

Cot & Wrapped Free

• . •„sr-

Excedrin
P.M.

3-speed

Pine Glo

Plitionlif• tiffNOIRS;7:111-S:110
•Fri.

each

Sag gIST

Electric

Household cleaner with a fresh one scent
16 oz bottle

Phu,. Your Orders Is

' to/ N. 3r4St.

$159

This vitamin is es•intral to the body when normal dem
habes we poor Both BEtG yearns cannot be stored in
line body and must be replaced continuelty 00 tablets

119s.

99.

Metal

225 To 300 Lbs.

AS rode besot 30

Nydroven
Peroxide

12 pack of sponges
fOr Car care and many household tasks

Potatoes

BAND-AlDS

BAND-AID

Reg $531

Sponges

White 20 lb. Beg

sin

Begley s

12-Pak

69$p•g

Sheer Strips or
Plastic Seris

BAND AID

,tr•t••.,

$399

Buy the economy

30th. $2299

Johnson & Jor"son
Jchnso^

Plus Iron

Gold tinted, ribbed textured
18 oz &tritons glass

14 Lb. Box $2
086

Health Care

B&C 800

59/

Pure

Reg $369

Beg Icy

4r.

JUSTINTIMEFOR
YOUR PICNIC
Quarter Lb.

Reg 69' each

Save Money with
Begley Products

Ice Cube Tray

20 Lb.

Reg $650

Coppertone
Price includes
15' off label

Savings

$1

•

10-0-6 Lotion .8 an antiseptrc skin cleanser and
conditioner lotion that helps remove clogged drrt
In your pores to help clear your Our

Think Begley's for

Ground
Beef
Frosty Acres Baby
Lima
Speckled
Butter Beans
Cot

voth coupon
Reg 82 99

a•-•/,-

• , :
*.
't

.8* • •

_

/
10 9/111
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IWallet Size
ioLon PRINTS

S199

25 for '3.99

Add '1 50 tot copy negative
if sending in a portrait or a print.
Gr!er Good Peru June 30

'982
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more handguns, a highafter the shooting of Alan Adams said.
"I think that a realistic powered rifle and a pipe
Chafin, 34. The victim
was abducted, shot five figure - from the paper- bomb containing plastic
times May 19 and left for work we've got, the explosives,she said.
dead on a roadside. He lifestyle Hunwick was livStatements from
recovered from his ing, and what's been said
and other inChafin
wounds. Police believe by Chafin and other inand letters
formants
the shooting was over a formants- is about 100,"
home
Hunwick's
in
found
Adams added.
drug debt.
car when he was arand
arrest,
the
During
Hunwick appeared
rested linked him to 100 to
before a county judge detectives seized a 9-mm
homicides, Adams
300
two
and
pistol
automatic
Wednesday, was advised
said.
of the charges against "hit kits" containing four
A warrant was issued
him and then returned to more automatic pistols,
the jail, said sheriff's Lt. two silencers, a pair of on the same charges for
Robert Carlesco. No ar- handcuffs, a set of brass Reid Robert Hawley, one
knuckles and a glove, of four men believed to
raignment date was set.
No charges were filed said sheriff's have worked as hit men
in other cases, but police spokeswoman Judi Maf- for Hunwick, Adams
said. The other three
in suburban Wilton fei.
Also seized were three were not identified.
Manors said Hunwick
and his colleagues were
suspected in the murder
of Richard Diego
Messina, 45, a convicted
cocaine smuggler whose
•+,41.0
body was found May 15 in
Frances Drake
the trunk of a stolen car.
Wilton Manors police
FOR FRIDAY,JUNE 11,1982
Sgt. Ken Kreulen said the
What kind of day will tomor- based activities are favorably
hit squad members work row be? To find out what the accented.
as freelancers, and stars say, read the forecast SAGITfARRJS
xeutiti
t
"that's what makes them given for your birth Sign.
( Nov. 22 to Dec. 211
so dangerous."
A trip to visit an old friend
Chafin told police that ARIES
should be rewarding. Heart"he personally knows (Mar.21 to Apr. 19) TA, to-heart talks are favored in
since 1978, (Hunwick)
Be patient with others and the evening. Avoid careless
and his crew are respon- you'll get them to see your talk.
sible for more than 300 point of view. Help close ties CAPRICORN
homicides nationwide," with their obligations before (Dec.22 to Jan. 19) 16
You'll meet with new opporsocializing.
tunities to improve your inTAURUS
come and increase your
Apr.20 to May 20)
You may receive recOgni- business status. Take enough
bon now for work done in the time for proper evaluations.
past. Avoid making impulsive AQUARIUS
decisions,and stick with tried- (Jan.20 to Feb. 18)
Business takes precedence
and-true methods.
5 Shift the
ACROSS
Answer to Wednesday's Puzzle GEMINI
over pleasure early in the day,
order
1 Damp
4 Beef animal
6 Direction
but later on you'll be able to
(May 21toJurie20)
r
S E ell ALASI E MU
7 Sixth sense
9 Pronoun
unwind happily with a close
N ER.0
ATE
PANT
and
creative
projects
Finish
for short
12 Paddle
GO
RE- D
LAGO ED
seek commercial outlets for friend.
8 Note of scale
13 Wipe out
PET
BET
INAES
9 Tiny
them. Travel is favored and PISCES
14 Moray
EA
PEW
MALT
15 Money of old 10 Chicken
your friendly optimism will at- (Feb. 19 to Mar.20
ARDOR
S
H
AGE
11 Ancient
16 Grate
A slip of the tongue could
benefits.
tract
E
A
F
TTEPN
PUPA
17 Await settle- 17 Zoo attrachurt someone's feelings. You
CANCER
MATES
tion
ment
0work best now from a behindj (June 21 toJuly 22) 0
EL'
PE_
ARIA
1111R A
19 Sun god
18 Publish
CANE"
T Y
Maintain a cheerful attitude the-scenes vantage point.
20 AL s neigh- 20 Tibetan
gazelle
Si S
TO
DANCED
bor
about family obligations. Be Keep secrets.
21 Form
ERR
EAN
O T T 01
21 Abbr on a
willing to allow others to be
22 Street sound
ship
RAY
EMMA
NEED
cranky now and then. Get YOU BORN TODAY work
24 Rough wool23 Roman
best when motivated by an
needed rest.
en cloth
bronze
ideal and have the ability to
48 Oslo coin
LEO
24 Tan silk cloth 25 A Kelly
whisper
commercialize your creative
26 Muse of
28 Joint
37 Anger
49 London
(July 23 to Aug. 22)
poetry
repast
30 Butter knives
38 Hinders
gifts. You're inventive, but at
serious
your
see
others
Let
27 Ancient
32 Region
42 Hebrew letter 50 River island
high-strung. Find an
times
at
side.
surprised
be
the
You'll
chariot
34 Grain
45 Skin problem 52 Seed
positive feedback you get. The outlet for your temperament
35 Collections of 29 Saucy
46 Impolite
53 Before
31 Rodent
evening brings delightful in some creative pursuit. In
facts
55 Charlie's
47 Dance for
order for you to be happy, it is
princess
36 Persevered 33 Stage
25 Down
social moments.
39 Summer Fr
important that your work
VIRGO
11
10
9
8
7
8
5
4
3
2
'1
40 All
reflects your ideals. Some of
(Aug. 23 to Sept. 22)
41 Corded cloth 112
14
13
Extra concentration allows the fields in which you'll find
43 GI green
1
18
F15
44 Charles you to accomplish more than fulfillment are acting, comGaulle
usual. You may receive posing, writing, lecturing and
18 1
45 Showy flow
money that is due you. Career architecture. At times your
47 Carry
4
23
1
"0progress is assured.
financial fortunes fluctuate,
50 Pain
but you have management
1
30
28
LIBRA
51 Employ
Birthdate of: Jacquestalents.
54 Exist
M)
Oct.
to
23
(Sept.
35
34
32
55 Iranian coin
Yves Cousteau, oceanogrequire
atextra
Children
30
38
56 Click beetle
tention now. Weekend jaunts rapher; Richard Strauss,
57 Kind of soup
44 0
41
4
43
40
result in pleasure for all con- composer; and Rise Stevens,
58 Newspaper
Curb a tendency to im- opera singer.
cerned.
paragraphs
59 Cote dweller
pulsiveness.
1
Will
SCORPIO
The largest floral clock
DOWN
54
(Oct.23 to Nov.21) nt'eV in the world is at Niagara
1 Court
Attend to uncompleted
56
150
57
2 Ewer handle
tasks, but don't tackle them in Falls, Ont. It contains
3 Snare
4 Set of games
a haphazard manner. Home- more than 25,000 flowers.

Your Individual
Horoscope

1. Legal Notice

1. Legal Notice

Bid Invitation
The Murray Board of Education
will receive sealed bids for gasoline
to be used for the 1982-83 school
year. Bids are to be received by
June 22, 1982, at 12:00 Noon at
the Murray Board of Education,
Poplar at Ninth, Murray, Kentucky.
Specifications are on file at the
Board Office.
The Board reserves the right to
reject any or all bids.

2. Notice

npkii

ALL YOU HAVE TO DO

LUELL, YOU ASKED OR
IT AND I 1)117 i T...
I FOUND YOU A
BEANBAG CAMP"

WHERE DO
I SIGN

EACH PAY IS LIE IN
YOUR BEANBA6,AND
WATCh-I TV...

FINALLY
HAPPENED---

For your Watkins Pro
ducts see Holman )ones
at 217 S. 13th or call
753-3128.
M & G
Glass Work
Complete Glass Co. has
a complete line of Glass
and plexiglass. We in
stall auto glass. We do
store fronts and plate
glass replacement. Cut
glass table tops and
mirrors. Repair storm
doors and windows.
Also patio door repair
and replacement work
M & G Glass 816
Coldwater Rd. Phone
753-0180 or 753-2798.

,1182 UMW metre Smelts.. lot

OTTO LOOKS
LIKE i-IE WANTS
TO BITE ME

THEPJ You MUST
PEEL GUILTY

ABoursomETPING

Wi-10.1 PEOPLE GIVE- OFF
BAP VIBRATIONS, DO&S
CAN SENSE IT.' c'morg,
WHAT HAVE YOU DONE?!
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SPECIAL
1 3/4 Caret
Reg.$3000

Now $1497

That's It

Gold &
Silver
Wholesale
Jewelers
Inc.
Olympic
Plaza
753-7113
Open 9 a.m.to
9 p.m. Doily
Sunday 1 p.m.
to 6 p.m.
South Central Bell Sur
plus Vehicle Sale June
10th 5.45p.m. at Jim
Tate Murray Auto Auc
tion Almo, Ky. Cars,
vans, utility truck, 25
regular bed pickups,
station wagon, and
suburbans. Public in
vited. Must have cash
or previously approved
- check. Balance of sale
closed to dealers only.

Anyone interested in starting a CHURCH OF
GOD (Anderson
Affiliated) here in
Murray, please
contact Sonja
Joyce, P.O. Box
1133, Murray,
Kentucky 42071.

EVERY BOOK WE HAVE
15 OUT ON LOAN

The Apple Tree School
ptovides quality child
care with an
educational program
for ages 2 through 5
Also, a summer program is available for
school age children.
753-9356.

ire

iardb l'i.
Aegire.vri.

SPE Al:
1/2 Caret
Reg.$1500
Now

$750

That's It
HE'5L/PPEO'AWAY FM )ou
WHY? HE 15 ALI„,MY SLAVER!
BRING HIM HERE.,AT ONCE-OR
XXJ (30 TO THE MINES!

•

11.,Instruction

24. Miscellaneous

Want to buy fence wire
and posts. 759-4588 or
753-7637.
Want to buy good used
World Book Encyclopedias. Call 753
5843 7a.m. 2p.m. 753
0463 after 5p.m.
Want to buy an older
model tractor 40-60hp
with W.F.E., P.S., and
P.T.O. 753 7810.

Single shotgun Winchester red letter 37 model.
Double barrel Parker
shotgun. 16ft. Fiberglas
tri hull boat, trailer,
and motor. 436-2506.
Steel Shelves 12in. x
30in. $l., I2in. x 60in.
$1.50. Adjustable
brackets factory painted, excellent condition.
Call K Mart management 753 6096.
Wood for sale $25. a rick
(2 rick minimum) delivered, $16. you pick
up. Call 489-2813.
•

15. Articles for Sale

26. TV-Radio

Sears de humidifier $35.
Call 7537681.

Big screen t.v. with
Zenith remote control.
Also has a Zepith radio
in cabinet. $995. See at
Town and Country
Yamaha. 753-8078.

14. Want to Buy

27. Mobile Home Sales

2. Notice

n-7-14401

J244g

-

Swimming lessons.
Please call Pat Hopkins
753-0129.

16. Home Furnishings

.1/1

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

44 1.

ft • rib •

m •^

'Aria1:110:i

Hit squad leader jailed after shooting
FORT LAUDERDALE,
Fla.(AP)- A man linked by police to 100 contract murders around the
nation was seized along
with the deadly tools of a
hit man's trade automatic pistols,
silencers, brass knuckles
and handcuffs.
Bernard Barton Hunwick, being held without
bond Wednesday in
Broward County jail on
charges of attempted
murder, kidnapping and
armed robbery, may be
reponsible for "about
100" murders nationwide,
said Broward County
sheriff's Sgt. Dale
Adams.
"We have information
that Hunwick is one of the
biggest hit men in the nation today," Adams said
at a news conference
Wednesday.
Police said Hunwick,
37, of Plantation, was the
leader of a' small hit
squad responsible for 100
to 300 slayings nationwide. He was believed to
be linked to 14 slayings in
Florida in the last five
years, as well as slayings
in Boston, New Jersey
and Lafayette, Ind.
Hunwick was jailed
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4. In Memory
A birthday remembr
ance for our beloved
son, Willie Smith June
.'57. Today is your
10, 1,
birthday son, our hearts
are still broken. The
lonliness is still with us.
We had you for just 23
years. We have your
beautiful memories.
You were a special son.
The love you had for us
and others was true.
Lord give him your love
and care until we meet
him again and hear that
sweet voice saying
"welcome mommie and
daddy I love you. O.K.
Willie was his mothers
pride, his fathers joy,
their dream come true.
Sadly missed by daddy,
mommie, Janie and
Harold, Donna, Beth.

6. Help Wanted
LADIES Do you want
to be independant? You
can earn part time $250.
per week, full time $500.
per week. Call Friday
9 30- 10730a.m. Mrs.
Connley 753-0759.
You can earn
MEN
over $500. per week. If
you want to work apply
at 905 Sycamore Friday
from 9:30 10:30a.m.
MODELS FOR INDUSTRIAL SHOWS,
FASHION, COMMERCIALS, PRINTS ASSIGNMENTS CALL
2 1 2 5 8 2 5 5 5 9 .
N EW FACES ALL
AGES FOR TV COMMERCIALS AND FILM
EXTRAS CALL 212-5829
5
5
5
SINGERSFOR IN
TERNATIONAL DISCO
SOME TRAVEL ALL
TYPES CALL 212.869
2352.
Nurse needed RN's or
L PN's full time
openings are available
for 3 11 and 11-7 shift.
Employee would be
scheduled Mon.-Fri.
with every week -end
off. Starting salary for
RN's $6.35, LPN's $5.20.
Excellent salary and
benefits. Apply in person at Care Inn 4th and
Indian Mayfield, Ky. or
call 247-0200.
Nurses needed RN's or
LPN's full time week
end positions are
available for the
7a.m..7p.m. shift. OR
7p.m. 7a.m. shift. The
position available requires an employee to
work 12 hours on
Saturday and Sunday
for a total of 24 hours
worked, with Monday
thru Friday scheduled
off. Also the company
will pay an additional 12
hours free so the em
ployee will be paid a
total of 36 hours. Each
employee will be considered full time and
eligible for full time
benefits. Starting salary for RN's $6.35 an
hour, and LPN's $5.10
an hour with a 10 cent
differential for evening
shift. Apply in person at
Care Inn 4th and Indiana St. Mayfield, Ky.
or call 247-0200.
Single man to live in
trailer and take care of
trailer court. See
Brandon Dill at Dill's
Trailer Court. No phone
calls please.

9. Situation Wanted
Will do housekeeping in
the morning. Ex
perienced. 753-9344
after 6p.m.
Will mow, rake, and
bail hay or straw in
Stella, Kirksey, and
Coldwater area. Call
489-2551.

Olympic
Plaza
753-7113
Open 9 cLon. to
p.ww-Doilyp".
to 6p.m.
Su. "(IYl

Painting
Geed Ref.
753-0076

"Linoleum"
In
Stock

Crass
Furniture
Refrigerator with ice
Call 7530931
maker
after 4p.m.

17. Vacuum Cleaners

Factory Sales
and Service
500 Maple St.
759-4801
Under New
Management
19. Farm Equipment
Bush hog type mowers
.1450, 6ft. grader blades
$r29., H.D. tiox scrapers
and post hole diggers
$325., 1 row cultivators
$85., boom poles $39.
New and used tractor
tires. John Kough
Equipment Sales 382
2207 Hwy 94 West.
Complete Hydraulic
Hose Repair Service G
& se Farm Center.
759.4440.
Hi boys John Deere,
IH, John Blue, Hahn
firm $2000. Super C IH
with cultivators $1700.
502 845-4002.
Now for Rent. New John
Deere 510 Round Bailer
$4. per bale. G & Y
Farm Center. Call 759
1140.
Two farm wagons, 1
tandum trailer.
492-8204.

22. Musical
OVERSTOCKED
SALE
Prices cut throughout the
store on car and home
stereos. Pioneer, Sanyo,
Marrantz plus many others.
Layaway now. We service
what we sell.

WORLD OF
SOUND
222 S. 1 2th
753-586S
CAR STEREO Pioneer,
Kenwood, Marantz,
Mitsubishi, Sanyo. Professional installation.
Sunset Boulevard Music
Dixieland Center
Chestnut St. 753-0113.
Guitar for sale. 753-6129.

23. Exterminating

12x55 Hallmark 2 bedroom mobile home. Call
489-2118.

Affordable
Housing
Terms Available
One acre shaded lot
with 12 x 16 Mobile
Home 3 miles East of
Murray. Concrete
walk and porch. Large
Storage building. Price
and Owner financing

Negotiable. 7533435.
1974 Mobile Home. 3
bedroom, 2 bath, new
carpeting, air condition,
antenna and roter,
electric box and hole,
underpinning. 901-2475729.

28. Mobile Home Rentals
Nice 2 bedroom trailer
for rent near Murray.
No pets. 489 2611.
Trailers ilor rent. See
Brandon bill at Dill's
Trailer Court.
Two bedroom trailer 1
miles South of Murray.
$90. per month, deposit
and references. Call
753-6753.
Two bedroom trailer
for rent. Extension on
living room, 1 mile from
city limits. $150, plus
deposit. References.
753-4502.
Two bedroom $90. "
month plus deposit.
Also 1 bedroom fur
nished apartment $85.
month. Water and gar
bage pickup furnished.
Hwy 121 South. Phone
753-5405 or /36-2876.
Two bedroom for rent.
Brandi's Trailer Park.
Call 753 8411.
Two or 3 bedroom new
furniture and carpet,
central heat and air.
$85. $150, per month.
Shady Oaks 753 5209.

30. Business Rentals
Four car clean-up shop.
753 8606.

EXCELLENT
LOCATION

or Professional Offices or Retail
Business. 2000 sq.
ft. on the Court
Square. Lease for
only $2.10 per sq.
ft. Utility cost very
reasonable. For information call
after 3 p.m. 7539574.

Mini
Warehouse
Storage Space
For Rent
753-4758

32. Apts. For Rent

Kelley's Tomtit
IL Pest Control
Phone 753-3914
24. Miscellaneous
For sale unusual picnic
harvest table, 6 oak
chairs, several wicker
baskets. Call 753-7316
after 5p.m.
Four aluminum ET
2 with 1
1
wheels 14x7 /
G-70-14 bias ply tires
$100. Call 753 7681.
Hee Haw Pinball
Machine 4 player $100.
Also china cabinet $150.
Call 759-1915.
Honey Bee Supplies.
Brood box, honey
supers and racks. Call
436-2181.
Lincoln welders, torches, floor jack, snap-on
cabinet truck' hydraulic
arm, Arc welding cable.
759-1739.
One good utility pole for
mobile home. 100 amp.
753-4069:

Nice apartment for rent
close to MSU. No pets.
$125. per month, deposit
required. 753 6564.
One and 2 bedroom
apartments for rent.
Call 753-3530 The
Embassy Apts.
One and 2 bedroom
apartments near downtown Murray. 753-4109,
762-6650 or 436-2844.
One bedroom or 3
bedroom apartment.
Call 8-5 753-3131.
One bedroom furnished
apartment. Partial
utilities paid, couples
preferred. No pets. $115.
Q
month. 753-9741.
furnished
One bedroom
apartment air conditioned. 121 North next
to fairgrounds. Call
753-3139.
One bedroom apartment unfurnished $125.,
furnished $135. LOW
utilities. 753-3949.
One bedroom furnished
apartment, 2 bedrdom
garage apartment ifurnished, 2 bedr om
house stove and refrigerator furnisheci. NO
children, no pets. 713
Elm. Call 395-1756.
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and air. Private street.
Call 753-5717.
Country living with the
convience of town at
Hamlet North Apts. 2
bedroom town houses,
appliances furnished.
Call 753-7550 or 753-7559.
Duplex large 2 bedroom, central gas heat
and air. 753 4478 or
759 4937.
Easy access. Furnished
2 bedroom air con
ditioned apartment
near Health Center.
$220. monthly includes
gas heat and water.
753-9476 days, 901 247
5455 nights.
Efficiency apartment
partial utilities paid. No
pets. $95. a month.
753 9741.
Extra nice 1 bedroom
furnished apartment. 1
1/2 block from University. Open now. Call
753-2967 after 5p.m.
Extra nice 2 bedroom
duplex in Northwood.
All appliances furnished. Call 753-0814.
Furnished apartments,
efficiency, 1 or 2 bedroom. Also sleeping
rooms. Ziir.merman
Apts. S. 16th 753-6609.
Furnished all electric
efficiency apartment.
$100. deposit, $120. rent.
2 )/2 blocks from MSU.
Call 753-9829 after 5p.m.
Furnished apartment
well located near campus. $160. water paid.
Married coup)e
preferred. 753 8585.
Furnished 1 bedroom
apartment. Private entrance and drive way.
No children or pets.
753 3019.
Neatly furnished 1 bedroom apartment. Inquire 100 S. 13th St.

FOR RENT
Beautiful furnished
apartment for 4 college girls or boys also
1 and 2 bedroom
apartments. Summer
and fall near University. Phone 753-5865
or 753-5108 after
5:30 p.m.

living room, fireplace, Labrador 'Retriever
759-1074, 759-9577, 753- vippies AKC. $100.
2649.
Paradise Kennels 753
One or 3 bedroom 4106.
adjoinjng campus. 753
41, Public Sale
8648 or 753-3134.
Two bedroom furnished
and 2 bedroom un
furnished apartments
near downtown. 2 bed
room house on N. 6th
Opening Fri. June
Lease and deposit re
11th there will be
quired. No pets. Call
plants, pets, anti753-9208 after 4p.m.
ques, glassware,
Two bedroom apart
ments. Quiet area. De
baskets, etc. Hwy.
posit required, no pets.
121 at Old Cherry
Phone 753-8731.
Corner Restaurant.
Two small furnished
Something for
apartments for girls on
Main St. Call 753-3106 or
everyone. 8 a.m. til 4
436 2671.
p.m.

Yard Sale

33. Room for Rent
Rooms for men students
for summer school
Furnished, kitchen
facilities, private entr
ance, air conditioned.
Call 753-1342 located at
1626 Hamilton.
Rooms for rent 1 block
from MSU. 753-1812,
753-6933.

34. Houses for Rent
Five year old 3 bedroom
near Kenlake Resort.
Large kitchen, carpet,
air condition. $195. plus
deposit. Call 442 3877.
One bedroom un
furnished home at Col
dwater. 1 or 2 people
$65. a month plus .de
posit. Water furnished.
489 2267.
Three bedroom house
near Ky. Lake. Corn
pletely furnished,
washer dryer included.
753 8964 after 5p.m.
Deposit required.
Three bedroom house 5
miles South of Murray.
$125. month, deposit and
references required.
Call 753-6753.
Two bedroom house
$150. Call 753-3530.
Two or 3 bedroom brick
home. Utility room,
carport. Deposit required. Call 522-7837
after 4:30p.m.

Yard Sale 1
Moving sale 1 704
Holiday Drive (East
off Doran Rd.) Sat.
June 12th 7-4. People
powered car, green
machine, large stuffed animals, pictures,
bag,
cloths, bean
toys, games, many
more items.

6-PARTY
BACKYARD
SALE
June 12, 8•5; 13,
1:30-4:30. Furniture,
appliances, toys,
books, odds and ends,
good clean clothes,
for men, women and
children. Cancelled in
case of rain. 208 S.
11th.

Yard
Sale

38. Pets.Supplies
Siamese kittens
sale. 759-9728.

Sat. June 12th about
4 miles north of Murray on 641. Starting
around 9 a.m.
Cancelled if rains.

for

41. Public Sale

41. Public Sale

Yard
Sale

Yard
Sale
Saturday 9-5 1001
South 16th includes
women clothes size 813, mens 421,
children school desk,
and many other items.

Yard
Sale
807 North 20th St.
Start 7 each morning.
Many good items.
Avon bottles, patio
furniture, jr. golf
clubs, fishing rods and
reels.

Saturday 8-6 p.m.
2 mile
1
Hwy. 199 1 /
from Stella. Girls,
boys clothing size 012. Adult clothing,
toys, swing set,
bikes, topper for
pickup and misc.

1-PARTY
CARPORT
SALE

Case tractor and
equipment, couch, 2
beds, chairs, t. v.,
dinette set, air conditioner, garden tiller,
glassware, lots more.
31.2 miles on Mayfield
Hwy. this side of
Stella.

Moving
Sale

904 S. 16th St. 8-4
Friday and Saturday.
Women's, boys, girls,
baby clothes, games,
toys, bikes, carpet,
pictures and many
more items.

What's the difference between a
new Kirby and our like new reconditioned Kirby?
About $30011!
Reconditioned Kirby guaranteed
one year only $295.
WE SERVICE WHAT WE SELL

JERRY'S
SPORTING GOODS
6th and Walnut Street
Mayfield, Kentucky

Auction Sale
Auction sale Saturday June 12th, 10 AM, Rain or
shine, at the late Charlie Ross home. One mile
North of Stella on Kirisey rood.
Selling lots of antiques and household items als
selling 1960 Chevy Car with 75,000 actual miles.
House hold items ore: like new springs and mattress
block and white TV, window fans, singer sewin
machine, platform rocker, Lozyboy swivel choir,
Vocumn cleaner, bedroom suite, maple rocker, lik
new GE dryer, kenmore washer, cook stove, ches
type deep freeze, refregerotor, like new lawn mower,
wos
air conditioner. Ashley wood stove.,,Aviaues:quilts
kettle, lamp, tables, iron bed half size, bed,
lamps, cabinets, iron stove, set of chino, dresser,
cedar chest, dining room suite, consisting of china
cabinet buffet table ond choirs: Jenny Linn bed,
glassware, trunks, also selling lots of hand tools, lots
more too numerous too mention.
Net responsible for accidents.
Lynch on roved'.
Auctioneer's note: Mr. loss yes 11 veers old when he
passed easy. No tell. what we will find winos no pet it. all
tit beildine. Plenty of good shod*, so ems and he 'Mt is at
o 'soy c000rry solo.

Auctioneer: Terry Shoemaker
753-9324 or 753-0262

101090150161mweviesoter worm

SAT. 7-???
YARD SALE

Friday, Saturday, Sunday, 10 miles on 94
East turn right on
1346 go one mile.
Tractor, baby items,
clothing, toys,
household goods,
miscellaneous, priced
to sell.
b.

Yard
Sale
Thurs., Fri., Sat. 9 to
6. On 464 in Old
Almo. Clothes, toys,
housewares,
jewelery, tools (bit
sharpener, gas
powered trimmer, circle saw, etc.

Yard
Sale
Three party yard
e .
I
a
s
Miscellaneous
items, Friday and
Saturday, 8 til 5
1614 Ryan.

4-FAMILY
YARD SALE
1001 East Glendale,
depression glass,
baseball cards, old
mantle clock, trolling
motor, and knifes,
clothes and lots of
other collectibles. 8
til 5. Cancelled if
reins. 753-4590.

Smart people

Garage
Sale
Friday and Saturday till
loon Bicycles lid lawn
mower all say kids we
have those sett 1 shirts ad
lots of other things to all
come 705N 10th St

Yard Sale
8 Bake
Sale
Saturday June 12 8
until ??? across from
Oak Grove
Cumberland
Presbyterian Church at
end of Penny highway
to the left.

BIG YARD
SALE
June 12th 2214
Moving Sale Saturday
May 19th 2214
Gatesborough Circle. 8
a.m.-??? - clothes, pictures, household items,
loads of goodies.

6 Party
Yard Sale
Fri and Sat.
8-5
Ozark Log Homes
121 By. Pass
Honda 750 K, ping
pong table, electric
guitar, small appl.,
Odyssey T.V. game,
misc.

1910 Yamaha 850
Special. Fully dressed,
AM FM stereo tape
deck. Extra nice. $2650.
Call 247-0402 or 247-8212.
1980 model 125 Yamaha
3 -wheeler. $700.
45. Farmsfor Sale
753-3134.
Two adjoining farms 40 1981 Yamaha 3-wheeler,
acres on one, 37 acres 6 months old. 753-3648
on the other. Complete after 6p.m.
blacktop road frontage,

ASIVOS1 ii
real estate near Un
Strout] 'versify.
10 percent
Realty down, 11 percent finan
cing. 759 1074, 753-2649.

Office Coast to Coast
Severs frau Everywhere
Ilelioble Service Sic. 1911
1112 Coldwater lead
Mersey, louststky 121171
M2)7534116
Arsytiai.
1011. KNONON
Broker
Licensed 1. Sanded

8-5 p.m.
Thurs. L Fri.
4 miles out
of Murray
on 121 South
Cannonball Poster,
brass bed, misc.,
mostly antiques,
gloss, china.

Yard
Sale
Thursday, Friday,
Saturday 8 til ? Two
party yard sale at
Wildcat Creek inside
the gate. 68 Ford
pickup straight shift
good condition. 4362193.

Sat. 8:00-"
Furniture,
Refrigerator,
clothes, sporting
equipment and lots
of odds and ends.

AIR
and

CONDITIONEkS
appliances ser

%/iced Freezers,
washers, dryers, and
refrigerators. All
brands 759 1322

FLOOR SANDING
AND FINISHING
20 years experience.
Stained floors our
speciality.
BODEAU
FLOOR CO.

trim
custom
work
bleremes Call Will El
Bailey, 153-8611

354-6127

brakes, air, automatic Whirlpool. 20 years
transmission, new bat- experience. Parts and
tery, good tires, mag service. Bobby Hopper
Bob's Appliance Serwheels. 753-3639.
vice 202 S. 5th St.
1975 Pinto Runabout.
it 8 7 2 ,
7 5 3
Panasonic stereo with
753 8886(home).
cassette, 3 -way
work
thrusters, also have Appliance repair
in
albums and cassettes all brands. Specialize
or
753-5341
Call
Tappen.
sell
sale.
Must
for
leaving town. Call 753 354-6956. Earl Lovett.
4043 after 6p.m.
1976 Chevrolet Malibu
Classic. Automatic, Private Tennis
cruise, air, power
essons on Private
steering power brakes,
ourt. Call Candy
1979
51595.
AM -FM
ockson 753-4047
Yamaha 400 XS, 4000
miles, 2 helmets, clean.
$950. Call 753-8463.
1978 Honda Civic excel- Asphalt driveways and
lent condition. $3000. or parking lots sealed by
best offer. Call 762-4051.
Sears. For free es
1979 Malibu Classic. timates call 753-2310.
Metallic blue, 4 door. CARPET CLEANING,
753-0092.
Free Estimates.
1979 Mustang. Good Satisfied references,
condition. Local 1 ow- Vibra Steam or Quick
ner, silver with red D ry Cleaning
interior, automatic with ▪ (Upholstery Cleaning).
Lee's Carpet Cleaning
air. 753-4023.
Cars $200) Trucks $150' 753-5827.
Available at local gov't Campbell's Tree Sersales. Call (refundable) vice. Topping, trim
1-714-5690241 ext. 1281 ming, removing. Full
for directory that shows insurance. Call 1-527
you how to purchase. 24 0918.
hrs.
Chimney Sweeping
Cutlass Supreme 1979 Service. Do it now
with Calais package. before you need your
Tilt, sport wheels, low chimney. Later we will
mileage, 2 tone, 6 have a working list. Call
cylinder, super sharp. 435-4348 or 762-4792.
711 Chestnut, 753-8512.
Concrete, block, brick.
Runs good, drives good. 21 years experience. No
1969 Datsun 1 door. job to large or small.
Automatic $250. Free estimates. Call
753-5476.
436-2427.
Custom Combining 34550. Used Trucks
2867.
1973 Chevrolet Van. FREE ESTIMATES On
Good machine, cheap All Electrical, Plumb
transportation. Call 753- ing, Painting, and Well
Pump Needs. Licensed.
9648 or 753-6555.
1976 Chevrolet pickup. Call 753-0092 or 753-9673.
-Fence sak.s at Sears
Call 436-2845.
1978 VW Van local now. Call Sears 753-2310
owner. Low miles, over for free estimate for
head air, heavy duty your needs.
heater, AM FM tape,
very good gas mileage.
Days 762-6746, evenings
759-4756.

manicured lawn. Also frame home, electric
40 x 50 concrete building heat, range, refrigerasuitable for workshop or tor, fireplace with stove
garage. The price Is insert, all- draperies
right at $39,900. KOP included, wall-to-wall
PERUD REALTY
carpeting, close to lake.
753 1222.
See this one soon at only
$32,000. KOPPERUD
Commercial Pro- REALTY 753-1222.
perty in Murray. For sale by owner brick
house, 3 large be
6,400 sq. ft. of floor drooms,
large living
space. Well con- room, kitchen and dining room combination, 1
structed building
less than 10 years bath another bath not
utility room,
old. Paved parking completed,
large den, carport,
lot. Arranged to patio, central heat and
house 1 large or 2 air, and a stove chim
smaller businesses. ney. 3 large lots with big
Call us at 753-4000 new barn on number 2
lot, garden on number 3
or 489-2266.
lot. Lynn Grove for sale
sign in yard. Nice.
759-4702.

For Sale
lake Cottage in Cypress
Creek Area. New Roof. new
carpet, deep well, furnished, on three lots Priced to
sell under $12,000.

Realtors
Village Hwy. 641 N.
Murray, Ky.

Purdoms

LAKEFRONT
You can afford this fully
furnished 3 bedroom, 2
bath home on 5.5
wooded acres at Center
Ridge. Many extras and
partial owner financing.
Priced in $50's. For
For sale or trade 4
your 'private showing
bedroom brick, 2 bath, 2
call Spann Realty Ascar garage, 2 acres of
soc. 753-7724.
land or more. 400ft.
west of new 641 halfway between Murray
3.
and Benton. Central
heat and air, water and
gas. Extra land $800.
7531222
per acre up to 30 acres.
Homes FOR uvu
$48,000. House with
land. 437-4779.
.11.11&AMMEI
3 bedroom, frame Ky. Lake Home 2800sq.
home on large cor- ft. beauty. 3 years new,
bedroom, 3 bath, big
ner lot. Gas heat, 3room,
2 fireplaces.
kitchen newly Luxury thru - out,
remodeled, range prestige area on 1 acre.
and refrigerator 25 miles from Murray.
$68,000
included. Sacrifice for
good terms. Call 901-642
Transferrable 7212.
51. Campers
loan. KOPPERUD
Nice hide away furREALTY. 753- nished house on 2 lots 1976 21ft. Midas cam
Ford truck.
near lake. Listen to the per. 1977
1222.
birds sing and watch the Call 753-9224.
LuxuriOuS 3 bedroom deer from the sundecks. 1976 Prowler 21ft.
home with all the extras $20,000. 759-1074, 759- camper fully equipped.
Extra clean, sleeps 6
surrounded by 153 acres 9577, 753 2649
Call 753-2529 after 4p.m.
of row crops, pasture
and timber. Located
52. Boats-Motors
approx. 8 miles SE of
Murray off of 121 South
14ft. boat with Mercury
For additional in
motor and trailer. Good
Small house and 1'2 condition. 762-4788.
formation, call KOP
PERUD REALTY
acres includes shed. 16ft. Durocraft
753 1222
Asking $12,000. Coll aluminum fishing boat,
after 5:30 28hp Johnson, trolling
753-7364
Purdom & Thurman
battery.
setting, motor and condition.
Country
p.m.
Insurance &
Excellent
address.
city
$475. Call 753-5597 or see
Real Estate
at 1633 Hamilton.
Sq.

Oldsmobile
Pontaic
Cadillac
153-5315

For Sale

A

Double wide with 3 lots
completely re-modeled,
4 miles from Kentucky
3
/
Lake $23,500. 12x65 3
bedroom, 2 bath, newly
decorated with owner
financing $6500. 12x48 2
bedroom, 1 bath in good
condition $3600. Call
Spann Realty Assoc.
753 7724.

HORNBUCKLE BARBER sHOP
Men's Shoes Shined 75' Pr.
Boots $1.00 pr.
225 L.P. Miller St. *cross hes Carmody Cow*,I

Ladies &

1975 250 XL Honda very
good condition. Call
436 5830 after 5p.m.
1980 Suzuki 850 dressed.
AM -FM stereo, 5200
miles, excellent condition. 753 2708 after
5p.m.
1980 Yamaha 1 0 0
Special. Extra nice,
real low mileage.
Priced to sell. Call
753 1586 days, 753-3590
after 5p.m.

Hours Mon., Tues., Wed., Thurs., Fri., Sat.
7:30-2:30-753-3685

Auction Sale
1 2 mile west of
12th, 10 a.m. /
94.
Hwy.
on
Ky.
Grove
lynii
Sat. June

48. Auto Services

This will be a big all day sale of nice furniture, small appliances. Lots of good
glais and china, depression glass,
trinkets, cast iron and stone items, lots of
books, large lot of electric and hand tools,
roll bar for a pickup. Lawn mowers,
building material, 50 gal. barrels. Too
many good items to list separate.
For Information Cell

KEY
AUTO PARTS

21'
Sail
Boat
3 Sails
Boat,
Trailer

Motor,

753-1736

• -v

4

•

J.C. 8 C.
Sheeting
Do you have a tobacco
or dairy barn in need
of repair? Now would
be the time to give us
a call.
We put on or repair
galvanized and
aluminum roofs and
siding.

Call 759-1600
(Office) or
753 - 03 29
(Home)
Refrigeration and Air
Condition Service and
Repair. Central air
(spring special) complete cleaning on air
conditioners. 436-5536.
Repair on all small
engines..Lawn mowers,
tillers, and chain saws
of any kind. 1001 E.
Glendale off 12th. St,
753-4590.
We will sell you a used
air cenefflioner or repair
yours. We also buy used
air conditioners. Dill
Electric 753-9104.
Will do custom combining.435 4593.

ROOF
PROBLEMS?

Will clean carpets,
windows, also clean
and wax hard wood
floors. Satisfaction
guaranteed.

Need a second opinion? loco
references. Call Hugh
Outland. 759-1 71 8 o
753-8076.

753-3317
Will do yard work and
hedge trimming, cut
and remove dead
hedge. Call 753-0712 or
753-3534.
Will sharpen hand saws
and chain saws.
753 4656.
Word Processing Service. Complete typing
service, mailing list,
lables, direct mail advertising, includes folding, stuffing, postage
meter service. Call
753 0500,759 1610.

G ENERAL HOME
REPAIR. 15 years ex
perience. Carpentry,
concrete, plumbing,
roofing, sliding. NO
JOB TO SMALL. Free
estimates. Days 4742359, nights 474-2276.
Guttering by Sears.
Sears continuous gut
ters installed for your
specifications. Call
Sears 753-2310 for free
estimate.
K & K STUMP REMOVAL. Do you need
stumps removed from
your yard or land
cleared of stumps? We
can remove stumps up
to 24 inches below the
ground, leaving only
sawdust and chips. Call
for free estimates. Bob
Kemp 435-4343 or Bob
Kemp Jr 435-4319.
Lawn Mower Service.
Free pickup and deliv
ery. Call 753-5367 after
5p.m

my
UMMUM
siding and Aluminum
trim for all houses. It
stops pointing.
Jock Glover

56. Free Column
Will give away
Siamese kittens
natured. 753 8198.

half
Good

Estate Auction

Sale Conducted by

Dan Miller Auction Service
Dan Miller- Auctioneer

New and used cute
parts batteries tires
wheel covers Avto
Accessories.
753-5500

• ••• ••

dows, painting, rugs,
etc.), run errands in
Murray. 3.35 hr. Sr:
Citizens discounts. Jeff
or Sharon Blodgett,
759 1364.
MITCHELL
BLACKTOPPING
Commercial, Industrial, Residential, also
Patching and Seal
Coating. Phone 753-1537.
Quality painting and
paper hanging. 10 years
experience. Also repairs and fix -ups. Call
Bud Jenney 247 0337.

Auction sale Saturday lune 12th at 10:AM at 905 Coldwater
Rood in Murray, Ky. across from Hale Lock Shop at the home of
the late Mrs. Myrtle Ellis Cayce.
Antiques, collector items and good usuable furniture, 4 drawer
spool cabinet, organ stool, fancy old record cabinet, bed
magazine rack, chiffrabe, nice old radio cabinet, small spool leg
table, tredel sewing machine, fancy pedestal table, old hi back
wood chair, other odd chairk,six Duncan Phyfe chairs, odd vanity, old floor lamps, kerosene lamp, Rayo lamp, fancy vanity
lamps, old picture frames, wood breakfast set, nice Duncan
phyfe table and chairs with buffet and nice china cabinet, some
old glass and china, pink and green depression glass, carnival
glasses, stone pieces, pots and pans, couch and chairs, B & W
TV., nice wing back chair, small desk and chair, Kenmore
sweeper, elect. typewriter, old manual typewriter, electric adding machine, three electric heaters, metal yard chairs, glider,
stone crocks, many other items not listed.
Sale held rain or shine. Not responsible for accidents. Lunch available.

Hwy 121 South
Murray, Ky.

Otto Chester's
Auction Service
435-4128
Lynn Grove

-

Three bedroom house
has attached furnished
apartment. Carpeted,
central gas heat, air
conditioned, TVA insulation, large lot,
storage building. Call
7533949.
Three bedroom house
and 7 acres, 2 out
buildings near Aurora.
Call 354-8419 or 436-5505.
Want an affordable lake
house? Just finished
redecorating -rustic
cabin with all goodies.
Beautiful waterfront lot
with small boat dock.
Located at Cypress Bay
$19,500. Call 753-5597 or
901-232 8610.

17. Motorcycles

Specializing In Senior Citizens
Hair Cuts $1.00
Shampoo, Shave and Haircut $2.75

• Al"

lift. Johnson StaSoort
1-0 155hp engine. $1650
753-6844.
Show Room New. 15ft.
Glastron Runabout with
15hp Evinrude. 42250.
Call 753 5597 or see at
1633 Hamilton Ave.

Four bedroom brick
49. Used Cars
home in Kirksey. Very
1968 Cadillac. Call 753neat and well built 46. Homesfor Sale
home with full base CENTER RIDGE 9400.
APPLIANCE Local college students
ment. Lovely garden SUBDIVISION 1974 Gran Torino Elite. SERVICE
Kenmore, will do household
and flower areas in well 2 BR., 2 baths, B.V. and Power steering power W estinghouse, chores, (yards, win

MOBILE HOMES

513 S. 7th

53. Services Offered

Aimee Service Cs
alums, aid vinyl Wog,

between Providence Used Volkswagon parts,
and New Concord. tune up, break jobs,
Priced under $650. per rebuilt motors. 435 4272.
acre. 436-2590.

Southside Court
Murray, Kentucky
753-4451

Yard
Sale

52. Boats-Motors

53. Services Offered

41. Auto Services

tobacco bases. Located
on Shoemaker Road

OPURUD

Yard
Sale

Open

41. Motorcycles

43. Real Estate

43. Real Estate

41. Public Sale
31. Pets-Supplies
Beautiful 2 bedroom One black MS1) 3 bed- Bluepoint Siamese kitduplex. Central heat room, 2 baths, large ten. $50. 753 8198.

32. Apts. For Rent

32. Apts. For Rent

Licensed and Bonded in Ky. end Tenn.
''My Service Doesn't Cost It Pays,

For More Infornsetion for Auction Needs

Cell 435-4144
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I OBITUARIES I Hearing on burned parenthood clinic to start
Mrs. Laura Dixon
Gamble, 73, died Wednesday at 3:30 p.m. at
Western Baptist Hospital,
Paducah. She was a resident of 408 West Ninth St.,
Benton.
The deceased was a
member of Pentecostal
Church at Almo. Born
Sept. 22,1108, in Calloway
County, she was, the
daughter of the late John
Thomas Dixon and Unie
Futrell Dixon.
Mrs. Gamble is survived by her husband,
James V. Gamble; three
daughters, Mrs. Stephen
(Unie Frances) Mesick,
Greensburg, Pa., Mrs.
Noble t Cleva Jean)
'Paschall, Rt. 1, Hazel,
,and Mrs. Jerr)
(Ethelene
McCallon,
1308 Kirkwood; two sons,
Leonard L. Duncan and
Prentice Duncan, Rt. 1,
Almo.
Also surviving are two
stepdaughters, Mrs.
Ruby)
_ Clarence
Eldridge, Murray, and
Mrs. Pauline Royal,
Almo; four sisters, Mrs.
Beady Farmer and Mrs.
Floyd Bonnie l Farmer,
Paducah, Mrs. Nellie

Hog market
to 7...-titett. Markel se*, Nen KT June
10, 1982
Kentut k Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 5 Buying Stations
Re,eipts Act. 27 Est 400 Barrows & Gilts
fullys higher Sows under 500 100-1 50
higher 010'500 50 higher
$59 50-0000
US 1-2 210.240 1bs
$58 50-5950
US 2 200.210 115,.
159 00-5950
US 2210.0 lbs
$50 00-59 00
IS 21 250-270 lb:.
Sons
148 00.5000
US 1.2 270-150 ibs
150 004L50
US 1-2 300,450 lbs.
151 50-5250
US 1-3454-500 Ras
152 50-54 50
US :-.1 500-650 lbs
14100-49 00
U521 440-500 lbs
Boars 4.; 00-45.00

Canady, St. Louis, Mo.,
and Mrs. Magadaline
Wallace, South Carolina;
a brother, Henry Dixon,
Rt. 1, Dexter.
Nineteen grandchildren and several
great-grandchildren also
survive.
The funeral will be
Saturday at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of Max Churchill
Funeral Home. The Rev.
Dwaine Baker will officiate and Mrs.
Geraldine Baker will be
in charge of the music.
Burial will follow in the
Brooks Chapel Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home after 3 p.m.
today ( Thursday).

Election valid
MOREHEAD, Ky.
1API - Rowan Circuit
Judge Caswell Lane ruled
Wednesday that a recent
election allowing the sale
of alcoholic beverages
was valid.
A group opposed to
alcohol sales, called
United Dry Forces, had
challenged the results of
the April 24 election,
arguing that the issue involved had not been properly advertised.
In his six-page ruling,
Lane said the election
received ample publicity
through newspaper and
radio stories and that
citizens were adequately
informed.
Morehead residents
voted the city wet by a 57vote margin. Officials
said alcohol sales could
begin as early as June 26.

ed Parenthood in Knoxville, said patient records
at the Maryville clinic
were not destroyed in the
fire, which caused about
$15,000 damage. She said
no abortions were ever
performed at the
Maryville clinic.
Officers looked for
Koerber to question him
soon after the fire
because of our previous
dealings" with him,
Garner said.
Koerber had, in April
1981, successfully sought
a temporary restraining
order forbidding "the
woman Koerber said he
had been living with from
having an abortion.
At the time, Circuit
Court Judge James Jarvis said he granted the request because Koerber
said the couple had
agreed before conception
that she would give birth
to the baby and he would
raise the child.
will nurture, take
care of and protect my
child. I don't have a
choice - this is what I
have to do," Koerber said
at the time.

Hurst receives life sentence
FRANKFORT, Ky.
I AP) - John T. Hurst
was sentenced to life in
prison Wednesday for
participating in the
shooting death of E.G.
Amburgey, a state
employee.
Hurst, 25, pleaded guilty last month to a murder
charge and Franklin Circuit Judge Henry Meigs,
who sentenced him, said
the plea -unquestionably
saved your life."

Hurst was indicted last
February along with
Velda Amburgey, 32, the
victim's wife, and Sherman Wright, 34, who is
accused of conspiring
with Hurst to kill Amburgey.
State police have testifed that Mrs. Amburgey
allegedly paid the' two
men $10,000 to kill her
husband. Mrs. Amburgey
and Wright are due for
trial in September.

SAVE- SAVE-SAVE- SAVE- SAVE-SAVE-SAVE-SAVE-

DISCOUNT
PHARMACY

BYRON'S

)
R506 N. 12th Murray, Ky. Olympic Plaza

753-2380

;VERYDAY LOW PRICE PRESCRIPTION SERVICE

50c

Pepto Bismo

49

1

We Have
Floats
and Rafts
For
Summer
Fun vv vr.

8 oz.

Coupon
, and Cash
•:Savings
• G From
.;SYLVANIA
;
FLASH

f

a°,

ts

Is,ngle pock)

*Less
Sylvania's
Refund
Your
Pius Tax

:
:1
n:
C
F'o

ce"..., c,es

;)15 .003r0 S5',onto

Flash or F.1rn Processrng Re

A .44 A A& JIA11141vAl

Adk„a&

•

nri v"..•

1r1

We Have
Thermotabs
For Heat
Fatigue

& 201

-, 160 -

ar

MAIl 35

,
0 3 253 ;
'44)177•115
WO 'OP 45 50 ,
S5 3000na ,n0 or,
egirv• $10

190 - 4
0.000

Expires June 19
•

•

Genasyme

v'Veyo'
57 1000 Wow,
So.., %for.Iled•••••14•
(•••••••
Ire. It CA S•

Compare to active
ingredients of
mylicon 80

4 SUPER C °NUM(R VALUE!

o•••••

No 100

11
7
1111

hA.1•
!+6,.

tr.

$ 1 69
NA,

,Transfer Your
....... $659 li Refill Prescription
.......... A Supor Consurnor Value! I
To Byron's
0 Nvilabls with •ach my...K• pacus•I
mon.▪,

.

0 Inciuran 15 *sang owlional branba

I

Discount
Pharmacy
. !ow rwriwyr
lfrAvakiviAA.1dv4,4Ai6k A.r
I

Open 9:00-9:00
Mon.-Sat. and i
1:00-6:00
II
'

79 kick Perk Ave.

•

4 Dr. Brown, 1 owner. We sold this one new, local
car with wheels, power steering, power brakes
and air.

DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET

Stock market
Industrial Average
Air Products
American Motors
....
Ashland.
American Telephone
Chrysler
Dupont
Ford
GAF
General Dynamics
General Motors
General Tire
Goodrich
Goodyear
Gulf Oil
Heublein . .
I.B.M.
J.C. Penney
Jenco
Kmart
Penwaft
Quaker Oats
Texaco ,
U S. Tobacco
Wendy's
C.E.F. Fund

•1 4
-------235 •,.
3% -0-,
24
510.
unc
32 unc
21' .1-.
11 uric
24%
.4400
20 +
1113
.unc
22% +01.
32% -123s
3404
204/112116bA
17% +
24 one
39% unc
29 c43.1
15%

=tits

Ch
a= 753-1314

Seafood Buffet
Murray, Ky.

Friday 5 p.m.-10 p.m.
$Q98

All You Can Eat

",71tq'A'r

14.19

AUGUST 12-21,1982

BLUE RIBBON WINNER IN
FAMILY ENTERTAINMENT!
somi

MAIL ORDER Please detach and completely fitt out this order form
•41#

NAME
ADDRESS
CITY

STATE

ZIP

PHONE
MAKE ORDERS PAYABLE TO KENTUCKY STATE FAIR. Send a
Certified Check or Money Order for Advance and Gate Admission tickets
-only -1 Gate Admission Ticket with each Advance ticket-with a
stamped. self-addressed envelope to Kentucky State Fair Tickets.
P 0. Box 37130. Louisville. Kentucky 40233.
You must be 12 and younger to use a Child's Ticket.

MIDNIGHT MADNESS
Friday, August 13-Midnight to 5 AM

tickets @ $9.00

RODEO with ED BRUCE
and the TENNESSEE COWBOY BAND
Friday, August 13-8 PM
Adult Tickets @ $5.50
Adult Tickets @ $4.50

Children's Tickets@$4.50
Children s Tickets @ $3.50

Saturday, August 14-2 PM
Children s Tickets @$4.50
Children's Tickets @ $3.50

Adult Tickets @ $5.50
Adult Tickets @ $4.50

•

Children s Tickets @ $4.50
Children's Tickets@ $3.50

Adult Tickets @ $5.50
Adult Tickets @ $4.50

Children's Tickets @$4 50
Children's Tickets @ $3.50

Sunday, August 15-5:30 PM
Adult Tickets @ $5.50
Adult Tickets @ $4.50

Children-s Tickets @$4.50
Children's Tickets@ $3.50

Send
Adult Gate Admission Tickets @ $1.50
Send
Children's Gate Admission Tickets @ $.50
Only 1 Gate Ticket per Advance Ticket

WILLIE NELSON & FAMILY
show tickets @510.00
Saturday, August 14-8 PM
Send
Adult Gate Admission Tickets @ $1.50
Send
Children's Gate Admission Tickets @ 5.50

THE BEACH BOYS
show tickets @ $8.50
Sunday, August 15-8 PM
Send
Adult Gate Admission Tickets @ $1.50
Send
Children's Gate Admission Tickets @5,50

THE OAK RIDGE BOYS
Tuesday, August 17-6 PM

show tickets @58.50

show tickets @$8.50
Tuesday, August 17-9 PM
Adult Gate Admission Tickets @ $1.50
Send
Send
Chiidren's Gate Admission Tickets @S.50

THE BARBARA MANDRELL SHOW
with the DO-RITES

We Can Easily

" ITgi7V

SAVE!

• hoc04•154.0 Is
te•diaq •aroomel
Meads

II

EEP THAT GREAT GM
FEELING WITH GENUINE
GM PARTS

Sunday, August 15-1:30 PM

U....
Jiro,e•41

•••11•110•011

While jailed on the
destruction of private
property charge, Koerber
slashed his wrist with a
broken salt shaker and
was hospitalized briefly,
authorities said.
Neither Koerber nor his
car were at his parents'
house when officers first
visited Tuesday, Garner
said.
"We later checked
back and his car had
returned home and some
officers, who had requested permission from
his mother, inspected it,"
Garner said.
"They found some
slivers of glass embedded
in it and some dents on
the bumper," Garner
said. The glass was being
analyzed at the state
crime laboratory.

Adult Tickets @ $5.50
Adult Tickets @ $4.50

Tempor•rils
Sos.11••..d(.&.
1,4••••••••••10/
Irriemi•a

$345
.I

• 4% eaelol• amtal
yet• I( KS Ns
F..Yew

But the woman,
Elizabeth Gail Riehardson, 24, was later
reported by a lawyer in
St. Louis, where her
parents live, to be "not
pregnant." The lawyer
refused to say whether
Ms. Richardson miscarried or underwent an
abortion outside the
restraining order's
jurisdiction.
On May 28, 1981,
Koerber was jailed on a
charge of destruction of
private property after
Ms. Richardson's roommate said he broke into
her house. He was fined
$50 and given a six-month
workhouse sentence that
was suspended if he paid
the fine and remained on
good behavior for 11 months,29 days.

Saturday, August 14-8 PM

4
$1.00 4:
$2.18

S,

A41•& A/Mk

1]

Pr

59
$3.18 >
Each>

2
5""i
7kQge$
° 2 ot $ 1

Wo,rrh S

•Plus

COLOR
REPRINTS
Non

On
L Lays Diapers

1

MINA

ii&fr

I

OFF

3AV -3AV -3AV -3AV -3AV -3AV

Mrs. Gamble dies at hospital

MARYVILLE, Tenn.
API - A court hearing
is planned Monday for a
man accused of burning a
Planned Parenthood
clinic a year after he obtamed a court order to
keep his ex-girlfriend
'from getting an abortion,
officials say.
Authorities said James
E. Koerber, 24, remained
in the Blount County Jail
under $5,000 bond
Wednesday night. Charged with arson, he is
scheduled to appear in
General Sessions Court
on Monday morning.
Maryville Police Sgt.
Archie Garner said the
front door of a clinic in a
two-story office building
was struck by a car
before a flammable
substance, likely
gasoline, was used to help
ignite the fire Tuesday.
Koerber was arrested
about five hours after the
6:45 a.m. EDT blaze,
which gutted the clinic
run by Planned Parenthood, a family planning
agency.
Judy Stogner, a
spokeswoman for Plann-

3AV -3AVS -3AV -3AVS

144,

le wit *a wia 'Y.. • .

show tickets @$8.50
Saturday, August 21-8 PM
Send
Adult Gate Admission Tickets@$1.50
Send
Children's Gate Admission Tickets @S.50
All times are E.D.T.
OTHER STADIUM EVENTS-FREE Gospel Show,7 PM,
August 16: FREE Soul Festival. 7:30 PM. August 20. County Fairs
Day, August 18-only $2.00.(No Advance Sale.)

Admission Policy In addition to show tickets, all
persons must pay gate admission to enter the grounds of
the Kentucky State Fair. Adult gate admission is $2.50,
admission for child 12 and under is $1.00.(No one over
12 admitted on child's ticket). Save $1.00 per adult
(500 per child) by purchasing State Fair gate
admission ticket with show ticket in advance.
Parking $1.00 per vehicleNot Sold In Advance.

FREE
Blood

Pressure
Reading All Week

•

;

e3:1
1.
• tf.-J.4$1

3AVS

3AVS

3AVS

3AVS

3AVS

3AVS

3AVS

3AVS <
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Popularity of convertibles
returns; clubs available

„,
Judy Bloom is president of the USA Convertible Club
Fun in the sun
is a 1966
nd, Stanley, nearly four years ago. The convertible

founded by her husba
still drive "at least two or three times
Pontiac GTO which Judy says she and Stanley
of convertibles produced prior to 1975
a week" in all kinds of weather. Thousands
ody cared.
someb
se
in America are still alive and well becau

40
04.
Al
,,p 4
464
*0,s*

HASIINGS+

AIR
FILTERS

%Protect engine
against „
dust and dirt.

SPIN-ONS
Depth type...
trap dirt other
filters miss.
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D & W Auto
;t after 90 days or 3 000 mites you are nor
satisfied with your Hastings hlter you may
apply for refund by sencltng (1) sales slop and
)2) statement vony you are root satisfied Owed tc
Hastings Manuliztunng Company
Hastings. Mortician 49058

Supply Co.
Inc.
512 South 12th
753-4563

"Serving Murray for 17 Years"
V1S4•

CARROLL

The fun is back. And so's
the ragtop.
Or hasn't anyone noticed?
Demand has been building
since the mid '70s when
14.000 1976 Cadillacs—
decked out with air conditioning, cruise control, tinted
glass, power steering, power
brakes, power windows,
power seats, AM-FM stereo
and a host of other luxuries—
became the last American production-line convertible.
The convertible peaked in
1963 when Americans purchased 509,415 convertible
Two fine examples
automobiles—a remarkable
6.7 percent of total sales.
the USA
of the cars of the internationalmembership of
The charisma never died.
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1949
ing
sparkl
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Far from it. But safety stanand
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,
grow
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owned
tible
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baker
ever tougher, the high cost of
Stude
1962
(bottom) a
tooling up, the boom in air
by Jerry Sprockel, Delft, Netherlands.
esent
ever-pr
the
oners,
conditi
rash ofconvertible thefts and a
number of other, lesser elements all contributed to the
demise of this great American
dream.
Since then, thousands of
faithful convertible owners
have kept their steeds wellmaintained and sparkling—
collectors' items in their own
right and vivid reminders of
the time when driving was fun
and the feel of the wind in
your hair was "really living."
In the meantime, with the
supply of domestically-produced convertibles drying up
quickly, prices skyrocketed.
ing can and parts, tips on
half-dozen years.
driving and news of upcoming
The reaction from the naclub activities. There are
Domestic entry
by
stung
,
capital
tion's auto
maintenance feature reports,
Now at least one domestic
the onrush of imports and
on such exclusive contoo,
with
automaker is involved
hard-pressed for domestic ene topics as how to make
vertibl
bringing the convertible back
tries with sufficient charisma
a new top.
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to the
to help stem
Also included in the cost of
of America. It won't be built
dictable, particularly to anyship are free advermember
least
t
on the assembly line—a
one close to the convertible
in the newsletter.
nts
tiseme
not initially—but in a custom
automobile mallet in recent
bumper stickers and window
shop.
years.
decals.
A handful of small converThe only surprise, perhaps,
"Today, convertibles are
is that it took Detroit so long.
sion plants have been inpopular than ever," says
more
people
out
ng
seeing
turni
're
"They
in
d
volve
. "It's a combinaBloom
Mrs.
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high
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Id USA Convert"Plus there's the feelingible
free you have in a convertIn addition to the return of
ible."
the American convertible being an obvious shot in the arm
Stable of three
for domestic new car sales,
The Bloom family has three
it's also a promising new
convertibles—one of which
source of members for this
Stanley Bloom found at a
fast-growing organization—
gravel pit and bought for $75.
already 600 members strong
He admits the cost of restoraand growing at a rate of 10 to
tion at $1,200 to $1,600 each.
15 members a week.
"But a person doesn't have
Members in most states
to own a convertible to belong
to the club," he points out.
There are other convertible
"People who use4 to own one
clubs, but this Annapolis
or who just have an interest in
(Md) based organization,
them can become members,
founded by Stanley Bloom
too."
and managed by his wife,
The USA Convertible
Judy, claims to be the largest,
Club's first meeting of the
with members in every state
year involves members and
except Utah, as well as in
their cars participating in a paCanada, Norway, Sweden,
rade before the Darlington
Denmark and the Nether(S.C.)500 race in April.
lands.
For more information, conThe $5 a year club membertact Judy Bloom, President,
ship includes a subscription to
USA Convertible Club, P.O.
the bimonthly Rag Tops
Box 423, Annapolis, MD
Newsletter, crammed with
21404.
want ads for buying and sell-

Ragtop rhapsod
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TIRE & WHEEL ALIGNMENT
•Infa-Red Wheel Alignment
•Computerized Wheel Balancing
•Brake Service
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Loose,slipping belts can cause inefficient automobile performance
A loose or slipping drive
belt can cause overheating(if
it's driving a fan), a low battery (if it's driving the alternator), noisy and jerky power
steering (if it's driving the
power steering pump), or
inefficient air conditioning
(whenjes driving the air conditioner compressor).
Experienced motorists
often replace belts as a matter
of course every couple of
years. It's usually a lot less
expensive and inconvenient to
do the job when and where
you want to, than to wait until
a belt fails on a lonely road.
You'll need three proper
tools: a box-end wrench,some
sort of a pry bar (such as a
wooden hammer handle)and a
tension tester.
The Gates Rubber Company offers the following easy
steps to replace a bad belt.
Here we will cover replacing
an alternator belt. However,
other belts are replaced using
much the same procedures.
1) With the engine off so it
cannot be accidentally
restarted, loosen the take-up
and pivot bolts on the alternator. These bolts need not be
removed—just back them out
two or three turns.
.2) Release tension on the
old belt by pushing the alternator toward the engine. Slip
or roll the old belt off the pulleys and over the fan blades.
Keep in mind that you might
have to remove other belts to
get to the bad one.

3) This is a good time to
visually check pulley alignment and wear. Pulleys that
are not lined up or show evidence of severe groove wear
will decrease belt life and
could cause the belt to flip off
at high speed.
4) Loop the new belt over
the pulleys. Never pry a belt
onto a pulley witlya screwdriver or bar. This usually
damages the belt's tensile
member and causes it to fail
prematurely.
5) Once the belt is on and
seated in the pulley grooves,
pull back the alternator to its
limit and finger tighten the
take-up and pivot bolts.
6) To tension the new belt,
use your pry bar, long screwdriver or piece of wood to
move the alternator back away
from the engine. Always pry
against the heaviest pan of the
alternator housing so you
won't damage it. Once the belt
is stretched, tighten the takeup bolts.
7) The most widely recommended method of
belt tension is with an inexpensive, hand-held tension
gauge. You can find the correct tension range in a parts
catalog or by asking your auto
store counterman. A car
dealer or service station
mechanic can conduct this
test, if you wish.
8) Continue stretching the
belt and checking the tension
until you get it tight enough.

When you have achieved the
proper tension, tighten the
pivot bolt.

9) Start the engine and
allow the belt to run-in for
about 10 minutes. Shut off

the engine and re-check the
tension.
Remember, if the belt

Fan clutches

Foreign alternators

Quality manufactured by Hayden
for most domestic cars. Quality
p.orts at -true discount prices."

Manufactured for most imports
Price with exchange. 1 year
warranty. Remember Auto Shack
for import parts

squeals, tighten it. A belt that
is operating in the proper tension range should not slip.

Remaufactured for most
domestic cars. Price with
exchange

Car & truck parts...save 10-50%

ivies

UnIffo 10W40
motor oil
Extra protection

SW carb cisranor
In 13-oz can Limit 2.
SW angina
dognsasar
In 16-oz can. Limit2

axtr
m,/eage Limp 6 quarts

Customize your car with Auto Shack's low, low prices.

Do it yourself...save big bucks!

WHEN PERFORMING A TUNE-UP or installing new belts,
the do-it-yourselfer should use a tensioning tool, available
at your automotive parts More. After installing a new drine
belt, start the engine and run it at varying speeds for about
10 minutes.

Witoni cowers

40-p4ao• socket sat Truck rills
Everything you need for Fits most size trucks
with easy installation.
Me do-ityourseher
Adds class to any truck.
Metric d mat.

For that sporty look.
Available in sizes 13';
14'; & 15

1714 nvidel glas•

Pram tar Maar
For most domestic

Tinting light
No tune-up is complete
without the proper
tools

G & G Auto Repair
410 So. 4th St.
OWNERS
Jim Glison (Thumper)
& Kevin Gassom
•Tune-Ups
*Brake Work
•Engine Overhaul & Repair

Tune-Up on V-8
ONLY $1400 for Labor
Call 753-8063

For a high performance
resin glare shine. 16-oz
can. Limit2

Visa-grip gift sat
A 1.000 and one uses
Contains two popular
sizes of vise-grips.

Baron** holsters
Convenient holders,
ideal for traveling, Limit
6 please.

Dow wok,liaterry
Continuous power for
trolling motors and
other uses

Open every Sunday
Brake
- rvic -

Your Pans Auto Shack has the equipment and people to machine your drums
and rotors to the highest standard, at Auto Shack's "true discount price'

South 12th Stroot
Southold* Corder

753-8971
Ad prn'es not good tor .oe,,al order. • Ad latices good thnu Sunday

Rotors only 4.00
Drums only 2.00
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Elements,chemicals affect hoses

s

:.'4.41tgrow,
BECAUSE OF PARTS CONSOLIDATION KY SUPPLIERS. a replacenwnt coolant hose
will quite often not have the same shape as the original equipment part. It is important.to
make sure that ilw new hose does not come in V010111ei wills hot or moving engine components. lii,, doubt about sizing. check with sour local automotive parts shop.

Organization supports safety
From car care to seat belts.
That's the gamut of activities of the National Association of Women Highway
Safety Leaders(NAWHSL),a
nonpolitical organization that
quickly became a strong voice
in automotive safety education shortly after the passage
of the federal Highway Traffic
Safety Act of 1966.
NAWHSL's goals are immediate and far-reaching: To
provide education in all
phases of traffic safety, to promote traffic safety projects
and to cooperate in its efforts
with other traffic safety organizations.
Very early in its existence,
NAWHSL's priorities at the
national level have included
alcohol countermeasures.
highway hazards, good driving habits and driver cooperation.
These programs served to
alert and attract audiences for
safety programs at the state
Probably the most farreaching NAWHSL program
is -You and Your Driving: Car
Care and Maintenance.' With
a grant from Exxon. this twoyear driver education program
has reached thousands with
NAWHSL's network of volunteers taking the Message
into every state, Puerto Rico,
the Virgin Islands and three
foreign nations.
'The current program focus
is on alcohol, the 55-mile-an-

Maintenance
compared
In an article in Frontier
Magazine.Jerome reports that
a statistician once figured out
that if the average automobile
was maintained like the average airliner, the car's owner
would have to:
I. Replace spark plugs and
tires every 250 miles.
2. Tune the engine every
2.500 miles.
3. Replace the engine every 25.000 miles.

hour speed limit, driver education and car occupant
restraints. From June II to
June 13, NAWHSL will be
conducting an in-sdrvice
training program at Michigan
State University. East Lansing, Mich., promoting the
use of seatbelts.
Executive Director Agnes
Beaton says the seminar will
instruct members of
NAWHSL's executive committee, its regional directors
and NAWHSL's state representatives on promoting seat
belt use at state and county
levels.
Guided by the expertise of a
group ofconsultants in a number of areas, NAWHSL draws
its membership from across
the nation—one woman representative for each state appointed by the governor, as
well as one representative
each from Puerto Rico and the
Virgin Islands—plus, elected
officers and regional directors.

From the outset,each member has been charged with
developing an affiliate organization in her state. These affiliates operate autonomously,
accommodating and responding to the geographic, demographic, social and economic
climate locally and drawing
on NAWHSL's national resources.

To help spread news on its
philosophy and its projects.
NAWHSL publishes a house
organ,Tempest Quarterly, and
a monthly president's newsletter. This year's president is
Mrs. Hazel McKee, Houston.
Financial support for the
non-profit organization comes
from corporation and foundation contributions as well as a
memorial. fund
For more information, contact Mrs. Agnes Beaton,executive director, National
Association of Women HighwaySafety Leaders; 7206Ro-binhood Drive, Upper
Marlboro. MD 20772_____

@Coolant hoses provide long
service life. hut they are by no
means permanent. In normal
service, they are affected by
air, heat, chemicals and oil.
These conditions could either
harden or -crack the hoses,
which destroys flexibility and
causes leakage: or soften and
swell the hoses, which produces lining failure and hose
m119re_
f„
check-up, you see this deterioration now is the time for
replacement.
All you'll need are some
basic tools including a screwdriver, pliers, coarse sandpaper and a sharp knife.
With the engine turned off
so that it cannot be started.
proceed with the following
steps suggested by Gates Rubber Company:
I) Let the engine cool down
and then remove the radiator
cap. Check the cap for a dried
out. bmken or missing gasket.
Inspect the spring for proper
operation. Make sure the radiator filler neck is-free of dents:- nicks or burrs on the inside lip
which could keep the cap from
seating properly. Check the
.overflow tube to _ niake sure it
is free of obstruct ions or
dents.
2) Open the radiator petcock and drain the coolant into
a container. If you are replacing the upper radiator hose.
you will only have to drain out
three or four quarts ofccinlant.
If you are replacing a lower
hose, you will have to drain
out all the coolant.
3) Remove the clamps on
the old hose. lithe clamps are
badly corroded or overly difficult to remove, cut them off
and replace with new clamps.
It's a good idea to replace original equipment spring clamps
with worm drive stainless
steel clamps for long life and

optimum adjustment.
4) Pull off the old hose at
the connections. If the hose is
stuck, and won't come off,
don't try to force or pry it off.
The radiator inlet and outlet
tubes are made of relatively
soft metal and could be dented
or damaged. Cut off the old
hose with a sharp knife.'
51 Clean off the radiator
and engine inlet, and outlet
_tubes with &scraper or coarse
sandpaper. Make sore the
radiator tubes are not bent,
dented or cracked away from
the radiator.

6) Position the new clamps
/
1
4 to /
1
2-inch from the ends of
the new hose and make sure
they will end up behind the
ridge on the inlet and outlet
tubes. Also make sure each
clanip is positioned so that it is
easy to reach the screw to
tighten it. Push the new hose
over the inlet or outlet tubes.
74 Tighten the clamps,
making sure you don't overtighten. Close the radiator petcock and refill with coolant.
Replace the radiator cap. Start
the engine.

Don't Let Your Car
Get Out of Line
This Summer.
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Now Is The Time To Get
Your Wheels Aligned.

Roses Wheel
Alignment
753-1351

301 Olive

The State Farm

yinsurance
Ched(uP
can make you

sr"

••••

feel better.

Let me help you review your insurance coverages and needs Home.
wide and health There's no obligation Call me for a Family Insurance Checkup today
Jane Rogers
201 S. 6th St.
Murray, Ky. 753-9627
Like a good neighbor,
State Farm is there.
SA[ FARM
uOMPANIES
Home Offices Bloomington Ill

James Blond — Paul Woods

This Months Machine Shop Special

2395

Valve Job °ItlY $
Including Cleaning

On V-1 Reads

igroMurray Auto Parts
605 Map1e753-4424
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When getting your car ready for Summer don't settle for
anything but the best service. Our factory-authorized service can really make the difference; our factory trained
technicians use only original-equipment-quality parts and the
latest electronic diagnostic equipment. Make this Summer a..
savings time by using these money-saving coupons to enjoy a
wonderful world of value.

•

•

MOTORCRAFT
0ENGINE TUNE-UP SPECIAL,
Solid state tune-up includes insulation of kaotorcrah spark plugs: inspection
of choke, throttle hrikage. spark plug wires and distributor cap. adiustment of
carburetor end timing Eights and Econolines slightly nor.

WHEN YOUR COOLING SYSTEM THERMOSTAT fails or
malfunctions, the engine will either overheat or take too
long to warm up. A quality replacement part, calibrated to
the engine size, will ensure better fuel mileage,efficient engine operation and less frequent engine repair. When installing a new thermostat, be sure the housing and engine
block surfaces are clean, and use a new gasket for a secure
seal.

W

Repair Order No. 14705
TOTAL SPECIAL PRICE—PARTS sod LABOR

$ii10$37.20$icilinid 0

Steps to fight radiator boil over

'

n automobile engine is
actually an efficient producer
of heat energy. In fact, combustion chamber temperatures
in an engine commonly reach
4,000°F. Enough heat is produced to warm an average sixroom house in zero weather.
Unfortunately, this heat is also
enough to melt cast iron, the
material from which the
engine block is made.
All car manufacturers now
specify thermostats that start
to open in the I95°F. range.
Such high temperatures
increase the chances of coolant boiling.
Two things are required to
prevent coolant boiling. Normally. the radiator pressure
cap should permit pressures of
15 to 18 pounds per square
inch. Such a cap raises the
boiling point of water to about
250', instead of 212F.,the
normal boiling point at sea
level.
The second requirement is a
coolant mixture of about 50
percent ethylene glycol based
"coolant" fluid and 50 percent water. This mixture
raises the boil. g point an
additional 15°F ogether, the
radiator cap. plus the coolant
raise the boiling point to 265'
What steps should be taken
if the radiator does boil over,
or the red light stays on?
The Gates Rubber Company recommends the following troubleshooting
procedures:
I. The overheated engine
should be allowed to cool
down. The radiator cap should
not be removed. Serious
scalding can result. The
engine should he shut off until
it cools down naturally.
2. When the engine has
cooled down, the cap can be
removed and the coolant level
should be checked. Possibly it
has boiled out. Low coolant
level is a principal cause for
boiling.
3. A check for pressure
leaks of the cooling system
and radiator pressure cap

4.

should be made. Leaks in radiator or heater hoses, loose
hose clamps, or a faulty radiator pressure cap mean leaks in
the pressure that is so necessary in cooling systems to prevent boiling.
4. Check to be sure that
drive belts are turning the
water pump properly. If belts
are loose and slipping, boiling
can result.
5. The temperature-controlled fan clutch should be
checked. Again, inspect the
belt.
6. A check should be made,
using a regular cooling system
hydrometer, to measure how
much antifreeze/coolant is in
the coolant mix. A too low
concentration is often one of
the reasons for boiling.
7. Radiator fins plugged
with dirt, bugs, and leaves
prevent proper air circulation.
They should be blown out
with air or washed off with a
hose. Reverse flushing or
using chemical cleaners will
get rid of rust, dirt and oily
intemal deposits.
8. Other possible reasons
for boiling can be the use of air
conditioners, extended hotweather idling, a dented radiator filler neck, or a broken
water pump impeller. With so
many recreational vehicles on
the road today, it should be
remembered that pulling a
heavy trailer is a common
cause for overheating_
- 9. After boiling occurs, the
thermostat may have been
overheating and been destroyed. Since it is a mechanical part, if it has been
used too long. it may he worn
out. If there is any doubt, it is
always a good idea to replace
it.
In spite of the critical job
performed by the cooling
system, service managers
say that it is the most
neglected system in the
entire automobile. And
neglect of the cooling system
is the main reason for harmful overheating and coolant

Includes Cleaning condenser fins. adastment to drive belts. tightening of fittings
and system check for leeks. Refrigerant and parts. and mice/wary instellation
lobo, extra. if needed

Includes 10 qts. of fluid, band adjustment
odiustment.

Alton Collins is
back after being
out for 6 weeks
with knee surgery
and invites all his
friends and
customers to
come by and see
him.

Includes: Brake inspection and packing front wheel
beoring.(4x4 extra)

•

Cheek and *lust caster, camber and toein Does not include vehicles equipped
with MacPherson strut muspenaions. Domestic paresolger care only.

Includes check of tires for wear; balance
mechanical tire balancer.
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701 MAIN STREET
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Road, bridge conditions second major cause of collisions
Before starting out on that
vacation this summer, be
warned:
Obsolete road and bridge
conditions,the second leading
cause of road accidents, are
responsible for nearly four
million collisions annually.
What's more, these accidents are costing U.S. motorists some $8.55 billion a year,
according to The Road Information Program (TRIP), a
non-profit Washington-based
agency.
Only driver errors—such
as drunk driving or falling
asleep at the wheel—cause
more accidents than roads
themselves. TRIP says.
Safety advances traditionally have concentrated on the
vehicle and its driver, while
the roadway, a crucial partner
in the driving process, often is
forgotten, the agency maintains. These are the 10 most
common problems:
I. Narrow lanes—New
roads are required to have at
least a 10-foot lane width, but

many older roads do not.
Speed should be adjusted
when using Arrow lanes to
allow for additional reaction
time when approaching a disabled vehicle, pedestrians or
emergency vehicles. According to TRIP,some fire and rescue vehicles are eight feet
wide, which leaves little room
for emergency swerving.
2. Lack of shoulders or
narrow shoulders—Too little shoulder space also is a
chronic problem on 'older
roads, and some bridges on
the nation's interstate highway network also lack adequate shoulders.
3. Steep rises and dips in
the roadway—A steep rise in
the roadway will restrict a
driver's sight distance and
could lead to disastrous results
for someone driving even at
normal speeds. A stopped
school bus, disabled vehicle
or even road construction
could be waiting on the other
side.
4. Sharp curves—Negoti-

ating a sharp curve is one skill
in which nearly every driver
will profess expertise. But every day police find "experts"
in roadside ditches after
they've failed to make it
around a sharp curve. Sudden
slowing after entering the
curve could force the vehicle
out of the curve and into oncoming traffic.
S. Improperly banked
curves—A properly designed
curve will aid a driver when
negotiating the curve. But
curves suffering from obsolete design problems still pepper the nation's road network.
It's vital that a driver slow vehicle speed while approaching
poorly banked curves and
maintain a slow speed while
going through the curve.
6. Pavement edge dropoffs—lf the level of the shoulder is lower than the roadway,
a driver should take special
care when moving from the
shoulder to the roadway.
7. Short entry and exit
lanes—Multi-lane highways

built today must have entry
and wilt lanes long enough to
allow drivers to safely exit
from or merge into highway
traffic. But many older highways are plagued with lanes
that are too short. When entering the highway, a motorist
should check the oncoming
traffic flow while keeping an
eye in front for stopped traffic. The proper turn signal
should be used and speed adjusted to the traffic flow as
soon as possible. Those exiting should move to the side of
the highway nearest the offramp, signal properly and
gently slow the vehicle as the
exit approaches. Be alert for
drivers trying to enter or exit
the highway and accommodate them whenever possible
by moving to available
through lanes.
8. Bridges with reduced

Using real estate techniques
to sell your used car is a hot
trend that's catching on
quickly across the nation, in
Canada, and in the U.K.
It's called auto brokering.
A typical transaction goes like
this:
The seller visits the local
auto broker, has his car appraised, agrees on the commission fee—generally $300
to $400 per transaction, depending, of course, on the
value of the vehicle—and,for
a small fee, the car is listed in
the broker's local newspaper,
radio or television advertisements for a specific period.
The prospect contacts the
broker directly—so the customer is spared any haggling
or pesky late-night phone
calls.'The broker,in turn,contacts the seller and arranges a
meeting with the potential
customer, writes up the deal
and looks after such things as
the transfer of the car title.
Meanwhile, the seller has
the benefit of using the car,
and the broker is spared any

Let Us Set
You Straight!
Bring Your Car
And Come See Us
Hook's Wheel Alignment Inc.
Road And Field Service

Murray

753-6779

investment either in the car or
in a location to display it.
One such company is Wichita-based National Autofinders, whose fast-moving chain
of franchises located in many
metropolitan centers moves
around 3,400 cars for clients
each month.
Despite some localized
competition from firms that
have adopted the broker approach to moving automobiles, the chain so far remains
unchallenged internationally.
Autofinders' president and
principal partner, Dennis J.
Brough, a former car salesman, says auto brokering is
indeed a concept whose time
has arrived.
Through says some 60 million used car sales are made
every year—fully two-thirds
of them private deals.
"Many people would like
to sell their cars themselves,
feeling they could get a better
price privately than when
trading in the car or selling it
to a dealer," Brough main-
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BUYER - SELLER OF LATE MODEL SALVAGE & AUTO PARTS
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tains.
"But they don't know exactly how to go about it."
Not surprisingly, a local
broker could turn out to be an
established car dealer who,
through the brokerage system,
may boost his stock of available used cars to five times its
normal size without investment. In many cases, the
brokered cars will appear in
the broker-dealer's own advertising along with the cars
on the lot. This provides "tremendous exposure," as
Brough puts it.
The idea isn't exactly new
—Brough points out the
dealers used brokering techniques to sell cars for friends.
But the prevailing tough
times are having telling effect,
Brough says. A dire shortage
of good used cars at auction
and floorplanning interest
rates going through the roof
are compelling many dealers
to take another look at the advantages of autobrokering—
with obvious payoffs for
seller, buyer and broker alike.
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up with an unwanted sunroof
if care is not used when using
older bridges with low clearances. Always know the
height of the vehicle and
watcn for signs alerting motorists to upcoming low
clearances.
Many former farm and
country roads, pressed into
heavier service as the nation
continues its urban sprawl,are
handling a heavier traffic load
than they were designed for a
half-century or more ago.
The bulk of the nation's
highway and bridge network
was constructed before the
1940s, when vehicles traveled
more slowly and there were
fewer of them. According to
TRIP,the best defense against
highway mishaps resulting
from road and bridge problems simply is on-going driver
awareness.

Auto brokering popularity grows

WHEEL BALANCING & ALIGNMENT!

408 N. 4th

weight postings—As a
bridge ages, traffic officials
usually reduce the allowable
weight limits on the bridge to
stretch its life. There is no assurance that a bridge is capable of withstanding the same
weights that the road leading
up to it can handle. Watch for
signs limiting bridge weights
and obey reduced speed limits
that often accompany the
weight reductions.
9. Improperly-aligned
bridge approaches—A sudden directional shift when approaching a bridge is an
unwelcome surprise for any
driver. A particular problem
with older bridges, poorlyaligned approaches force alterations in a vehicle's
direction as the roadway narrows near the bridge.
10. Low bridge clearances
—A camping vehicle may end
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More efficient driving habits increase miles per gallon
Is there a gnawing feeling that maybe you're overlooking some exotic methods for saving gasoline
during your peak motoring period of the year?
How about operating the car in the daytime only?
The car's lighting system draws on power generated
by fuel. Automotive industry sources estimate nighttime driving could be responsible for drinking up as
much as one-sixth of a small car's fuel supply. All
power-consuming accessories should be used only
when necessary.
Another little known tip: By backing the car into
its parking space at night when the engine is warm,
you can start up and head directly out the next morning without jockeying positions with a cold car.
Among other things that can help boost fuel economy are having a tune-up(which can provide an average 12 percent better gas mileage)and doing a tire
check (undetinflated tires increase rolling resistance
and waste one gallon out of every 20).
Better habits
After that, the main improvement will come from developing more efficient
driving habits.
It has been estimated that
Americans use 25 billion gallons of gasoline every year for
recreational and social driving
—and nearly a quarter of all
gasoline used annually in the
U.S.
Here are some practical
pointers on how to cut back on
this consumption. saving
hard-earned dollars through
more efficient driving.
The tips are from Automotive Information Council,
American Trucking Associations, Inc., Maryland State
Police, Champion Spark Plug
Company, Avis Car Leasing,
American Lung Association
and National Public Research
Institute:
•Observe the 55-mile-anhour national highway speed
limit. For every five miles an
hour over 50, there is a loss of
one mile to the gallon. Insisting that drivers stay at the 55mile-an-hour mark has cut
fuel consumption 12 percent
for Ryder Truck Lines of Jacksonville, Ra.—a savings of
631.000 gallons of fuel a year.
The most fuel-efficient range
for driving generally is considered to be between 35 and

down the road. With this improved view of traffic ahead,
stops can be anticipated or
avoided, thus limiting the use
of brakes.
•If the car has a manual
transmission, shift to top gear
as soon as it is practical and
safe.
•Use the correct octane of
gasoline and the prescribed
grade of oil for the car.
•Shut off all power-consuming accessories before
shutting off the ignition to
minimize the load factor the

45 miles an hour.
•Avoid long periods of
idling. Shut the car off-When
sitting more than a minute and
choose a route that will avoid
congestion and lengthy waits
at traffic lights. When Ryder
instructed its drivers to slash
their idling time, an additional
884,000 gallons of fuel were
-conserved.
•If there's more than one
car in the garage, use the one
that gets better mileage—especially on short trips.
•In open-road driving,
cruise control may be a worthwhile option, since it will
maintain a steady speed, saving fuel.
• Avoid obvious bottlenecks and try to plan meal and
rest stops to coincide with
rush hour or heavy traffic periods.
•On long summer trips,
start early to avoid the heat,
using fresh air vents instead of
the air conditioner when the
outside temperature still is
comfortable.
•Avoid jackrabbit starts.
Accelerate modestly and drive
at a steady speed.
•Coast to stops. Extend
your vision 10 to 12 seconds

next time you start up.
•Don't rev the engine before shutting it off, in addition
to using extra fuel it could
damage the engine.
•Avoid unnecessary steering wheel movement. Each
sideward movement of the
tires causes drag—wasting
fuel.
•Consolidate several short
trips into one, eliminating as
many cold starts as possible.
Plan ahead to avoid doubling
back or wasting time hunting
for a specific location.

One Gallon
Gott Water

•Fill up early in the morning when it's cool. Since the
day's heat hasn't got around to
expanding the fuel, it's more
concentrated. During the day,
heat will expand the gasoline
in your tank; you gain the extra volume free of charge.
•Don't sit there warming
up your engine from a cold
start. Today's powerplants
don't need it. Get mobile
within 30 seconds, warming
your vehicle by driving easily
the first mile or two.
•Check the owner's man!

in

ual to see if the car is equipped
to use radials. Because radials
roll more smoothly than regular conventional tires, they
could save up to 10 percent in
fuel, depending on driving
conditions. Even bias-belted
tires can boost fuel economy
five percent.
•Check the trunk for unneeded baggage. Every 100
pounds of deadweight carries
a penalty of around a tenth of a
mile per gallon. If it's not
needed, don't stow it in the
mink.
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Check-up may
solve problems
with cooling

Auto Insurance

FREE!

You may save up to
25% on automobile
insurance, if all
your
drivers in
household are over
35. Families with
more than one car
could realize up to
30% savings.

It's hot and your car's air
conditioner stops working.
Do not panic: There may be
one of several problems,some
of which are not difficult to
repair.
Many people make the mistake of asking the mechanic to
recharge the system when it
isn't working right.
Instead, ask for a check-up,
advises Car Care Council.
The trouble could very well be
only a burned-out fuse, a broken vacuum line or a loose
drive belt. A small amount of
refrigerant to top off the system might be all it needs.
If the system needs a recharge, there may be a leak in
the system.
Play it safe, says •C
check out the system be
that long summer trip.
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Electronic system reminds motorists of auto maintenance schedu

r
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Odometer, tachometer
and now—a serviceometer.
That's not really its
name. But that's what it's
about.
BMW. the Bavarian based automaker has already . installed the
indicator into the dashboards of cars now being
marketed in Europe.
The small,. electronic
system uses lights connected to sensors to tell the
driver when it's time to
change the oil or have the
car in for inspection.
It is conceivable that
second or third generations
of this onboard computer
ma soon be communicating when it's time to have
spark plugs replaced or
new windshield wipers installed.
A key consideration in
calculating the service requirements of any vehicle
is the mileage since the last
service was carried out.
accurately determining not
only the number of miles
but the kind of dr.iving involved. Severe conditions,
for example—excessive
stop and go. dust, idling
and heavy towing—can be
far more taxing than long
hsgbnps
The BMW's onboard
computer monitor makes
this distinction between
thi kinds of driving. ana-

lyzing the stress factor and
building in an allowance
for it before arriving at realistic recommendations
for service.
One British journalist—
Michael Scarlett. writing
in Autocar—enthusiastic#11y described the operation of the service interval
indicator in this way:
"(It) receives information from sensors ofengine
speed, mileage, engine oil
temperature and time(and)
in effect turns each of these
into a mileag(e-iiiirvllent
—'memory miles' is how
one BMW man put it—
which add up until a limit
is reached which triggers colored light-emitting diodes on the instrument
panel display.
"'Memory miles' are
not necessarily the same as
real miles. A cold start followed by a short run clocks
up a large number of
'memory miles': the number increases by doubling
or trebling the shorter the
run."
BMW says tests have
shown its new system,
with its high degree of accuracy. actually saves the
average car owner money
by providing _longer inspection intervals:
A special -buffer battery- operates the computer memory and the time
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dash cluster of gas and heat gauge
and tachometer is BMW's new service interval display unit that uses"memory miles" to plot in lights
when it's time to have the oil changed or take the
car in for inspection. A special "buffer battery"
continues to operate the computer memory for
about four months after the main battery ceases to'
function. Features are available only on BMW cars
marketed in Europe at the present time.

Cooling system reminders
Now is the time to make
sure your car's cooling sssiem
will withstand the sacatton
strains of higher speeds.
heavier loads and hotter
weather.
To prepare yourself mentally, here is a list of don'ts.
suggested by the Gates Rubber Company. that will keep
you out oT
I) Don't worry about the
engine running hot fer a short
perioduf time, as long as the
coolant does not boil. If it
boils, the radiator will lose
this fluid, and you will have to
stop, let the system cool, and
then add coolant before moving on.

2)Don't stop and tern off
the engine when the heat indicator reaches hot. This could
cause the coolant to boil. Just
slow down 5 Or 10 mph. turn
off the air conditioner-and, if
possible. shift down one gear.
If you do stop. keep-the
engine running at a fast idle:
this should cool it down if you
haven't lost coolant or broken
a fan belt.
3) Den'.t remove the -radiator cap when the engine iSbot.
By removing ier you will
relieve the pressure in the
cooling system and probably
cause the coolant to boil. You
also could get a hot shower.
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